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Regular readers will know that beautiful autumn is just about 

my favourite season: I know the reality might be a bit grim, but 

in my head it’s all about crisp, sunny days, roaring fires and 

plenty of comfort food! Makes me happy... If you don’t feel 

quite so romantic about it, then you’ve come to the right 

place with our latest collection of feel good ideas. Because if 

there’s one theme running through this issue it’s happiness 

– and how to get more of it in your life! One must-do for me 

as the weather chills is to set up a home fit room, so I can 

keep working out all winter – well, when I say room, more of 

a dedicated space... as our fit expert Lucy explains, if you can 

lie down that’s enough! I’ll also be focusing on taking on 

board our expert tips on cutting down on sugar. Join me in 

the challenge and make a big diference to your health!  

I’ll see you for our New Year issue and, until then,  

I hope you feel fabulous every day! 
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THIS AUTUMN I WILL MOSTLY BE...  
Walking my dogs Sheriff and Jess, 

whatever the weather. Fortunate thing about 
dog-owning: you have to take them out no 

matter if there’s a downpour or a blizzard. 
Love this new Mountain Warehouse dog-
walking jacket, with detachable pockets 

you can wash after treats and toys get them 
a bit scuzzy. And 10 per cent of the £69.99 

price tag goes to the Dogs Trust.  

Welcome to Feel Good You!

³ SUBSCRIBE NOW TO  
FEEL GOOD YOU! See page 76 for ofer
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WRAP 
UP IN 
STYLE

Autumn is here, so indulge yourself with some  

extra-special goodies for the new season

SO CUTE 
Comfort and luxury – a girl’s best friend  

to slip into after work. Berry Velvet Bow 

Ballerina slippers, £42, rubyanded.co.uk

SAY IT WITH FLOWERS 
Choose this bouquet that gives back. In the 

Pink bouquet, £35, marksandspencer.com; 

10 per cent donated to breastcancernow.org

KEEP COSY 
Really warm and substantial, this super-soft 

scarf has a delicate lace design and can be 

worn long or bundled. Scarf, £49, hush-uk.com

BOHO VIBE 
Go dark and sultry or bright and breezy  

with this reversible Vintage Tapestry Floral 

bedlinen. £45 for a double set, bhs.co.uk

EVOCATIVE SCENT 
Classic After the Rain Timeless Luxury Gift Box 

captures the scent of founder Janet’s Scottish 

island garden, £35, arranaromatics.com

LOOKING GOOD 
Brush up on your make-up and help others, 

too. Brushes from £6.99, boots.com; 8-12 per 

cent donated to Look Good Feel Better

A FEW OF OUR

THINGS
favourite
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CAUSE

PRETTY 
PARTY 
PIECE

ENDURING STYLE 
The William Morris design looks good on 

any shelf. Morris & Co Fruits Hand Wash 

and Lotion duo, £22, heathcote-ivory.com

WARM TOUCH 
Cuddle up on the sofa with this chunky wool 

throw in bright shades of pink, orange and 

magenta. Carlet blanket, £129, urbanara.co.uk

WARDROBE CLASSIC 
Pretty and practical, these hangers give back 

to charity, too. £18 for set of two, lauraashley.

com; 10 per cent to breastcancernow.org

UNIQUE LOOK 
The subtle colours of Amy McGregor’s 

hand-drawn design will complement any 

decor. Cushion, £42, weareponymous.com

BERRY TONES 
In a gorgeous plum shade, the lace detailing 

adds a little pzazz. Autograph bra, £25, and 

knickers, £12.50, marksandspencer.com

PRETTY IN PINK 
This neat set includes nail polish, lip gloss 

and mirror for a fun, afordable gift. £8, avon 

shop.co.uk; £1.50 to breastcancernow.org

SWEET TOOTH 
Spoil yourself with these prettily wrapped 

handmade chocolate bars, in a host of flavours, 

£2.99 each, or two for £5, seasaltcornwall.co.uk

WARM THOUGHTS 
The nights are getting cooler, so 

snuggle up with an old-fashioned 

hottie. Sheepskin hot water bottle 

cover, £35, celticandco.com

ARM CANDY 
Glam up a plain black dress with  

a bold gold-efect cuf. Matthew 

Williamson cuf, £15, debenhams.com



MY LIFE IN EXERCISE TV presenter, Charlotte Hawkins, 40, lives in 
Surrey with husband Mark Herbert and their seven-month-old daughter, Ella Rose.

%�I wasn’t naturally sporty at 
school. I’d be the one waiting 
to be picked for the rounders 

team and I hated cross-country 
with a passion – it was more 

like a form of torture! But I was 
always active. I had two older 

brothers, so I’d be trying to 
climb trees or play football!

%�It wasn’t until university that I 
realised how important exercise 
is to performing at your best. I’d 
left it late to do a 15,000-word 
dissertation and, with just two 

weeks over the Easter break to 
complete it, the only thing that 
kept me sane was going for a 

run every morning. It would get 
my blood pumping and make 

me feel energised.

 %�While I was pregnant, I did 
a lot of yoga, which was great, 

but since returning to work,  
I have to fit in exercise where  

I can. When Ella Rose was tiny, 
I’d do weight lifting with her 
and squats as I was rocking 

her to sleep – now it’s a case 
of doing a few dips on the 

edge of the sofa in my dressing 
gown each morning!

 %�I’m quite competitive, so 
working towards a challenge 
is the best incentive for me, 
whether it’s seeing how far I 

can run in ten minutes or how 
many press-ups I can do. I 
recently did a challenge for 
Good Morning Britain called 

“Tough Mums”, where a group 

of us tackled an assault course. 
It was great having something 

to aim for.

 %�Mark loves to run – but he 
pushes himself too hard for me 
to tag along! In fact, there are 
some sports he refuses to do 

with me now, such as golf after 
I threw my clubs on the ground 

halfway round!

 %�I try to be a healthy eater, 
especially now I’ve had the 

baby. I’ve started eating chia 
seeds with my breakfast – and 

saying no to cake. Sadly, giving 
up wine has proved trickier!

 Charlotte Hawkins is on Good 
Morning Britain, ITV, weekdays.

News, views, what’s on when – plus the 
latest health findings under discussion 

RIGHT
NOW!

what’s 
healthy

HOPE FOR A BREAKTHROUGH
Scientists from the Cancer Research UK Cambridge Institute and Addenbrooke’s 

Hospital have discovered that there are five kinds of prostate cancer, the most 

common cancer among men in the UK. Treatment could be transformed, 

possibly helping doctors to better distinguish the common, slow-growing forms 

from the deadlier, faster-growing varieties. This will spare men unnecessary 

treatment and save lives – 11,000 people die from the disease every year.

CHEAT SHEET
HEALTH ANXIETY

% We’re all worried about 
our health – that’s a good 
thing, right? Actually, this  
is the modern term for 
hypochondria, basically, 
and can cause great distress, 
afecting everyday life. 
% So that’s when you’re not 
really ill, but worry about 
getting ill? Not necessarily. 
You may have a medical 
condition, you may have 
concerns about symptoms 
despite your GP saying 
you’re OK… or you could 
just be worried about 
future health. 
% Do I need to worry? Well, 
yes… and no. Excessive 
worrying can lead to panic 
attacks, depression and even 
make symptoms worse. Best 
route is to talk to your GP.

% L’Occitane 
Aromachologie 

Rebalancing  
Black Soap  

Sounds weird, but it 
is lovely... an olive 

oil-based soap paste 
enriched with 

eucalyptus essential 
oils to clean the skin 

and remove impurities, 
refining texture and 

leaving it soft, 
nourished and silky. 
£16, loccitane.co.uk

FGY
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      Keeping fit is as much for my 
mind as for my body. If I’m feeling 
overwhelmed, I crave a swim. 
Twenty lengths and I instantly  
feel calm and clear againa

`
JO WHILEY
THIS I KNOW...

of migraine sufferers 
will wait more than  
20 minutes before 

reaching for pain relief, 
according to research 
for Nurofen Express 
and Migraine Action. 

Could be we’re 
playing too safe when 
pain is affecting our 

ability to think 
straight. Ask your 
pharmacist about 

how to stay in control.

63%

Professor Mark Baker, 
clinical practice chief at the 
National Institute for Health 
and Care Excellence (NICE), 
has helped publish new 
guidelines on antibiotic 
prescribing, in an attempt to 
tackle the growing problem 
of antibiotic resistance. 
Increasingly widespread use 
of antibiotics is leading to 
the organisms causing these 
infections adapting and 
surviving. As this resistance 
develops, it can render 
treatments for infections 
less effective – and 
eventually the infections 
may become untreatable.

% You can help by not requesting 
them for minor, self-limiting 
conditions – especially coughs 
and colds, which are likely to be 
caused by a virus, meaning 
antibiotics would not help.

% If your doctor does prescribe 
antibiotics, make sure that 
you’ve discussed how to take 
them correctly, and that you  
take all the prescribed pills, 
regardless of whether you still 
have symptoms. If you don’t, 
chances are that some of the 
bacteria will not be killed, and 
these are more likely to be 
resistant strains.

 Myth
The truth: In both cases, eat and drink, then drink some 
more. Staying hydrated is the most important thing to do, 
because you lose a lot of fluids when you’re ill. However, 

there’s no need for electrolyte drinks, unless you’re 
severely dehydrated from vomiting or diarrhoea.

FEED A COLD AND 
STARVE A FEVER

As we head into traditional 
cold and flu season, it’s 
worth facing the facts 
before we leap to the GP 
for a dose of antibiotics. 

ARE YOU 
OVERDOSING  

ON ANTIBIOTICS?



NOV
16-22
COUNT YOUR UNITS

So many of us are drinking 
more than we think. For 

Alcohol Awareness Week, keep 
a diary check and go to 

alcoholconcern.org.uk for 
advice if your tally’s too high.

DIARY DATES
Don’t just sit there… take  
part in health awareness 

events across the country

Who doesn’t like a bit of 
British heritage doing well? 

So check John Bell & 
Croyden, established in  

1798, pharmacists to Her 
Majesty The Queen since 

1958, and relaunching now.  
There’s a new Wellbeing 

Emporium at their Wigmore 
Street, London, store with 
12,000 globally sourced 
products – many of them 

exclusives! Plus the  
store’s entire portfolio 

will now be available online.

LOOK OUT FOR: 
%�OSKIA RENAISSANCE – a 
range of nutritional skincare 

and supplements targets 

concerns from pigmentation 
to fine lines to dark circles.

%�HIFAS DA TERRA – a facial 
micro-lift treatment made with 

the youth mushroom reishi 
and healing cordyceps. 

%�001 BY ADA OOI – the 
Supreme Equilibrium Mask is 

an innovative, anti-ageing mask 
made with pure natural actives.

%�DR JACKSON’S ROSE AND 
BAOBAB BODY OIL – the first 
body oil from the British range, 
made using techniques which 

mimic the way the natural 
ingredients used are  
extracted at source. 

www.johnbellcroyden.co.uk

Love this health 

RELAUNCH

OCTQUIT FOR GOOD

Stoptober starts here, so if you 
or someone you love is one of 

the nation’s eight million 
smokers, be inspired to stub out 

for good at nhs.uk/smokefree

1

OCT
15

WASH YOUR HANDS

It’s Global Handwashing Day 
– and if you think that sounds 
a bit OTT, remember, it’s the 

simplest solution to preventing 
diseases. Always sing the 

Happy Birthday song twice  
– while washing, then rinsing 

and dry completely.

NOV
14

CHANGE BAD HABITS

A third of Britons never 
exercise and one in seven “eat 

what they want”. To mark 
World Diabetes Day, ask  

your GP for advice on how  
to avoid the risks of  
becoming diabetic.

FGY

�
 DO  

LAUGH THROUGH PAIN 
A study from 

Mentholatum, who make 
Deep Relief Pain Relief 

Gel, showed that 
watching a TV comedy is 
the most efective way to 

improve your mood 
when coping with pain. �

 DON’T  

WHISPER TOO MUCH 
Talking low can actually 
cause strain and muscle 

tension in your voice 
box; conversely, don’t 

talk too loud if you’ve a 
cold or flu – rest your 

voice until you’ve 
recovered from  
the infection.

HEALTHdos&don’ts



56%
of us take teabags 

and biscuits – along  
with other items 
like mustard and 
ketchup – away 
with us when we 
venture abroad, 
according to a 

recent study! Our 
healthy choice:
% Kromland Farm’s 

Organic Rooibos Vanilla 
Tea, £2.49 for 40 bags, 
health-food shops. It’s 
high in antioxidants. 

% Nairn’s Oat Biscuits, in 
four flavours, £1.35, 
Waitrose. They have  

40 per cent less sugar 
than traditional  
sweet biscuits.

KIMBERLEY WALSH, 
33, lives in London 

with her fiancé, Justin 
Scott, and their  

son, Bobby.

THIS AUTUMN, I WILL BE…
% Watching… The Great 

British Bake O� – I’ve always 
loved baking and it’s such a 

great show. I’ll also be 
supporting Cheryl on The  
X Factor and keeping up  

with Strictly! 

% Hanging out… I’ll be busy 
in Elf the Musical, so most of 

my free time in the day will be 
spent with friends and family. 

It’s lovely to get everyone 
together on a Sunday and 

catch up over a roast.  

% Indulging in… A spa day 
with my girlfriends. I don’t get 
much “me” time with a little 
one, so a day of pampering 

would be a dream!

% Eating… As soon as the 
dark nights draw in, I like 
some nice tapas – and a 

glass of red wine!

% Reading… Peter Rabbit or 
Peppa Pig with Bobby. He’s 
just a year old, so they’re the 
only books I get the chance 

to read these days!

% Visiting… I’m really hoping 
to catch Gypsy the Musical, 

before it finishes. I’ve  
heard Imelda Staunton is 

incredible in it.

% Buying… I can’t wait to get 
some nice winter boots and 

some cosy knitwear!

% Listening to… Jess Glynne 
– I’ve really enjoyed the 

singles she’s put out, so I’m 
excited to hear the album.  

I think she has a great voice. 

Kimberley Walsh is starring in 
Elf the Musical, which will be 
on at the Dominion Theatre, 

London, from 24 October 
until 2 January 2016. Visit 

elfthemusical.co.uk for  
more information.
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FGY TIP  

Forgetting why you 

walked into a room is 

because doorways 

“disconnect” the 

brain. Write  

a note!

Colgate ProClinical 
Pocket-Pro electric 

toothbrush  
With its slim, 

ergonomic design and 
USB charging travel 
case, this is a must-

have for any travel or 
gym bag! £69.99, 

exclusive to Boots.

FGY

Forgotten where 
you put your specs?
“Senior moments” can afect people of all ages, but older 

people are often more concerned when they happen,  

in case they could be the initial symptoms of dementia.  

A new study suggests this may be an unnecessary worry  

– the real warning sign could be when people “forget that 

they have forgotten”. Being unaware of failing memory  

could be a warning sign of impending dementia.



✢  Boost your mood with our simple self-help 
tricks and techniques to try today

✢  Learn what really works to boost your 
immune system for a healthier autumn

✢  Keep your body flexible and free from pain 
– we tell you how to ease the ouch!

✢  Discover why you need more sleep... and 
how to drop of and stay slumbering

✢  Beef up your bones with our expert guide 
to avoiding osteoporosis 

YOUR WELLBEING
%
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MOOD

BOOSTERS
Start the new season 

with some positive 
wellbeing action – 

from herbs to happy 
pills, we’ve got it all!   

CREATE  
SOME POSITIVE!  
It often gets a bad rap, but St John’s 

wort is still the go-to happiness herb 

for wellbeing experts – and rightly so, 

as it’s clinically proven to be efective 

for mild depression. “It’s one of my 

favourites,” says homeopath Margo 

Marrone. “I’m generally a very 

positive person, but boy did I 

need it yesterday! Phew, what 

a day! I take it as drops, as it’s 

absorbed very quickly and it 

kicks in within a few days or 

sooner.” You shouldn’t take St 

John’s wort if you’re on 

antidepressants – indeed, it’s 

worth checking with your GP if 

you’re on any other medication. 

✢ NEED A LIFT? Try taking 15 drops  

of St Johns Wort Tincture in water 

three times a day. St Johns Wort 

Tincture, £10.50 for 50ml, 

theorganicpharmacy.com

 
FGY TIP

Some people stop taking St 

John’s wort without any problems, 

while others experience withdrawal 

symptoms, like feeling sick, dizzy and 

tense. As it has similar properties to 

antidepressants, it is advisable 

to slowly reduce your 

dosage.



HAPPINESS  WELLBEING
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SNIFF OUT 
 A SMILE 

Aromatherapy has to be number 
one for sheer cheerfulness clout, 
with uplifting neroli essential oil 

best for brightening our day. 
“Due to its profound efect on 
the nervous system, neroli is 

considered the rescue remedy 
for shock, anxiety, depression 
and stress,” says expert Ines 
Willis. “It also has amazing 

skincare properties.” 
Ines reveals how to surround yourself 

with all-day happy… 

✢ ON YOUR FACE  

Mix 4 drops neroli essential oil into 

20ml jojoba carrier oil and use as a 

moisturiser twice a day. Brilliant for 

hydrating dry and mature skin. 

✢ ON YOUR BODY

Make a bath/body oil with neroli and 

frankincense to lift your mood, release 

tension and tone skin. Mix 10 drops 

each neroli and frankincense essential 

oils in 50ml almond oil.  

✢ IN YOUR SPACE 

Add 5 drops neroli and 4 drops 

bergamot essential oils to 80ml water 

and 1tbsp alcohol in an atomiser. Spritz 

around you for an instant happy fix.

Ines Willis is an aromatherapy 

practitioner; exanimo-aromatherapy.com  

Snack happy
Ditch carb-rich nibbles that bounce your blood 
sugar and mood around. “If we think of eating a 
mini meal rather than a ‘snack’, we make healthier 
choices,” says nutritionist Katie Sheen. So what do we 
need from our snacks? Well, tryptophan for starters, plus 
vitamins C, B2, B6 and iron, which help make serotonin, the happy 
neurotransmitter. Keep a happy buzz with Katie’s mini meals… 

✢ Mid-morning snacks  

to help keep blood-sugar 

levels balanced 

i Egg salad sandwich 

i Small bean salad 

i Fresh anchovies (from 

the deli section) on a 

mixed salad

✢ Mid-afternoon snacks 

to up the cheer factor 

without the sugar rush 

i Cottage cheese or nut 

butter on oatcakes 

i Houmous with carrot 

and pepper dipping sticks 

i Plain full-fat yogurt with 

fresh berries

✢ Evening snacks  

to seriously soothe  

your mood

i ½ avocado drizzled  

with walnut oil

i Porridge made with 

full-fat whole milk

i Banana dipped in 

sesame seeds or linseeds  

Katie Sheen is the creator 

of Soul Nutrition, a 

website with ingenious 

tools to support 

happiness and 

mindfulness;  

soulnutrition.org 

PUT ON A HAPPY PACE!
Everyone’s knows walking improves your 

mood, especially in green spaces or near 

water, which create a positive change in 

brain activity. But it’s still a struggle into those 

trainers every day – after all, it is exercise, 

and even the word makes us shudder! 

Expert Joanna Hall urges us to change our 

view. “I’m a big believer in using moving time 

as thinking time – so walking becomes 

productive for your mind as well as your 

body,” says Joanna. “Planning a happy event 

as you go can be a great way to create an 

emotional attachment to your walk.”  

Check out Joanna Hall’s Walkactive 

Programme: The Simple Yet Revolutionary 

Way To Transform Your Body, For Life 

(Piatkus); joannahall.com

POWER UP! 
“Regular meditation improves overall 

happiness, however, it’s not as quick and 

easy as acupressure,” says expert Skye 

Alexander. “There are several points on the 

body which help to increase happiness.”  

The Centre of Power is Skye’s favourite... 

✢ Located at your solar plexus, halfway 

between the belly button and base of the 

breastbone. Hold your fingers on this point, 

applying firm but comfortable pressure for a 

minute or two. Repeat several times a day or 

anytime you feel down or anxious.

Skye Alexander is the co-author of The Best 

Meditations on the Planet (Fair Winds Press).

NIX THE 
NEGATIVE 
So busy being busy that you lose out on joy? 

Spiritual wellbeing expert Gabrielle Bernstein 

suggests we stop focusing on negative 

thoughts that block our capacity to be happy. 

“If we focus on the good stuf, we increase 

our energy in every area of our lives.” Need a 

way to do just that? Try Gabrielle’s top tip… 

The One Minute Gratitude Break 

✢ If you’re stressed or anxious, keep photos 

of loved ones or images that inspire you on 

your phone or computer screen. 

✢ Take a solid 60 seconds to look at the 

pictures and conjure feelings of joy in the 

centre of your chest. 

✢ Focus on inhaling for a slow count of five, 

and exhaling for a slow count of five. Come 

back to the present and feel gratitude for all 

that is right in your life.   

Gabrielle Bernstein is the author of  

Miracles Now (Hay House).

JUICE FOR JOY 
We know we bang on about 
juicing… so here’s naturopath 
Rick Hay’s Super Mood Juice!  
✢ Whizz 1 apple and 1 pear for gut-soothing, smooth energy release;  
2 or 3 carrots – carrots can improve mood health, according to research 
from the Harvard TH Chan School of Public Health; and a little ginger to 
soothe the nervous and digestive systems and rev up circulation and 
energy. Throw in a spoonful of supergreens for an additional energy boost.
Contact anti-ageing nutritionist Rick Hay at rickhay.co.uk 



RECOGNISE STRESS SIGNALS 
Tolerance to stress is variable; a situation 

one person might find stimulating can 

be intolerable for someone else. How 

you feel and react is determined not only 

by events are going on around you, but 

how you respond to them. Learning to 

recognise the signs that you are 

stressed, and developing skills to deal 

with it as well as possible, is key.

RELAXATION MOVES
✢ Deep breathing using your diaphragm 

and abdominal muscles, not just those in 

your upper chest. When you feel your 

heart racing, or you want to scream at 

someone, sit down, put one hand on your 

upper chest, the other just below your 

belly button. Breathe in slowly, to a count 

of seven, so you can feel your stomach 

rising under your hand, then breathe out, 

feeling your stomach fall, to a slow count 

of ten – your upper hand should stay still. 

Pause for a few moments, then repeat.

✢ Stretch before you go to bed.  

Standing up, circle your head slowly five 

times, then stretch out both arms as far as 

they will go. Sit down, legs straight but 

slightly apart, and bend forwards to touch 

your toes. Pull your toes up with your 

hands to stretch your calves. Five minutes 

of this “me time” can work wonders. 

✢ Make time for physical activity, 

ideally for half an hour every day.  

Exercise helps to use the hormones 

produced under stress, relaxes muscles 

and can help you sleep. No spare time? 

Use the stairs whenever possible, and 

walk rather than hopping in the car. 

✢ Don’t eat standing up. Get in the 

habit of sitting down, even for a snack.

✢ Ditch the booze. It may make you 

feel more relaxed, but too much 

can loosen inhibitions and 

mean you’re more likely to 

have a row. One glass of 

wine is fine, but don’t 

keep refilling your glass.

Though stress is often associated with adverse events, some of the 
most stressful times are linked with happy things – getting married, 
moving house, having a baby. Excessive stress can be harmful for 
your physical and mental health, as stress triggers the body to go into 
“flight or fight” mode, increasing the release of adrenalin and cortisol.

Adrenalin increases your blood pressure, breathing and heart rates, 
and causes sweating and a dry mouth. The effects subside quickly 
but, under stress, they continue. You also feel tense and agitated. 

Cortisol can give a quick burst of energy and decreased sensitivity 
to pain, but sustained high levels can lower immunity and the ability 
to think clearly. It can also lead to increased abdominal fat storage, 
and raised blood sugar levels, increasing the risk of diabetes.

BUILD SOME BLISS 
Feeling a bit endorphin-light? The good 

news is that we can create a happy feeling 

ourselves. “Whenever you feel a warm glow 

after sex, the sweet feeling of looking at a 

cute baby or puppy, or even a warm bath at 

the end of a hard day, you’re feeling 

endorphins swimming happily through your 

bloodstream,” says success coach Michael 

Neill. “We don’t have to wait for 

spontaneous releases of endorphins, we 

can cultivate the response through 

practice.” Here’s Michael’s how-to…  

CREATING A GOOD FEELING 

1 Notice how you’re feeling in 

your body right now. 

2 Shift until you feel a little 

better. Do this by sitting 

straighter, getting up for a 

gentle stretch, smiling up into 

your eyes and down into your 

body, or taking a deep breath. 

3 Talk to yourself. Tell yourself 

something you want to hear. Ofer 

yourself a compliment; remember a time 

you received one. Enjoy the good feeling. 

4 Picture yourself as you’d look if you were 

a bit happier. Step into the picture.  

5 Repeat until you’ve created a smile on 

your face and a good feeling in your body. 

We love Michael Neill’s brilliant book Feel 

Happy Now! (Hay House). 

Beat stress … 
RELIEVE MIND TENSION
GP Dr Rosemary Leonard prescribes a plan to relax and loosen up

5 MENTAL WARNING 
SIGNS… 
✢ Little disagreements are more likely 

to escalate into full-scale rows. 

✢ You have diiculty starting tasks and 

getting them finished.

✢ It’s more diicult to concentrate.

✢ Your sense of humour seems to be 

in short supply.

✢ Things you used to find enjoyable 

have lost their appeal. 

…AND 5 PHYSICAL  
✢ It’s hard to sleep well. 

✢ You have frequent 

headaches and feel slightly sick 

or dizzy.

✢ Feeling breathless, having tightness 

in your throat or palpitations. 

✢ Cramps or muscle spasm, and pins 

and needles in fingers and toes.

✢ Grinding your teeth, especially at 

night, and biting your nails or cuticles.

FGY TIP 

If you’re not sure what’s 

causing your stress, note stressful 

episodes over two-to-four weeks 

– what were you doing, who were 

you with, what were you thinking 

and how were you feeling? 

Review them to spot the 

triggers. 



HAPPINESS  WELLBEING
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Make a happy tea! 
“When life loses its lustre, I have 
a trusted blend of herbs I turn 
to as a delicious tea that lifts 
the spirits and eases anxiety,” 
says herbalist Tipper Lewis. 

 Here’s her easy recipe...  
✢ Mix together equal amounts 

of... rose – brings joy and 
balances emotions; lemon balm 

– lifts the spirits and eases 
tension; damiana – energises 

body and mind, and also 
known as an aphrodisiac!

✢ Infuse 1 teaspoon per cupful 
of hot water in a teapot for five 
to ten minutes. Enjoy up to three 
times daily. Find herbs at Neal’s 
Yard Remedies, from £4 for 50g 

(nealsyardremedies.com).

SUNNY 
UP WITH 

CHOCOLATE 
Thought we wouldn’t include your 

favourite mood-buster? Wrong! 
Tipper Lewis has a cheery treat for 

you. “When your mood matches 
the long dark days, a feel-good 
chocolate and mood-enhancing 

superfood combo makes you feel 
sunny and energized.”  

i�2 cups almond milk i�1 teaspoon maca 

powder i�1 teaspoon rhodiola powder 

i�Dark chocolate cocoa powder i�Zest 

of 1 orange i�½ a vanilla pod

In a saucepan add the almond milk and 

whisk in the superfood powders, plus  

6 or 7 teaspoons of cocoa powder 

(depending on your taste). Add the 

orange zest and vanilla seeds. Heat 

slowly for 5 minutes (don’t boil). Strain 

and serve. And here’s a tip from Tipper! 

“These superfoods all have aphrodisiac 

properties, too, if the weather is too bad 

to leave home!” 

Find rhodiola and maca powder at 

Neal’s Yard Remedies, from £2 for 60g 

(nealsyardremedies.com).   

✢ Interlace your fingers, 

push your palms away and 

stretch your arms above 

your head. Do a couple of 

simple twists from the 

waist to re-energise. 

✢ Lie down on your back, 

arms out, palms up and 

legs relaxed, feet falling 

outward. Stay like this for 

ten minutes, breathing 

naturally, but with the hint 

of a smile. “If you allow 

the corners of your lips to 

very subtly curl, you feel 

lighter inside, just a little 

more at peace and 

happier,” says Bridget.  

✢ Lie with your legs up 

the wall and a bolster 

under your bottom. Cover 

your eyes to prevent 

distractions and breathe 

easily for ten minutes. 

 Bridget Woods Kramer is 

a yoga trainer at Triyoga 

in London; triyoga.co.uk 

To find your yoga vibe, 

check out Everyone Try 

Yoga: Finding Your Yoga 

Fit by Victoria Woodhall, 

Jonathan Sattin and 

Triyoga (Kyle Books).

Get a yoga smile
 “Yoga can help raise our spirits by deepening our breathing and 
opening our energy pathways, and when we feel more energised 

and balanced, we feel happier,” says teacher Bridget Woods Kramer. 
Want a quick boost? Try these easy moves even non-yogis can do... 

LIGHTEN UP  
To help lift that predictable autumn/winter blue mood, try 

ultra-gentle flower therapy. “Bush Iris essence is said to 

regulate the pineal gland, which needs sufficient light to  

avert the symptoms of SAD. When the pineal gland is out of 

balance it can result in us feeling depressed and blue,” says 

expert Claire G Harvey. Dead easy to take – just a few drops 

under the tongue or sipped in water. Australian Bush Iris 

Essence, £9.95, flowersense.co.uk 

THINK HAPPY! 
“Small moves into happiness can take less 

than a moment,” says Master Life Coach 

Jacqueline Hurst. Here are her three top 

happiness tips...

✢ Be grateful: Because happiness is a 

feeling created by a thought, the first small 

move is to check your thinking. Become 

conscious of what thoughts you are choosing 

to think. Look for positives – what you have 

accomplished, what you’re proud of and 

what you are grateful for. 

✢ Be selfless: When we focus a little too 

much on ourselves we can become stuck in 

our own mind. Focusing on the happiness 

of others brings about a natural sense of 

happiness within ourselves. 

✢ Make me time: Do something you love 

for yourself, EVERY DAY, even if it’s 

something small. It feels good! 

Find Jacqueline Hurst at jacquelinehurst.com
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KEEP 
WELL
THIS WINTER
The temperatures are falling and the season 
of snifs and snules is rapidly approaching 
– here’s how to boost your immunity!

 E
very year, an average adult in 

the UK will catch between 

two and five colds, caused by 

viruses that have spread from 

other people. The only sure way of 

avoiding catching a cold is to become  

a hermit, but there are less extreme 

things that you can do to boost your 

immunity and help keep yourself well 

throughout this winter.

A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE  
– boring, but essential
The first line of defence against infections 

is to try and adopt a healthy lifestyle. The 

most important way of keeping your 

immune system strong and healthy is to: 

✢ not smoke – one cigarette destroys 

25mg of vitamin C, and a habit of four a 

day can wipe out most of your RDA; and 

drink alcohol in moderation.

✢ avoid stress and make sure you take 

time out.

✢ eat a diet high in fruit, veg and 

wholegrains and low in fat.

✢ exercise regularly and maintain  

a healthy weight.
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STAY HEALTHY  WELLBEING

i TACKLE STRESS
There is increasing evidence that stress can influence 
susceptibility to infection. Numerous studies have shown 
that people who are stressed are more likely to catch a 
cold, and have more severe, longer-lasting symptoms. This 
may be due to an increase in levels of natural steroids in 
the body, which reduce the body’s response to infection. 
Of course, reducing stress is easier said than done, but 
you can take steps to take the pressure of 
yourself by learning to prioritise tasks, and not 
being afraid of saying no.

EAT WELL, EAT RIGHT
Having enough essential nutrients is 

important for a well-functioning immune 

system. The best way of getting these is 

through a healthy, well-balanced diet. 

✢ Vitamin C People with low intakes  

sufer more colds and feel unwell for 

longer. The secret is to have a good intake 

all the time, not suddenly, when you get  

a cold. Citrus fruits and their juices, 

blackcurrants, peppers, tomatoes, 

leafy green veg and potatoes 

are all important sources.

✢ Garlic A phenolic compound 

in garlic called allicin is linked 

with boosting immunity – add to 

dressings, soups, casseroles and 

pasta sauces. For a super boost, 

rub cloves on the soles of your 

feet, as it enters your system 

quickly this way! If the smell 

of garlic is too much, try an 

odourless supplement such as Health Plus 

Premier Garlic (£7.75, healthplus.co.uk), 

which contains a high potency of allicin.

✢ Omega-3 fatty acids Essential fats from 

oily fish and seeds help cells lining the 

respiratory tract fight infection. Seeds added 

to cereals and soups – or a 100g portion of 

oily fish each week – is enough to help.

✢ Vitamin A Eat plenty of yellow and 

orange-coloured veggies like carrots, 

squash and sweet potatoes to get beta 

carotene, which the body uses to make 

vitamin A. People who are low in this 

fat-soluble vitamin get more colds.

✢ Folic acid Important for a robust immune 

system, folic acid is found in fortified 

breakfast cereals, leafy greens, beetroot, 

beans and lentils.

✢ Zinc Another key player in immunity. 

Good sources include whole grains, 

shellfish, 

pumpkin and 

sesame seeds  

and lean red meat.

However, if you feel your 

diet is not providing your micro-nutrient 

needs, then taking a daily multivitamin and 

mineral supplement is a sensible idea. 

There is no need to take a mega dose of 

anything; more is not necessarily 

better and can do harm. This is 

especially the case with zinc.  

The immune system needs a 

maximum of 25mg a day – more than 

that can inhibit healthy working.

✢ Delete the dairy! If you 

tend to produce a lot of 

mucus, or if you find your 

breathing doesn’t easily return 

to normal after a cold, consider 

a couple of months without dairy, which 

can encourage mucus formation.

✢ …and the fat Having a high fat intake or 

high cholesterol makes immune cells lazy.

Pick a mighty mushroom
Mushrooms contain powerful compounds 

called beta glucans, which have been long 

known for their immune-enhancing 

properties. The beta glucans in medicinal 

mushrooms (especially reishi, shiitake and 

maitake) are notable for their ability to 

stimulate white blood cells. 

✢ Mikei Red Reishi Essence (£39.99, 

haeon.com, Planet Organic and 

independent health stores) uses highest 

quality organic red reishi mushrooms.

✢ Hifas da Terra Mico-Rei (£55.50, 

hifasdaterra.com and Harrods) is a pure 

extract of reishi.

MAKE SLEEP  
A PRIORITY
Sleep restores the whole body, 
including the immune system. 
While you sleep, antibodies are 
produced, along with cytokine 
chemicals that are an important 
part of fighting infection. Don’t 
kid yourself that you can survive 
on six hours. If you find yourself 
getting one cold after another, 

your body is telling you that it’s 
more likely you need a regular 

eight hours of shut-eye. See 
page 26 for ideas on getting 
a better night’s rest.

WHAT ABOUT 
PROBIOTICS??

Over 70 per cent of the body’s 

immune system is concentrated in 

the gut, and there is increasing 

evidence that there is a relationship 

between “good” bacteria and the 

immune system, especially in the 

production of efective white blood 

cells that produce antibodies. 

However, there is as yet no firm 

evidence that taking products which 

claim to feed and boost the numbers 

of good antibodies actually improves 

immune function, and neither has 

science shown that taking probiotics 

can replenish the good bacteria that 

get knocked out – along with the bad 

ones – when you take antibiotics. 

The other big problem with 

probiotics is product quality – some 

contain what they say they do, 

others do not. Taking probiotics may 

or may not do you any good, but on 

the positive side it’s unlikely to do 

you any harm. Probiotic-containing 

foods include live cultured yogurts, 

miso soup and sourdough breads.

FGY TIP

Olive leaf tea has double  

the antioxidants of green tea  

– and tastes lovely! Mirabilia 

Organic Olive Leaf Tea, £4.69 

for 30g, oleaft.com

✢ TRY ProVen 

Probiotics  

Acidophilus & 

Bifidus Plus Total 

Immune & Energy 

Support, £10.95, 

provenprobiotics.co.uk
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WELLBEING  STAY HEALTHY

STAYING WELL 
DURING THE 
PARTY SEASON
Research shows that lots of 
late nights can wreak havoc 
on the immune system.  
i Dance! This can burn up 
to 250 calories in 30 
minutes and helps to clean 
out and strengthen your 
lymphatic system and flush 
out toxic wastes.
i Wash away the germs  
At crowded events you’re 
likely to come into contact 
with a contaminated 
surface, so wash your 
hands thoroughly and 
regularly to prevent the 
spread of germs.
i Limit alcohol Drinking 
excessive amounts of 
alcohol is also bad for your 
immune cells, which get 
disorientated and confused, 
just like us! So make sure 
you drink a glass of water 
for every alcoholic drink 
you have.
i Know when to stay 
home If you’re ill, give the 
party a miss. Don’t force 
yourself out only to be 
more susceptible to germs 
and make yourself even 
sicker. Keep warm, give 
yourself time to recover and 
get yourself better sooner!

AND EXERCISE?
Just like a healthy diet, regular exercise is 

an important part of keeping your whole 

body – including your immune system – in 

good working order. Because gentle 

exercise may help to boost immune 

function, it’s usually safe to exercise 

moderately with a cold, as long as you 

listen to your body; putting your body 

through extreme paces when you are 

feeling under the weather will not help  

you fight an infection. There are times 

when it is good to be a couch potato for  

a few days and give your body a chance to 

recover. And also beware that excessive 

exercise – such as that undertaken during 

extreme training sessions for competitive 

sporting activities – can actually reduce 

your immune response

✢ Breathe cautiously… Be aware that the 

air in many gyms and sports centres is 

recycled around the building – and takes 

the bugs along with it. Humid air is ideal for 

viral survival, and with sweaty people and 

showers/saunas raising the humidity, you 

may find that the gym is not such a healthy 

place to be when the coughs and colds 

season is on us. 

CAN BEING COLD GIVE YOU A COLD?
Does it really make a diference if you get cold, or go 
outside with wet hair? There have been hundreds of 
studies on this and, remarkably, going outside on a cold 
day, or exercising on a cold day – even with wet hair – is 
unlikely to matter. Colds come from other people and, in 
fact, you are more likely to get ill sitting on a warm train 
or a bus than walking through a frosty field. 

WHAT ABOUT 
ECHINACEA?
There has long been debate over 

whether echinacea truly helps boost the 

immune system, but new research has 

shown that it does reduce the risk of 

pneumonia and other secondary 

complications following a cold or the  

flu, and reduces the likelihood of 

reinfection. The meta-analysis included 

six clinical trials with 2,458 participants 

and found that 65 per cent of infections 

leading to pneumonia could be 

prevented by using echinacea, while 

reinfections were reduced by 58 per 

cent. A.Vogel medical director, Dr Jen 

Tan, says: “A viral infection can damage 

the lining of the respiratory tract, 

causing cell death, inflammation and 

degradation. This weakens the 

respiratory tract and makes it less 

resistant to further infection and 

secondary infections, and more 

vulnerable to further inflammation and 

pain. The research has shown that 

echinacea can help counter that 

damage, keeping the respiratory tract 

more resilient. Researchers have also 

found that fresh extracts of echinacea 

herb contained ten times more anti-viral 

activity when compared to equivalent 

amounts of dried herb.” 

✢ TRY A.Vogel’s Echinaforce Hot Drink 

combines fresh echinacea extract with 

black elderberry (Sambucus nigra), rich 

in vitamin C and antioxidants. It costs 

£9.99 for 

100ml and is 

available 

from good 

health- 

food stores, 

selected 

pharmacies 

and avogel.

co.uk

  

EMBRACE SUNLIGHT

Try to go out in the daylight

as much as possible in winter.  

The sun delivers essential vitamin D  

to the immune system, giving it a boost 

and helping to improve resistance  

to some illnesses  

such as flu.
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THE
flexibility

FACTOR
Leading physiotherapist Tim Allardyce explains the main causes  

of joint pain for women 40-plus and how to tackle any niggles

 STIFF HIPS  
KEEP THEM MOBILE
CAUSE Sitting for long periods, lack of 

exercise and flexibility, coupled with weak 

gluteal muscles, can cause the hip to become 

stif. Chronic pain and stifness in the hip can 

be a sign of early arthritis and, left untreated, 

could lead to hip-replacement surgery.

SIGNS Test your hip flexibility: lie on the floor 

and bend one knee in towards your chest.  

If your knee only bends around 90 degrees, 

it could be the first signs of hip arthritis. 

Another sign is groin pain that spreads into 

your buttocks or down the front of your thigh.

PREVENT IT Hold on to the back of a chair 

and, standing on one leg, swing the other 

leg across the body, side to side, keeping 

your core tight. Your leg should be straight 

and torso relaxed, but firm (don’t lean over!). 

Do ten. Then swing the leg forward and 

back for ten. Repeat on the other side.  

Do these twice a day.

GOT A NIGGLE ALREADY? Lie on your 

back, bend your knee and pull it gently in 

towards your chest until you feel a stretch  

in your groin and buttock. Hold for 20-30 

seconds. Repeat with the other leg. Try 

these three times a day to improve flexibility.

EXTRA HELP The herb devil’s claw has been 

shown to help alleviate pain from arthritis 

within 12 weeks. Try Devil’s Claw Joint Aid, 

£13.95 for 60 tablets, healthspan.co.uk

 CAUSE  Sitting at a desk, 

using a computer for long 

periods and a hunched 

posture can lead to shoulder 

impingement syndrome, the 

most common shoulder issue 

I see in women. A fancy name 

for pinched shoulders, it’s 

when the muscle tendon 

between the shoulder blade 

and arm bone becomes tight, 

causing stifness.

 SIGNS  The first sign is 

usually being unable to do up 

your bra or even reach for the 

fastening. Don’t ignore this, as 

it will get progressively worse.

 PREVENT IT  Practise door 

frame stretches. Before you 

walk through a doorway, put 

both arms straight up and 

grab the top of the frame  

with your fingertips (it might 

require tippy toes for some!). 

Keeping your core engaged, 

walk a couple of tiny steps 

forward into the room or lean 

the body until you feel a deep 

stretch along your underarm. 

Hold it for ten to 30 seconds, 

breathing evenly, and repeat 

three times a day. 

 GOT A NIGGLE ALREADY? 

Reach one arm behind your 

back towards your bra strap. 

Use your other hand to gently 

ease your arm upwards. Hold 

for ten seconds, breathing 

evenly, and repeat five times 

on each side. If you have a 

pinched shoulder, your arm 

won’t move very far before 

you feel a niggle. Don’t push 

through the pain, just make 

tiny movements. Be gentle 

and ease the arm upwards. 

Every few days, your arm will 

move a tiny bit further up your 

back – this is the shoulder 

opening: a good sign!

 EXTRA HELP  Use an ice 

pack placed over the tip of 

the shoulder for five to ten 

minutes twice a day. You will 

need to do this for six to eight 

weeks. Omega-3 fish oils can 

also help by keeping joints 

lubricated. Try Super Strength 

Omega 3, £14.95 for 180 

capsules, healthspan.co.uk 

 PINCHED SHOULDERS  EASE THE OUCH
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 CAUSE  A build-up of synovial fluid,  

which normally lubricates the knee  

and keeps it flexible. It leads to pain, 

stifness and sometimes swelling.

 SIGNS  You wake with sore knees or 

feel stif after sitting for long periods, 

especially in a cramped seat. You may 

have pain at the front of your knee  

that gets worse when it bends.

 PREVENT IT  Building up leg strength 

is essential. Do this by balancing on 

alternate legs for one minute while 

brushing your teeth.

 GOT A NIGGLE ALREADY?  For years, 

doctors told people with stif knees to 

rest more, but the advice is now to get 

moving. Take a dedicated 20-minute fast 

walk each day to build strength – make 

sure you add a few minutes walking up a 

gentle hill if you can. For pain, as you’re 

watching TV, do hot-cold therapy – use 

an ice pack for five minutes (frozen 

peas wrapped in a tea towel will do) on 

your knee, followed by a heat pack for 

20 minutes (or a hot-water bottle).

 EXTRA HELP  Try a natural anti-

inflammatory supplement such as 

Boswellia Serrata, a gum from the Indian 

Boswellia tree that has been shown  

in numerous studies (including double-

blind placebo-controlled trials) to 

decrease joint pain after eight weeks of 

use. Try Viridian Boswellia Resin, £10.45 

for 30 capsules, from health-food stores.

 TIGHT KNEES  HALT THE PAIN

 TENNIS  
 ELBOW  
RELIEVE  
THE TENSION
CAUSE Overusing the muscles 

of the fingers and forearms, making 

them short and tight. As these attach to 

tendons in the elbow, they pull and the 

result is pain. But it’s not only caused  

by tennis. Any repetitive movement – 

including using a computer mouse, 

constantly carrying heavy shopping bags 

and even knitting – can be a culprit!

SIGNS Holding everyday objects, such 

as a kettle, becomes painful. You might 

feel pain when squeezing things, opening 

jars or shaking hands, or have increasing 

pain around the outside of the elbow.

PREVENT IT Look at your daily 

movement and work patterns. Instead 

of using your laptop with your forearms 

bunched at your sides, creating tension, 

let your elbows splay out a little so they 

can relax. Always use a wrist rest when 

you type on a keyboard, and if you’re 

carrying shopping, switch to a shoulder 

bag or trolley (or home delivery!).

GOT A NIGGLE ALREADY? Try this 

exercise, which simultaneously 

contracts and lengthens the forearm 

muscle. Take a can of beans in your 

hand and place your forearm on a table, 

with your wrist and hand holding the 

weight hanging over the edge. Let the 

hand with the weight in it drop down,  

so your wrist is bent. Now use your 

other hand to pick up your weight-

holding hand and lift the wrist up.  

Do ten to 20 of these with each hand,  

twice a day. It’s one of the most 

efective exercises for tennis elbow.

EXTRA HELP An easy acupressure tip  

is to bend your arm and find the fleshy 

bit near the crease at the top of your 

forearm. Press into this area gently with 

your thumb – it will feel tender for most 

people. Hold for one to two minutes on 

each side. Tennis elbow comes from a 

lack of blood flow to the area and this 

stimulates it and helps relieve tension.

FGY TIP

If you’re working at a computer all 

day, your company should o�er a 

“healthy desk” assessment. Check 

with your HR department – and 

heed any advice!

Tim Allardyce practises at Surrey Physio. 

Visit surreyphysio.co.uk; 020 8685 6930.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  WELLBEING

Dr Marilyn Glenville. Liquid iron supplements 

are easier to absorb, or try a more absorbable 

form, such as iron citrate.” Dr Glenville likes 

Biocare Iron Complex, £15.50 for 90 caps, 

naturalhealthpractice.com. I’m a fan of 

Floradix Liquid iron, £10 for 250ml, boots.com

...is that after the fun of a carefree summer, it's 
often a case of back to the old stress treadmill. 
And stress can prompt those health nasties

THE TROUBLE WITH AUTUMN

         ❯ Need pepping up? Find handy diet and health tips for autumn at womanandhome.com
GO 

ONLINE

WHAT WILL HELP ME CALM 
MY EATING? I’d like to keep up the healthy 
eating that was easy in summer but those cravings 
are getting the better of me now – it’s stressing me out!Q

What came first, the stress 
or the cravings? Stress can 

mess with blood sugar, 
which brings on a longing 

to comfort eat. Try adding a 
little spice to your life – 
cinnamon to be precise  

– it helps keep blood 
glucose on an even keel.

% TRY STARTING THE DAY 
with a bowl of calming and 
satisfying porridge made 

with rice milk, adding some 
chia seeds for energy, dark 
berries for antioxidants and 
about ¼–½tsp of cinnamon. 

This should keep your 
morning craving-free! 

% WHEN CRAVINGS HIT try 
drinking tea with cinnamon 
in the mix – or even just stir 
your regular cuppa with a 

cinnamon stick!  

% KEEP IT SIMPLE and pop 
a supplement. Try Patrick 

Holford Cinnachrome, £17.45 
for 60 caps, revital.co.uk

FGY FAST FIX  
Knock out fatigue and sugar 
cravings while giving yourself 
an immunity boost with a daily 

early morning spirulina shot. Just 
stir a teaspoon of the green stuf 

into some apple juice (water, if 
you don’t mind the grassy 

taste) and down in one 
go – job done!

Lynn Cardy is 

wellbeing editor 

for Feel Good You 

and woman&home. 

Her mission:  

to explore new 

ways for us to lead  

more balanced and healthier lives. 

MEET THE  
WELLBEING EXPERT

 QWHY AM I SO TIRED?  

I’ve been fine all summer, but now 

I’ve got that drained feeling again. How 

can I get back on top of my game? 

Oh yes, diving back into stress-inducing 

work and worry is enough to drain anyone! 

What can we try to perk things up? 

✢ B-12 IS BRILLIANT if your fatigue is 

stress induced. I love a fast-acting B vit 

myself and years ago was encouraged to 

try a sublingual supplement by our favourite 

pharmacist Shabir Dayar. It's a fast-

dissolving pill you pop under your tongue, 

which hits the blood stream at speed 

without having to negotiate your digestion. 

Shabir suggests Jarrow Formulas Methyl 

B-12, £20 for 100 lozenges. I also like 

Solgar Methylcobalamin, £11.20 for 30 

nuggets, both victoriahealth.com

✢ IRON IS AMAZING if you feel your fatigue 

could be down to a deficiency. You’ll know 

because you’ll be super-weary and may feel 

breathless or have a fast heartbeat. 

Iron may sort things, but not 

any old iron. “Some iron, 

particularly ferrous 

sulphate, is diicult to 

absorb and can give 

you constipation,” says 

 QHOW CAN I STOP COLD 
SORES? I’m a martyr to them  

in winter – they look terrible! Is there 

anything I can take now to prevent them?

Oh dear, if sunshine isn’t the trigger to your 

cold sores, then it has to be stress that’s 

waking the dormant virus. We can’t say hand 

on heart that there is a bang-on preventative, 

but melissa (lemon balm) is a great herb to 

ease the problem in so many ways. 

✢ DRINK lemon balm tea regularly. It’s the 

go-to herb for combating cold 

sores, it tastes good and helps 

calm anxiety – excellent if 

stress is your trigger.

✢ DAB ON some 

melissa essential oil 

blended with a carrier 

oil. Two to three drops 

of melissa to 5ml of 

carrier oil is the ratio 

(don’t use the oil neat), 

dabbed on with a cotton 

bud. Faster than tea tree any 

time you feel that signature tingle.

✢ SMOOTH IN organic lemon balm 

cream, it kills bacteria, numbs the skin a 

little and speeds healing. It works for cold 

sores, chicken pox and shingles, too. 

✢ FIND healing herbs and essential oils at 

napiers.net. Try Granary Herbs Lemon Balm 

Cream, £7.99 for 60ml, granaryherbs.co.uk



3 WAYS 
TO

Inner calm
Create yourself a little sanctuary space and treat your body  

to a gentle but effective self-help treatment

FGY TIP 
Enjoy a ten-minute time out 
and treat your feet to some 

pampering. Gently rub in Aveda 
Foot Relief with sole (and soul) 

soothing lavender and 
rosemary, £19.50 for 
125ml, aveda.co.uk  
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BREATHE IN THE PEACE
Feng shui expert Mary Lambert suggests you create 
your own personal breathing space. 
✢ DECLUTTER YOUR BEDROOM. Light a candle and an 
oil burner and put four drops of lavender or geranium 
essential oil on top. Sit cross-legged on a large cushion 
✢ BREATHE IN DEEPLY, lift arms out to the side and, as 
you continue to inhale, lift them above your head and 
stretch ✢ BREATHE OUT FORCEFULLY and let arms 
drop down to your side to release any stress. Repeat 
five times to re-energise your body. Return whenever 
things get tough. Visit marylambertfengshui.com

TRY A REFLEXOLOGY MASSAGE 
This is a great one to try in front of the TV after a 
stressful day – instantly relaxing! 
✢ SIT ON A CHAIR and put your right foot on your left thigh. 
Apply a moisturiser all over your foot ✢ HOLD YOUR HEEL 
in your left hand and circle the foot five times; change 
direction. Using your right index finger and thumb, 
stroke each toe from base to tip and gently pull to 
stretch it out ✢ SUPPORT THE FOOT with your left hand. 
Using your right thumb, press firmly into the pad below 
your big toe. Repeat on each toe. Change hands and, 
using your left thumb, work back along pads. 

MAKE YOUR BED A SACRED SPACE
A great routine from yoga expert Emma Harding 
that’s useful to try before bed when you’re tense.  
✢ AFTER A WARM BATH, slip into bed, take a few 
deep breaths and exhale with long sighs ✢ LIE ON 
YOUR BACK, align your spine, stretch out legs, breathe 
deeply and let go of tension. Soften hands, lengthen 
neck and release your shoulders ✢ PLACE HANDS on 
your tummy and notice the rise and fall as you breathe 
gently. Notice how relaxed you feel ✢ REPEAT AN 
AFFIRMATION as you breathe. Try: “I feel wrapped in 
comfort, I feel wrapped in stillness”. Visit yogafix.co.uk 

1

3

2
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 1
DECISIONS ARE HARDER
Even trivial decisions (should you book  

a refundable ticket or a cheaper but 

non-refundable one?) are harder at the end of 

the day. It’s no wonder we’re always told to 

“sleep on it” before tackling the big questions. 

Lack of sleep leads to poor – and sometimes 

risky – judgement, according to US research. 

The reason? Tiredness afects activity in the 

brain’s prefrontal cortex, the area involved in 

planning and decision-making, turning even 

simple decisions into agonising choices.  

 2
YOU CAN’T STOP EATING
Lack of sleep upsets your appetite-

regulating hormones – ghrelin, which 

stimulates hunger, and leptin, which tells you 

when you’ve had enough to eat. The result? 

Constant, aimless snacking. “Fatigue also 

makes you more likely to crave sugary foods 

POOR SLEEPER?

Going short of sleep can do more than make you feel 

tired, it can also seriously damage your health. But 

there are key moves to help you sort the problem

Long working days, a busy social life, 
midnight shopping or a quick check 
of Facebook and emails before you 
go to bed. Sounds like you? All too 
often, the casualty of our jam-packed 
lives is a good night’s sleep. And, 
long-term sleep deprivation can lead 
to health problems, including a 
higher risk of obesity, diabetes, high 
blood pressure and heart disease. 
Here are the clues that your sleep is 
in overdraft and that you need to put 
some zzzzz higher on your agenda…

for a fast energy boost, and dents self-control, 

so you’re more likely to reach for a chocolate 

bar than a healthy snack,” says psychologist 

and sleep expert, Chireal Shallow.

 3
YOU KEEP GOING  
DOWN WITH BUGS
We’re three times more likely to be 

susceptible to colds if we’re deprived of 

sleep. Why? “Sleep deprivation can afect 

immunity,” says Dr Victoria Revell, a sleep 

expert from the University of Surrey. A recent 

study found that even a single broken night 

lowered levels of white blood cells involved 

in fighting infection. 

CATCH UP  
ON LOST SLEEP

If your sleep account is severely in 
the red, it’ll take time to bring it 

back into balance. The good news 
is that, according to US research, 

extended recovery sleep at 
weekends can reverse some of the 

negative efects of sleep loss.  
Turn in an hour or two earlier and 
switch of the alarm so you wake 
naturally. You may sleep upwards 
of ten hours at first, but as your 
sleep overdraft dwindles, so will 

the hours of shut-eye.

tonıght!
 4

YOUR HEATH IS AT RISK  
OF MORE SERIOUS 
CONDITIONS

People who usually sleep less than five hours 

a night have an increased risk of having, or 

developing, type 2 diabetes. This is thought 

to be because having fewer spells of deep 

sleep changes the way the body processes 

glucose. Going short of sleep consistently 

over a long period of time is also thought to 

be associated with increased heart rate, 

higher blood pressure and raised levels of 

chemicals linked with inflammation, which 

may put extra strain on your heart.

 5
YOU GET WEEPY  
OVER ODD THINGS
Sleep is closely linked to the way  

we process our emotions, so if you find 

yourself uncharacteristically welling up at a 

sad song, a movie scene or a news feature 

– don’t just dismiss it out of hand. One 

brain-scanning study discovered fascinatingly 

that a missed night’s sleep can increase 

activity in the amygdala, the region of the 

brain involved in regulating emotions, such  

as fear and anxiety.  

 6
YOU’RE CLUMSIER  
THAN USUAL
Keep dropping things? Sleep loss 

afects motor skills (the ability to control your 

muscles) and slows down reaction times.  

The result? That precious china isn’t safe in 

your hands! More seriously, Australian 

research has shown that 17-19 hours  

without sleep can slow reaction times as 

much as being drunk, leading to a higher  

risk of accidents.

rest better 
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SLEEP SOUNDLY  WELLBEING

Problems  
dropping off? 
Here’s what to do…

✢ TAKE A DAYLIGHT BREAK. Bright light 

naturally boosts serotonin, the relaxing 

hormone. “During the day, getting outside  

for ten or 15 minutes helps set your body 

clock,” says sleep expert Nick Littlehales. 

✢ PUT A CAP ON CAFFEINE. Limit cafeine 

to before lunch, and make sure you keep  

an eye on how many cups you drink.

✢ GET ACTIVE – but not too close to 

bedtime. A downturn in serotonin at middle 

age could be why sleep becomes so elusive, 

say French researchers. Thirty minutes a  

day of aerobic exercise can help to boost 

serotonin levels – just not within three  

hours of bedtime.

✢ START WINDING DOWN 90 MINUTES 

BEFORE YOU TURN IN. “Switch of the 

computer, park your worries and do 

non-stimulating activities to prime your  

body for sleep,” says Littlehales.

✢ BAN ALL TECHNOLOGY FROM  

THE BEDROOM. Make it a calm  

zone for sleep, sex and 

activities such as 

meditation 

and 

reading. 

Troubleshooting
You fall asleep only to wake a few hours 

later, then toss and turn, only to drop of half 

an hour before the alarm goes of.

✢ If you need to go to the loo or get a drink 

of water, do it quickly without switching on the 

light and return straight to bed. Don’t look at 

the clock. Stay calm and breathe evenly. If 

worries intrude, let them go until tomorrow.

✢ Banish negative thoughts such as, “This is 

dreadful. I’ll never be able to work tomorrow.” 

Replace with positive messages 

“A bit like an egg timer, 

the pressure to sleep 

builds up the longer you 

have been awake.  

A compound called 

adenosine is thought to 

play a key role. Found in 

specific areas of the 

brain, it increases the 

longer you are awake 

and decreases during 

sleep,” Dr Revell says. 

Adenosine “turns 

down” the central 

nervous system, 

muffling processes such 

as attention, memory 

and our reactions to 

outside stimuli. 

“Caffeine opposes the 

action of adenosine, 

which is thought to be 

the main way it keeps us 

awake,” she adds.

RESTORATIVE  
SLEEP

Our bodies alternate 

between REM (rapid eye 

movement) and NREM 

(non-rapid eye movement) 

sleep in an approximately 

90-minute cycle through 

the night. NREM sleep is 

divided into four stages, 

with three and four the 

most restorative. 

Here’s why:

✢ Heart beats more slowly 

✢ Blood pressure falls

✢ Breathing slows

✢ Muscles relax

✢ Blood supply to  

muscles increases

✢ Energy restored; 

memory consolidated

✢ Hormones and 

chemicals released, vital  

for repair and restoration  

of cells and tissues

✢ HOW WE SLEEP
“When, how long and how well you sleep is determined by an interaction 

between the sleep ‘homeostat’, which monitors how long you’re awake, 

and the circadian clock – aka the body clock – which regulates body 

functions,” explains sleep researcher Dr Victoria Revell, from the School  

of Biosciences and Medicine at the University of Surrey.

such as, “It’s not the end of the world even  

if I feel tired tomorrow.”

✢ Get up at the same time every day to help 

set your body clock.

Hot flushes 
disturbing sleep?
✢ Wear loose-fitting nightwear made from 

natural fabric.

✢ Turn of the radiator in your bedroom to 

ensure it stays cool. 

✢ Use layers of lightweight bedding, which 

you can throw of.

✢ Go for cotton sheets  

and duvet covers.
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STRONG  
BONES
are a hop, skip and jump away
Genetics do count, but experts agree that in the battle for healthy 
bones, simple lifestyle measures can help keep us walking tall

 D
o you take your height, 

like your shoe size, for 

granted? Most of us don’t 

think much about it, until 

we suddenly notice an older relative 

who’s begun to shrink or who’s 

unlucky enough to suffer a fracture. 

The fact is we begin to lose a little 

height from 30 onwards (see box 

overleaf) and, at the same time, our 

bones become less dense. 

More cheeringly, the right kind of 

regular exercise can keep bones 

strong. According to Dr Marrissa 

Martyn-St James of the University 

of Sheffield, who has researched 

exercise for healthy bones: “To be 

effective you need to do exercise 

that stresses your bones over and 

above normal, as this type can help 

restore bone density.”

If you already have osteoporosis, 

when bones become more fragile, 

you can still exercise, but need to 

seek your doctor’s advice. Otherwise, 

use this guide to see what level of 

exercise will make a difference.

 1 If you haven’t gone through the 

menopause, or have but already 

exercise and know your bones are in 

good shape, do two to three sessions  

a week of bone-building exercise. The  

best news is that short and sharp – ten  

to 15 minutes – makes a diference. 

Choose from the following:  

✢  Weight training, using weights  

machines at the gym, free weights or 

resistance bands at home. Do exercises 

for all main muscle groups using the 

maximum weight you can lift for three 

sets of eight reps. 

✢  Skipping Just a minute a day, jumping 

over the rope with both feet, rather  

than just stepping over it. 

✢  Star jumps Again, a minute a day, 

jumping 80cm of the ground can build 

bone density in the hip by 4cm in just five 

months in younger women, according to 

Nottingham University research. 

✢  High impact aerobics classes For 

example, step, body pump, body attack 

and/or circuit-training classes, 

combining aerobic and 

strength exercises.

✢  Dance classes Think 

tap, Flamenco or 

Scottish country 

dancing.

✢  Running or sports 

such as hockey  

or netball. 

 2 If you have already gone through the 

menopause, the good news is that it’s 

never too late – you can still build bone.

Aim for two to three sessions a week of 

bone-building exercise, as before. But if 

you’re new to fitness or have health issues, 

start slowly and build up. Try the following… 

✢  Walking At least 5,000 steps every  

day if you are average weight. 

✢  Hiking This means walking over rough 

ground, including some hills. 

✢  Slow lifting using weights This can 

increase bone density as much as 

jogging. Don’t lift heavy weights right 

away – build up slowly. 

✢  Vibration platforms were devised to  

help astronauts maintain bone density in 

space. The National Osteoporosis Society 

(NOS) says 20-minute sessions may benefit 

bone, but not if you have osteoporosis. 

✢  Add in a balance activity such as Tai Chi 

or a dance class to protect against falls. 

 3 If you have broken a bone  

or suspect you have weak 

bones, check with your doctor 

beforehand. “Back-

strengthening exercises 

to relieve a hunched 

back and ofset loss  

of height can help  

– a physiotherapist can 

advise,” says Marrissa 

Martyn-St James. 

FGY TIP

LOVE PLAYING TENNIS OR SQUASH? 

Mixing in some of this kind of 

exercise, where the muscles pull on 

your bones in di�erent ways, also 

helps to strengthen them.
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i GET A GRIP
Low grip strength is linked to low bone mineral density at 
the spine and hip and an increased risk of fracturing a 
vertebra, according to research from the University of 
Manchester. You can measure your grip with a device 
called a dynamometer. Ask your GP or fitness instructor. To 
strengthen up, try: Fitness Mad Power Egg Hand and Wrist 
Exerciser, £4.99, from sports shops or amazon.co.uk

Eat your way  
to strength

Diet can make a huge diference, 
says top US nutritional expert 
Professor Katherine Tucker of 

Tufts University in Boston. Here 
are her tips:

✢ Try to include some protein with 
every meal because… latest research 

now shows that a higher protein intake 

results in less bone loss over time. 

✢ Pile on the fruit and veg 
because... they are rich in 

magnesium and potassium which 

helps protect against calcium loss. 

Leafy green vegetables and vegetable 

oils contain vitamin K, which according 

to research reduces the risk of hip 

fracture by two thirds. 

✢ Avoid processed foods and 
don’t add extra salt because... salt 

or sodium leaches calcium from the 

bones. Processed foods high in salt, 

together with cofee, tea, sweets and 

alcohol, make the body more “acid”, 

which leads to calcium loss. 

✢ Love red foods because… they 

are rich in lycopene, which protects 

against bone loss. “Having more than 

4.4 servings a week of lycopene-rich 

foods, such a tomatoes, lowers the 

risk of fracture,” says Professor Tucker.

✢ Consume calcium-rich foods 
because… calcium consumed in 

food, rather than as a supplement, 

does seem to strengthen bones. 

Calcium-only supplements are best 

used as directed by your GP.

STEP OUTSIDE 
Vitamin D, manufactured in 
skin on exposure to sunlight, 

enhances bone formation 
and calcium absorption. The 

NOS recommends ten 
minutes’ sun on bare skin, 

once or twice daily, without 
sunscreen, from May to 

September. The sun is too 
low between October and 

April in the UK, which 
causes vitamin D levels to 
fall. “During winter, take a 

supplement containing 
400-800iu (10-20mcg)

vitamin D,” advises 
nutritional expert Dr 
Marilyn Glenville. D3 

(cholecalciferol) is better 
absorbed than vitamin D2. 

Try Solgar Vitamin D3, 
£7.95, from health-food 
stores and solgar.co.uk  
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WELLBEING  BONE HEALTH

SAY NO TO …
i Smoking It triggers  
a flood of free radicals, 
rogue molecules that 
attack bone-building cells 
and upset oestrogen, which 
helps bones stay strong.  
i Fizzy drinks They contain 
high levels of phosphate 
which, in the absence of 
bufering nutrients, leads  
to a cumulative loss  
of calcium. 
i Sugar Too many 
sweets and sugary 
foods are also linked 
to bone loss.

SAY CHEERS  
TO…
i Alcohol, but only in 
moderation. Silicon in 
beer and the plant 
chemical resveratrol in red 
wine are thought to help 
bone formation. More than 
three drinks a day, though, 
lowers bone density.  

ARE YOU AT RISK?
✢ Your genes “Just 30 per cent of 

osteoporosis is down to genes,” says 

osteoporosis expert Dr Cyrus Cooper, 

Professor of Musculoskeletal Science at the 

University of Oxford. Good news, because  

it means the rest is up to you. Those of 

African heritage are less at risk.

✢ Body type Are you slim with a slender 

frame? To check, measure your wrist with  

a tape measure: 

Under 5’2”: small = wrist less than 5½” 

5’2” to 5’5”: small = wrist less than 6” 

Over 5’5”: small = wrist less than 6 ¼”

✢ Fat distribution “Weighing more is 

generally good for bone health because  

it places more load on your bones, but 

recent research shows that visceral fat  

[a sign is if you’re apple-shaped]  

can be detrimental,” says  

Dr Cyrus Cooper. It’s not 

known why, but it’s thought 

to be because this type  

of fat secretes toxic 

chemicals that are 

harmful to bones.

✢ Lifestyle Smoking, 

drinking heavily, especially 

spirits, and a sedentary 

✢ From 30, when we reach 

peak bone mass, all of us 

lose height by just over a 

centimetre a decade.  

✢ Sudden height loss of 

more than 4cm in a year 

could be caused by a spinal 

compression fracture. 

“Known as a crush fracture, 

they heal in a squashed 

wedge shape like a piece of 

cheese, leading to loss of 

height,” says osteoporosis 

nurse Julia Thompson, from 

the NOS. Such fractures are 

often painless, but are 

important to identify to try to 

prevent more occurring.  

✢ After menopause, the drop 

in oestrogen levels means 

bones lose density more 

rapidly, but exercise and diet 

can counter or reverse this, 

even if you are diagnosed 

as having osteopenia, the 

stage before osteoporosis. 

✢ Osteoporosis is when 

bones become so thin and 

brittle, they are liable to 

break. Medication can help 

prevent further bone loss. 

What is osteoarthritis? 
✢ Osteoarthritis attacks  

the cartilage that lines the 

joints, causing bones  

to rub against each other.  

✢ The bones thicken and the 

joint gets inflamed, causing 

pain and reduced mobility.  

✢ It afects about  

8.5 million people. 

Why does it happen? 
✢ There is no single cause, 

but it can run in families.  

✢ General ageing means 

muscles weaken and the 

body can’t heal as eiciently. 

✢ Being overweight puts 

extra strain on joints. 

✢ Injury to a joint or an 

operation could result in 

osteoarthritis later on.  

✢ Women tend to be more 

badly afected, possibly 

because of a hormonal link.

BONE UP ON THE FACTS  

GETTING CHECKED
If you have reason to be worried, you can ask 

your GP about a form of X-ray called a DEXA 

scan (it stands for dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry) that is the “gold standard” for 

detecting osteoporosis or osteopenia. 

“Ultrasound scans, which measure heel

density, can give a rough idea of your bone 

density and indicate when it might be worth 

requesting a DEXA scan,” says Julia Thompson.

FIND OUT MORE from the National 

Osteoporosis Society: nos.org.uk,  

or call 0845 450 0230.

FGY TIP

BALANCE BETTER. Stand on one 

leg, bending your opposite knee 

and lifting your foot o� the ground 

for 30 seconds. Repeat on the other 

foot. Practise while cleaning your 

teeth, watching TV or working 

in the kitchen.

lifestyle are all bad news for bones.

✢ Medical history A history of eating 

disorders increases risk, as do certain 

medications, such as steroids and some 

anti-convulsants. Taking the injectable 

contraceptive for over six months also 

boosts risk, as does an early menopause, 

because both reduce oestrogen levels.
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ONE THING  WELLBEING

 Y
ou may think it’s a shower 

that’s going to give you  

some get up and go, but an 

aromatherapy bath can pick you up 

just as well. Suzanne Colston-Lynch, 

from Neal’s Yard Remedies, has a 

recipe for revival…

2 DROPS GERANIUM Known as the 

woman’s best friend, as it helps you 

cope with hot flushes and restless 

anxiety – let’s face it, who needs either?

4 DROPS BERGAMOT Brings sunshine 

to the winter, rebalances the mind, 

calms without knocking you out and 

keeps up energy in a relaxed way.

4 DROPS BLACK PEPPER So 

warming, it eases away aches and 

revs up circulation. 

Blend them in 10ml of carrier oil – 

even a decent olive oil – and swish  

through a ready-run bath. Soak for 

about 20 minutes, then hop out 

feeling revived.

Essential oils, from £8.70 each  

for 10ml, nealsyardremedies.com

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
iTry an energising bath

 
FGY TIP  

Too tired to blend? For 
a quick pick-me-up add a 

few drops of Optimism, a mix 
of jasmine and grapefruit, to  

a vaporiser or burner, to 
fragrance your room. £9.70 

for 10ml, Neal’s Yard 
Remedies.



DID YOU KNOW?  
New UK dietary 

guidelines 
recommend that 

everyone over the age 
of four consumes 10 

micrograms of vitamin 
D daily. However, 
current average 

intakes, according to 
the National Diet and 

Nutrition Survey,  
are only 2.4-3.9 

micrograms per day.
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at work, go for a powerful, natural 
stimulant, such as CoQ10, which 
helps to increase mental alertness,” 
says Michela Vagnini, nutritionist at  
naturesplus.co.uk. “Try Nature’s Plus 
Potent C Orange Energy Packets  
[65p per sachet, nutricentre.com].” 

% LOL Having a laugh is one of the 
best remedies for stress – it triggers 
the release of endorphins, the natural 
feel-good chemicals that make us 
happier and relaxed. An intensive 
workout will do the same trick.

A DATE FOR LESS STRESS 
You may not be able to control stress, but to mark National Stress 
Awareness Day on 4 November, you can control how it afects  
you physically by following these tips:

The best ways to keep 
yourself well this autumn

WELLBEING  

insider

% KEEP YOUR SUGAR LEVELS 
STEADY TO STABILISE MOOD. 
Have a small meal every two to  
three hours that contains protein. 
“Snacks of soybeans, dark chocolate, 
bananas and avocado are a good 
source of magnesium for efficient 
energy production and calming  
of the nervous system,” says  
Shona Wilkinson, head nutritionist  
at nutricentre.com

% POP A CHILL PILL “Go for the  
B vitamins, especially B5 for stress 
relief and energy, magnesium for 
relaxation and sleep, chromium for 
blood-sugar balance, L-theanine  
for reducing anxiety, and Siberian 
ginseng, which acts as a tonic to  
the adrenal glands,” says leading 
nutritionist Dr Marilyn Glenville.  
“Try NHP’s Tranquil Woman Support 
[£22.97, naturalhealthpractice.com].” 

% DITCH YOUR COFFEE “If you are 
still struggling with energy slumps  

3
OF 

THE 
BEST

FOR COLDS

NEW KNEE THERAPY
Ingenious trainers that reprogramme the brain could spare 

thousands of patients the pain and potential complications of 
knee surgery. AposTherapy consists of four adjustable pods 

that are integrated into the soles of special therapeutic trainers. 
It can transform the way we walk by forcing the brain to think 
about an action that is usually automatic; results have been 
impressive. For more information, go to apostherapy.co.uk

STERIMAR STOP & 
PROTECT COLD AND 
SINUS RELIEF SPRAY 

decongests and protects 
from further infection.  

£8.99 for 20ml, boots.com

POTTER’S CATARRH & 
CONGESTION RELIEF is a 

traditional herbal medicinal 
product used to relieve 

catarrh and nasal congestion. 
£7.99, hollandandbarrett.com

THE KALOBA range 
includes tablets, oral drops 
and sugar-free syrup – take 

at the first sign of a cold. 
From £8.16, pharmacies  
and health-food stores 

FGY TIP 

Aborigines have used emu oil as 

a natural healing agent for joint  

pain for centuries, due to its  

anti-inflammatory benefits. Try 

Power Sport Pure Emu Oil, 

£21.99, powerhealth.co.uk

Power Your 
Personal Best 

by Neom for 
Sweaty Betty  
is a set of four 

scents to optimise 
your workout. 

Available 
November, £30, 

sweatybetty.com 

FGY
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS  WELLBEING

With thanks to prevention.com

WELLBEING SHORT THOUGHTS...

Try a glass of 
water with freshly 

squeezed lemon each 
morning. It hydrates, 
boosts vitamin C and 
the immune system, 

and may help to 
burn fat. 

Look after your 
adrenal glands, one of the 

body’s hormone producers. 
Stress puts them under pressure, 
and can lead to weight gain and 

poor concentration. Aim for a good 
work-life balance, regulate blood 
sugar with low-GI foods and eat 

a diet high in B vitamins 
and magnesium. 

Research 
shows volunteering  

regularly can lower risk 
of death by up to 24 per 

cent. All that altruism might 
cause the brain to produce 

more progesterone and 
oxytocin, which reduce 

inflammation and 
curb stress. 

Keep 
peppermints in 

your bag. They can 
help ease bad digestion, 

stop you feeling light-
headed, soothe frustration 

during rush-hour traic 
and give you a quick 

pick-me-up.

Wake up tired 
eyes with camomile tea. 

Steep two bags in hot water 
for five minutes, then cool until 

tepid. Close your eyes and place 
a bag over each eye for ten 
minutes. Camomile’s anti-
inflammatory qualities will 
soothe sensitive skin for 

a brighter look.

In lieu of a 
shopping list, why not 
think up a crazy story 
that features the items 
you need to buy? It’s a 

brilliant way to keep 
your mind active and 

your memory 
sharp. 

Crush an afternoon 
slump with this yoga 

move. Stand up; ground feet 
by pressing down into each 
sole. Bend knees and fold 

forward from hips; keep back 
straight. Hang for ten to 30 

deep breaths; slowly 
rise up. 

 

Soak in Epsom 
salts. Once dissolved, 

they’re absorbed by the 
skin and replenish your 

magnesium levels, which 
can be depleted  

by stress.

Relieve a 
headache in  

30 seconds. Ease 
tension and relieve an achy 

head by searching for tender 
spots on your forehead and 

scalp, and then rubbing them 
in a circular motion with 
the pad of your thumb 

and knuckles.

Improving 
circulation to the 

follicles is one of your 
best bets for keeping hair 

healthy. While shampooing, 
use your fingertips to apply 

light, steady pressure 
along the centre of your 

scalp for three to 
five minutes.



✢  Discover the secrets of ageless beauty 
skincare and make-up: you... but improved!

✢  Make them soft, make them smoky, make 
them sexy: try our eyes masterclass

✢  No more bad hair days again – just use our 
fast hair fix-ups for total confidence

✢  Discover autumn’s exotic new fragrances...
which will be your favourite?

✢  Give your body some TLC for smoother, 
softer-feeling skin – instantly

YOUR BEAUTY
%
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 The trick is to play with new creamy textures 
 and do all the essentials – brows, concealer, 
 lashes and blush – then focus on one 
 modern element that makes you feel you 



NOW IS OUR TIME! Beauty is not about being “young”; it’s about being YOU, 
whatever your age, in just the best way possible, says Jo Glanville-Blackburn

BROW KNOW-HOW 
Spending just a few moments on your eyebrows is a quick way to give 

your face definition and a more polished look. Take time to keep your 

brows well groomed by plucking or trimming any scraggly hairs, brush 

them up, then fill in sparse spots with a brow pencil or powder shadow. 

For the most natural look, define with a shadow that is the same tone as 

your hair colour, but for greyish hair use a taupe.

A
ge is a rite of passage and, by 

and large, we’re rather proud of 

that journey and less interested 

in erasing any “experience lines” 

we’ve collected along the way. Think 

“ageless” – beauty is about self-assurance. 

The trick is to play with new creamy 

textures and do all the essentials (brows, 

concealer, lashes and blush), then focus on 

one modern element that makes you feel you.

  

✢ GREAT BASE? An uneven skin tone 

ages you more than any wrinkle. Try the 

best new-generation, lightweight, skin-

perfecting bases, such as the efortless 

Clarins True Radiance, £27.50, and YSL 

Fusion Foundation, £31.50. 

FGY TIP Avoid concealer around crow’s 

feet. Here, less is definitely more! Try the 

great texture of Eve Lom Light Illusion 

Concealer Pen, £30, at spacenk.com 

✢ GO CREAMY Try a BB – Avon Ideal 

Flawless Skin Loving Beauty Balm, £12, 

layered with a creamy blush, such as By 

Terry Baume de Rose Nutri Couleur in 

Mandarina Pulp, £35.50 or Aerin 

Multi-Color for Lips and Cheek in Natural, 

£32. Blend colour along the cheekbones 

for a glowy, luscious version of your skin. 

✢  KEEP IT NEUTRAL “Enhance natural 

beauty with taupe, brown, dark mauves with 

a bit of black from time to time,” suggests 

Laura Mercier. Her Caviar Stick Eye Colour 

in Copper, £22, is great day or night, and 

easy to smudge on just with your fingertips. 

LOVE YOUR LOOK  BEAUTY

AGELESS
BEAUTY

KEEP YOUR SKIN 
ON ITS TOES
Always wondered whether mixing 

up brands is a good idea or not? 

Go for it! “Switching and inter-

mingling is OK,” says celebrity 

facialist Nichola Joss, “it’s way 

more confusing for your mind 

than your skin! I always 

recommend sticking with 

what works for you, then 

add one new product into 

the mix every so often.” 

✢ THE SERUM Origins 

Plantscription Anti-

Aging Power Serum, 

£49, targets the skin 

surface, boosting that 

all-important protective 

barrier and plumping 

skin fast; or try Boots 

No7 Protect & Perfect 

Intense Advanced Serum, 

£24.95, with 30 times the original 

active firming peptides it first had.

✢ THE OIL Every night without fail 

I choose Darphin The Revitalizing 

Oil, £25. Made from plant and 

essential oils, it smells like the best 

spa in the world and totally 

helps rebalance your skin.

✢ THE CREAM Super-plump 

your skin with Clarins Super 

Restorative Day Cream, 

£69 and Night Cream, £73, 

specifically designed for 

skin that’s going through 

hormonal changes, 

helping to soften, soothe 

and firm all the time.



✢ QUICK PICK-ME-UP
“Wrap some ice in a muslin cloth and  

gently roll over the face to de-puf, cool  

and stimulate blood flow, bringing a healthy 

glow back to your face,” says Sarah 

Chapman, facialist 

and creator of 

Skinesis skincare. “A 

few minutes worth of 

facial massage also 

works a treat. So hold 

your hands in loose 

fists and gently rub 

them over your face 

from the centre out.” 

Or try her Facialift 

massager tool, £25, 

which does all of the 

hard work for you in 

half the time.

✢ LINE 
ERASER 
Switch serums to 

Goldfaden MD 

Needle-less, £100, 

an amazing remedy 

for fine lines and 

wrinkles. It’s 100 per 

cent pure skin-

plumping hyaluronic 

acid, plus a seaweed 

extract and anti- 

ageing hexapeptides, 

all designed to work 

together to quickly 

plump, tighten and 

smooth away the 

appearance of age. 

Not cheap, but worth it.

✢ BEAUTY 
FLASH 
Sweep Lulu Time Bomb Collagen Bomb, 

£39, all over clean skin, for a “peaches  

and cream” fast flash of radiance that 

instantly gives you healthier-looking skin. 

“This product literally detonates on impact, 

delivering essential fuel to the skin,” says 

Charlotte Colwell, brand ambassador for 

Time Bomb Skincare.

✢ PACK A PEEL 
Refresh dull, winter skin with Elemental 

Herbology Facial 

Glow, £40, a gentle 

botanical skin peel 

that significantly 

reduces redness, 

removes blackheads 

and brightens up your 

skin’s texture.

✢ HEAT 
TREAT 
“To quickly rid yourself 

of ‘that tired look’, I 

always recommend 

‘heat’,” says Noella 

Gabriel, Elemis 

Director of Product 

and Treatment 

Development. “Warm 

your hands and simply 

place your face into 

your palms. Use this 

warmth to massage in 

Elemis Sp@home 

Japanese Camellia 

Oil Blend, £34. The 

combination of heat 

and oil will soften  

the skin, as well as 

your expression, so 

you’ll look instantly 

more youthful.”

✢ TRICKS OF 
THE EYE
SOFTEN Smooth  

and de-puf your  

eyes with Clinique 

Superdefense Age Defense Eye Cream, £30.

TIGHTEN Leave Thalgo Hyaluronic Eye 

Patch Masks, £35 for eight, on your eyes 

for up to ten minutes as an instant pick-me-

up, particularly when eyes are tired and in 

need of help. 

THE TONE AND TEXTURE REVIVER 

Anne Semonin Ultimate Skin Renew, 

from £121 for 75 mins

This gorgeously pampering facial proves 

that there’s nothing dramatic about a peel 

– except the brightening and smoothing 

results. After gentle exfoliation with manual 

peeling powder and an AHA-infused 

mask, skin is massaged and nourished 

with Anne Semonin’s luxurious oils.

THE BLEMISH-BUSTER

Elemis Biotec Sonic Skin-Resurfacing 

Facial, from £60 for 60 mins

Elemis bridge the two poles of facial 

treatments, from natural pampering to 

futuristic technology, to work on blemishes, 

skin texture and tone. So you get a 

deliciously soothing, hands-on cleanse, 

scalp massage and tri-enzyme peel, then 

ultrasonic peeling and LED lights.  

THE DIY DERMATOLOGY 

Tria Age-Defying Laser, £450

Not a treatment, but a lifetime of treatments, 

administered by your own fair hand! Tria 

sends tiny laser beams into your skin, 

which “repairs” itself by producing new 

collagen and elastin. Yes, it nips, but follow 

Dermatologist Zakia Rahman’s advice to 

“keep your skin well hydrated during the 

treatment cycle” and you’ll be converted. 

THE TIGHTENING TRIPLE-TREAT 

Carita Cinetic Lift Expert, from £125  

for 90 mins

Why have one treatment when you can 

have three? This trio of technologies 

covers every lifting and firming base in 

one session. First, muscle-lifting micro-

currents remind contours where they 

used to sit, then LED lights boost cell 

turnover and lastly you’re treated to an 

ultrasound micro-massage. 

THE QUICK BRIGHTNESS BOOSTER

Eve Lom Radiance Facial, from £45  

for 40 mins

This small-but-perfectly-formed facial 

squeezes in a pore-unclogging cleanse 

and Eve Lom’s signature seven-step 

acupressure massage, detoxing skin for  

a bright, bouncy efect. 
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BEAUTY BOOSTERS  
THAT WORK INSTANTLY!
Here’s how to perk up a flagging complexion...

WAKE-UP 
MIRACLES
The latest anti-ageing facial 
treatments can revive and 
renew your looks
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HIDE THOSE PORES 
Perfect for the job is Kiehl’s Micro-Blur 

Skin Perfector, £23, a slightly tinted, pore- 

filling cream that leaves a very smooth 

surface for all other make-up. Or for more 

cover for evening, switch to a 

matte foundation with built-in 

blur technology. Try Lancôme 

Miracle Air de Teint 

Foundation, £29.50, that 

feels so sheer, or Chanel 

Perfection Lumière Velvet, 

£33, that’s full coverage, yet 

has no weight. 

ADD A FLUSH
A wash of deep pink blush 

just on the apple instantly 

FAST-FIX FRESH BEAUTY
wakes up the face and suits all skin tones. 

Try the super-lasting YSL Babydoll Kiss & 

Blush in Rose Epicurien or Fuchsia 

Désinvolte, £28.50.

DEFINE THE LINE
Place a soft smudge of smoke under the 

eye and just at the outer edge, using a 

lasting pencil such as the unsmudgeable 

Charlotte Tilbury Colour Chameleon 

Eyeshadow Pencil in Dark Pearl, £19. 

DO THE UNEXPECTED
Try a purple mascara. Coat your top and 

bottom lashes in black mascara first, then 

wiggle this through the top only. In daylight 

it really shows. Try L’Oréal Paris False Lash 

Flutter Mascara in Purple, £10.99.

QUIT LOOKING TIRED!
 (In less than a minute)

“Avoid applying mascara underneath the 

eye; pile it up on top lashes, instead, as it 

gives eyes a fresh, light, natural, but 

just-glamorous-enough finish,” says  

Marcia Kilgore, founder of Soap & Glory 

Cosmetics. Try Soap & Glory Thick &  

Fast Mascara, £10. A well-placed hint of 

highlighter, applied in an upward “tick” just 

under and outside the apples of your 

cheeks, can add an extra four hours sleep 

to a tired face. Faultless every time is the 

creamy Revlon Photoready Skinlights 

Face Illuminator, £11.99; just blend a tiny 

bit for instant results.

GO GLOSSY ON LIPS
If you love lip balm, apply with a brush, 

then pencil over the top in a lip colour of 

your choice. Step back from the mirror, 

reassess how it looks, then touch up by 

shaping and contouring your lips. It’s a 

handy way of applying lips throughout 

the day, and they’ll never look dry. Try 

M&S Autograph High Definition Lip 

Liner in Latte, £6, over Chanel Hydra 

Beauty Nourishing Lip Care, £30. Or try 

a glossy stain such as Lancôme Lip 

Lover in 316, £18, or Dior Addict Fluid 

Stick in Wonderland, £26.50.

GO BRONZE
Peachy coral and bronze suit most. 

Start at the apple, then contour with 

flicks towards the ears. Finish using the 

highlighter on top of cheekbones and 

across eyelids. Choose Bobbi Brown 

Shimmer Brick in Nectar, £33, or Revlon 

Highlighting Palette in Rose Glow, £8.99.

LOVE YOUR LOOK  BEAUTY

 Piling mascara on your top 
 lashes gives eyes a fresh, 
 light, natural finish 



FAST
HAIR
fix-ups
Bad hair days begone! We’ve 
got a five-minute fix for every 
possible predicament

 1 HIDE THAT 
ROOT RIDGE

Not many of us get to a colourist every six 

weeks, and even those who do are not 

immune to a hairline coup d’état. Luckily, 

instant camouflage is easy with Colour 

Wow Root Cover Up, £28.50, a water- 

resistant, paint-on powder that doesn’t 

look chalky or dull on hair. Only have  

30 seconds? Charles Worthington 

Instant Root Concealer, £9.99, is  

a great spray-and-go solution. 

 2 CONCEAL 
SPLIT ENDS

There’s only one real cure (and it 

involves scissors), but a messy bun 

secured with snag-free Invisibobble, 

£3.75 for three, makes a great hiding 

place. If an up-do isn’t you, try Kevin 

Murphy’s emergency thick-hair trick: 

“Use a light body lotion to seal the 

ends and get you through the day.” 

For fine hair, work L’Oréal 

Professionel Absolut Repair 

Lipidium Sealing Repair Serum, 

£14.99, through hair ends. 
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HAIR SOLUTIONS  BEAUTY

 4 GIVE OOMPH TO 
FLAT HAIR

You didn’t have time for a blow dry 

or heated rollers – but who needs 

all of that? The new breed of 

volumising powders give lift in a 

flash, and are tiny enough to be 

taken everywhere. We love Kevin.

Murphy Powder.Puf, £18, Bumble 

and bumble Prêt-à-Powder, £22, 

and V05 Give Me Texture Instant 

Oomph Powder, £4.19. 

 5 TAME STRAGGLY 
HAIRS

They sound sweet, but if you have baby 

hairs waving around your parting, you’ll 

know they’re a handful. “Spray hairspray in 

close to the root to flatten and make hair 

look shiny,” advises Lee Staford, or use  

an old toothbrush for precision. Olsson 

Scandinavia Sensitive Hair Spray, £12.99, 

is mild enough not to irritate your scalp, or 

try Ojon Rare Blend Tamer Wand, £12.50, 

like a mascara for hair, with smoothing oils. 

 6 GIVE GREASY 
HAIR THE ELBOW

What did we do before dry shampoo? There 

are few hair problems more mood-sapping 

than greasiness, and a quick burst of Philip 

Kingsley One More Day Dry Shampoo, £14, 

or new Pantene Pro-V Instant Refresh Dry 

Shampoo, £3.99, will refresh both hair and 

scalp. Caught out on the go? If you’ve got 

perfume in your purse, try Kevin Murphy’s trick: 

“Spray eau de toilette on to hair, then rub with 

a dry towel and the alcohol will soak up the oil.” 

 7 HIDE A BAD 
HAIRCUT

We’ve all been there – leaving the hairdresser 

with an uneven, unflattering haircut – but 

creating movement and texture can hide so 

much. Disguise dodgy layers by working 

Kérastase Spray à Porter, £21, into lengths 

and leaving to air dry, or shape hair around 

fingers after a spritz of Toni & Guy Casual Sea 

Salt Texturising Spray, £7.19. If all else fails, says 

Kevin Murphy, “get some bobby pins and get it up.” 

 8 TREAT A PROBLEM-
PRONE SCALP 

Dry, tight and itchy patches are all common, but 

according to Philip Kingsley: “A flaky, itchy scalp 

can trigger hair loss, so maintaining a healthy 

scalp environment is key to supporting growth.” 

TRESemmé Renewal Hair & Scalp Tonic, £5.50, 

contains sunflower seed oil to combat dry or tight 

skin, often caused by heat styling. Julien Farel 

applies skincare technology to scalps – massage 

in JF Hydrate Restore, £28, to moisturise follicles. 

 9 GIVE DRY HAIR A 
GENTLE CO-WASH

“Harsh shampoos can dry out and irritate your 

scalp,” explains Trichologist Andrew Bernie. “Look 

for mild products with minimal additives.” Try 

replacing every second wash with a “co-wash” 

using detergent-free two-in-ones that won’t strip 

away natural oils. A large bottle of Palmer’s Olive 

Oil Formula Co-Wash Cleansing Conditioner 

costs a mere £5.99 and hydrates beautifully. If 

you would still rather lather, try Olsson Scandinavia 

Sensitive Shampoo and Conditioner, £9.95 each.  

 10 BANISH PRODUCT 
BUILD-UP

“Just like skin, the scalp can act up,” explains Andrew 

Bernie. “This can be down to hormonal imbalances, 

stress, poor diet and using rich, over-conditioning 

products.” So try a clarifying rinse. Working cider 

vinegar into roots for five minutes will do the trick, 

but Phyto PhytoCidre, £12.50, includes wheat 

amino acids to soften hair, too. When washing hair, 

really work the product into your scalp, either with 

your fingertips or using a Kent Shampoo & Scalp 

Massage Brush, £2.99, which also stimulates hair 

growth (and preserves your manicure!). 

 3 CURB UNRULY 
FRIZZ

Thirsty hair likes to drink the air’s moisture, 

causing the shaft to swell and wildly frizz. 

So, you’ve got two options: quench the 

thirst with hydrating Phyto Huile 

Soyeuse, £26.50 or Dove Style+Care 

Frizz Free Shine Cream-Serum, £4.59. 

Or, block out moisture with a protective 

spray. Lee Staford Dehumidifier Spray, 

£5.99, “is like an umbrella against frizz,” 

says the man himself. “Make it the last 

thing you do before you leave the house.”
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BEAUTY  MAKE-UP MAGIC

masterclass

Make them soft, 
make them smoky, 
make them sexy…
enhance your eyes 
and wait for the 
compliments, says Jo 
Glanville-Blackburn

THE LOOK “worn in” 

The make-up we love 

best is when we glance 

in the mirror a couple 

of hours after applying 

and it looks like it’s 

“you”: more defined, 

but a bit blurred, so 

more flattering against 

eye creases and 

laughter lines. This is 

the way to wear liner.

THE SHAPE A languid “doe eye” applied 

with eyeliner moulds the eye and looks more 

sensual. Do this by playing up the shape 

and contour of your eye with black and 

white. Use liner and 

powder shadow to 

contour at the outer 

edges, above and 

below the lash line, then 

place white inside the 

rim of your eyes and at 

the inner corners to lift, 

brighten and widen your 

eyes. Try Maybelline 

Big Eyes Liner, £4.99. 

THE TRICK Apply with 

precision (using a liquid 

liner), then smudge, drag, 

bleed and blend edges 

(using powder or kohl 

on top) to soften for a 

more “lived in” efect. 

THE LOOK “a halo efect”

Burgundy is the new brown – it’s more fresh 

because it’s less flattening to the eye and 

suits all skin tones and eye colours. 

THE SHAPE Think of this as a beautiful halo 

of warm colour worn all around the eye, to 

give a stained efect that’s so easy and 

flattering. Blend over the eyelids, from the 

lash line into the socket and upwards to the 

brow to difuse, keeping colour concentrated 

in the crease and through the lower lash line. 

Try anything from burnt terracotta to 

burgundy, aubergine, mauve and plum. Try 

Dolce & Gabbana Perfect Mono in Dahlia 

100, £25; Dior 5 Couleurs Eyeshadow 

Palette in Trafalgar 876, £42; L’Oréal Paris 

Color Riche Mono Eyeshadow in Smoky, 

£5.49; Nudestix Eye Pencil in Bronze, £24, 

from spacenk.com; Bobbi Brown Long-

Wear Cream Shadow in Heather, £19.

BLEND, BLEND, BLEND I find it easiest to 

start gradually and build up colour as you go. 

First, blend around the lash line above and 

below the lashes, fading of into the inner 

corners. Next, blend over the eyelid, into the 

socket and at the outer corner, concentrating 

colour here the most. Finally, difuse colour 

upwards, fading of towards the brow.

THE NEW 
SMOKY EYE

Go smoulder THE TRICK Prime eyelids 

first using Clarins Instant 

Light Eye Perfecting Base, 

£22, to ensure powder 

shadow has something to 

adhere to and stays put for longer. Finger-

smudge colour into your skin to blend so it 

looks like you, rather than a layer of make-up 

sitting caked around your eyes. For extra 

definition apply Charlotte Tilbury Colour 

Chameleon Colour Morphing Eyeshadow 

Pencil in Amethyst Aphrodisiac, £19, into 

the waterline: it stays forever. The best brush 

for shading and blending powder and cream 

eyeshadow is MAC 217 Blending Brush, £20.

PSST! No mascara! If you streamline everything 

– brow line, eye socket, eye line – you get a 

bold simplicity that’s so wearable. For blondes 

I suggest tinting them first, if you love this look.

THE NEW TAKE  
ON BROWN



STAYING 
POWER
Work fast while 

applying these 

super-stay liners…  

Do a messy line, then 

buf and blend with a 

cotton bud or fingers 

for a smoky smudge. 

SOFTEN UP Kohl 

pencil is traditionally 

the softest and 

smudgiest of all 

liners, making it 

great for creating a 

fast, easy, intense smoke with no harsh 

edges. Pigment technology means these 

simply don’t budge. Try Charlotte Tilbury 

Rock ’N’ Kohl Iconic Liquid Eyeliner Pencil 

in Bedroom Black, £19; Estée Lauder 

Double Wear Stay-in-Place Eye Pencil in 

Onyx, £16.50; Hourglass Mechanical Gel 

Eye Liner in Obsidian, £36.

LAST EVEN LONGER Define your lash line 

with a stay-all-day liquid – try Givenchy 

Liner Couture, £23.50, or Benefit They’re 

Real! Push-up Liner, £18.50 – then soften 

the look by blurring the edges with a layer 

of black eyeshadow. Press and smudge 

Nars Dual Intensity Eyeshadow in Sycorax, 

£21, used wet, or Maybelline Color Tattoo 

24HR in Timeless Black, £4.99, over liner 

and into the lash line, to intensify the efect.

LASHES OF MASCARA The curved 

Lancôme Grandiôse Mascara,  

£24.50, with its “Swan-Neck” 

wand, is the hottest mascara, 

designed to work from every 

angle, adapt to the contours of 

your face and access every lash.

Try applying your 
foundation after you’ve 
done your eyes – it helps 
“clean up” a look
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your 
  new

JEWELS
Who needs diamonds? Fiona McKim says  

         this season’s most opulent lip and nail shades  

                                     are truly a girl’s best friend
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NAIL AND LIP TRENDS  BEAUTY
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[Clockwise from far left]
Dolce & Gabbana Sophia Loren No.1 
Lipstick, £31, harrods.com
Estée Lauder Pure Color Envy Matte 
Sculpting Lipstick in Commanding, 
£25, esteelauder.co.uk
OPI Venice Collection Nail Lacquer in 
Worth A Pretty Penne, £12.50, 
debenhams.com
Delilah Colour Intense Cream Lipstick 
in Vintage, £24, delilahcosmetics.com
Morgan Taylor Professional Nail 
Lacquer in Tinsel My Fancy, £11, 
marksandspencer.com
Clarins Joli Rouge Lipstick in Pink 
Praline, £19.50, clarins.co.uk
Alice + Olivia X Nails Inc Nail Polish in 
Wild Berry Crush, £15, nailsinc.com
Smith & Cult Nailed Lacquer in 
Shattered Souls, £19, net-a-porter.com

Jewellery by Butler & Wilson at 
butlerandwilson.co.uk
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BEAUTY ONE THING  

 C
heck your skin. Is it 

dry… or dehydrated? 

Dry skin lacks oil; 

dehydrated skin lacks moisture. 

Healthy skin needs both to be 

in balance. Internal factors 

such as hormones and 

genetics play a huge part in 

dry skin and are more likely to 

be a long-term issue because 

your body doesn’t produce 

essential oils. That’s why  

dry skin often benefits from 

supplements such as evening 

primrose oil.

Dehydrated skin, afecting 

the appearance of the skin’s 

surface and making fine lines 

look more dry, is aggravated 

by poor diet, ageing and harsh 

skincare. The care is similar:

✢ Drink more water – when 

we’re lacking, the major 

organs get fluids first, with  

skin last on the list.

✢ Exfoliate to help skin renew 

itself and improve the barrier 

function that helps it defend 

itself from the environment.

✢ Protect your skin with  

a moisturiser designed 

to boost barrier 

function.

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
iBeat dry skin

 
FGY TIP 

Try applying Estée  
Lauder DayWear 

Advanced Multi-Protection 
Anti-Oxidant Creme Broad 
Spectrum SPF 15, £42, over 

L’Oréal Paris Youth Code 
Youth Booster Serum, 

£18.72.
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  BEAUTY

Jo Glanville-Blackburn gives you solutions  
to those common little beauty queries, so  
you can look and feel your best every day

BEAUTY KNOW-HOW

     ❯ Check out the latest and greatest foundations at womanandhome.com
GO 

ONLINE

WHY DOESN’T MY SCRUB 
WORK? I’ve regularly used a face scrub for 
years, but of late it doesn’t seem to do anything for 
my skin. I do mix them up a bit – is that not enough?Q

Sounds to me as if you 
need to up the frequency  

in which you use an 
exfoliator. When you hear 

the advice “use once a 
week” that’s often aimed at 

the young skin of a 
25-year-old that naturally 

renews itself every 21 days 
like clockwork. However, if 
like me, you’re 40 or older, 
this skin-cell renewal cycle 
naturally slows down, so 
we can – and need – to 

boost exfoliation to three 
or even four times a week 
to see the same benefit. 
Personally, if you change 

nothing else in your 
skincare regime, I would try 
this, because a good scrub 

clears the skin’s surface 
and stimulates blood flow, 
helping active ingredients 

to penetrate better. My 
favourite scrubs? Go grainy 

with Face Wash Powder, 
£9.50, that gently dissolves 

as you massage it into your 
skin, or Liz Earle Gentle Face 

Exfoliator, £15.75 (boots.
com), with eucalyptus. Or 

try a grain-free AHA (alpha-
hydroxy acid) peel exfoliator 

such as Alpha H Liquid 
Gold, £31, with glycolic acid 

that works deeper down 
without scratching the 

skin’s surface, making it 
gentler for skin conditions 
such as rosacea and acne, 

or very sensitive skin.

 
FGY TIP  

Make your blush work 
harder by working it into 

your skin under the 
cheekbones, where you’d 

ordinarily wear a contouring 
bronzer. It lifts and brightens 

your skin, which is  
the perfect look  

for winter. 

A beauty journalist 

with more that 20 

years’ experience, Jo 

Glanville-Blackburn  

is w&h’s beauty 

director, with 11 

books to her name 

including Spa Bliss (Duncan Baird) and 

A New You In 21 Days (Quadrille), and 

her blog theredheadbeautyed.com

MEET THE  
BEAUTY EXPERT

 QWHAT’S THE RIGHT 
FOUNDATION? Can you 

recommend a longer-lasting formula that 

doesn’t look heavy and obvious? My 

make-up bag is packed with spur-of-the-

moment buys that just don’t work for me.

The texture of most long-wear foundations 

really has moved on in recent years, 

allowing you to build the cover you need 

without feeling as if you are walking around 

wearing a mask. The good news is that the 

favourite long-wear Estée Lauder Double 

Wear formula now comes in the fab 

Makeup To Go, £33, a “cream in compact” 

design that really does blend beautifully on 

the skin. However, the key is to always 

prepare your skin well first. By using a 

serum and cream underneath the 

foundation, you will help to ensure 

it doesn’t dry skin  

out, as whatever lasting 

formula you opt for, 

chances are it’s high in 

powder content which 

clogs and dries out 

skin fast.

 QCAN I WASH MY FACE 
WHEN I HAVE A SHOWER  

IN THE MORNINGS? I’ve read 

that it isn’t a good idea, as it can afect 

your skin – but it’s part of my regime  

and certainly speeds things up. What  

do you think?

To be completely honest, I would never 

wash my face in the shower where I’m 

using other products – from shampoo and 

conditioner to body wash – that may 

potentially irritate my skin. The reason for 

this is that the skin on your face  

is thinner and more sensitive 

than on the rest of your 

body and scalp, so 

products for those areas 

tend to be more harsh 

and stripping than 

anything designed for 

your face. And even 

though they’re just 

being “rinsed of”, 

foaming suds are liable  

to wash over your face. 

Cleansing is possibly THE most 

important skincare step, so don’t miss 

out on the benefits. Wash, shampoo, do 

everything else in the shower, then step  

out and quickly do your face in the sink. It 

really needn’t take that much longer and  

I believe your face will soon feel the 

benefit. If, however, you really don’t want to 

change your regime and MUST cleanse in 

the shower, ensure you do your face last. 

That way, you’re at least washing away  

any possible risk of irritation from the  

other products. 



3 WAYS 
TO A

SMOOTH
soft body

We pay more attention to our body during the 

summer months… As we head into the new season, 

maintain a regime to keep your skin glowing

 
FGY TIP  

Nourish Golden Glow 
Toning Body Shimmer, £25, 
gives a lovely luminescence 
to all skin tones; or stroke  
on a little Connock London 

Kukui Oil Radiant Glow  
Body Oil, £34, that leaves 

skin glistening  
and revived.



REPLENISHING  BEAUTY
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TREAT YOUR HANDS AND FEET
Get into the habit of applying hand cream every time you 
wash your hands. The bargain Neutrogena Norwegian 
Formula Hand Cream, £3.69, is iconic for a reason – it 
really works. A tiny dab will sort out even the driest skin;  
a high glycerin content draws moisture from the air and 
within your skin, while the emollient ingredients seal it 
into the skin’s top layer. The tops of your feet are just as 
much of a giveaway of your age as your hands, as the 
skin is so thin and they get exposed over the summer. 
The best-selling L’Occitane Shea Butter Foot Cream, 
£19, will heal, soothe and soften feet. Apply every night!

1

2

3

TRY A WAKE-UP BODY MASSAGE
A good tip is to apply a body oil (try Elemis Frangipani 
Monoi Body Oil, £34) before entering the shower and 
then use a body scrub like Rituals Hammam Hot Scrub, 
£19.50. It’s an old ayurvedic technique and works 
wonders, allowing the product to cling to skin while you 
massage your body. Pay special attention to backs of arms 
to keep them supple, toned and firm. Reduce puiness 
and water retention by massaging in one of these 
sculpting body shapers: Legology Air-Lite Daily Lift For 
Legs, £60; Sunday Riley Liquid Diet Body Treatment, 
£85; or the classic Clarins Tonic Body Treatment Oil, £40.

SOOTHE DRY KNEES, HEELS OR ELBOWS 
Make a scrub out of olive oil, sea salt or sugar and massage the 
thick paste into your skin. Leave for ten minutes and rinse. Once 
you’ve exfoliated, it is important that you follow it up with a good 
intensive moisturiser and keep the area covered to allow it to 
seep in well. Coat on a thick layer of Lanolips Lovely Lanolin 
Triple Buttermilk Body Balm, £13.99, when you go to bed. 
Creator Kirsten Carriol says: “I wanted to create an all-over lanolin 
cream that both nourished and nurtured very dry skin. When I 
started to develop this product I found myself doubling the lanolin 
percentage and then I tripled it, to get the finish and richness that 
I loved. The result is an intense everyday balm for very dry skin.” 
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Pick your dream destination and 

prepare to be transported by autumn’s 

most exotic new fragrances

SENSES
✢ 

A little bit romantic, a little bit dark 

(Don’t Look Now!), Tom Ford Venetian 

Bergamot sums up the sinking city perfectly. 

If you normally find citrus scents a bit clean 

for your liking, this luxurious blend of Italian 

bergamot with rich ylang ylang and a  

new “green” spicy note,  

pepperwood, should convert  

you. £145 for 50ml EDP

Venice
Paris

A JOURNEY 
OF THE

✢ 
What could be more French 

than fashion? Froideur, 

perhaps, and Alaïa Paris has a 

bit of both. Created to evoke 

“cold water falling on hot chalk”, 

the designer’s debut scent 

could have been a bit obscure, 

but is actually lovely – soft and 

comforting, with peony, musk and 

a bracing “ice cold” note on top. 

£62 for 50ml EDP



FRAGRANCE  BEAUTY

✢ 
Exotic Embers might surprise 

you – for starters, it’s by Bronnley 

(of iconic lemon soap fame), but don’t 

let the 130-year heritage give you any 

preconceptions. This very contemporary 

blend of ruby orange, smoky cedarwood 

and spiced burnt plum is as warming as  

a Saharan sunset. £35 for 50ml EDT

✢ 
If Jo Malone London Mimosa & 

Cardamom was one of your friends, it 

would be that free spirit who’s only back 

from Bali for five minutes before she jaunts 

of to Jaipur. A real nomad, with Guatemalan 

cardamom, tonka from Venezuela and pretty 

French mimosa. £85 for 100ml Cologne 

✢ 
Atelier Cologne Jasmin Angélique 

contains fresh, elegant ingredients 

from across the globe, but something 

about the blend of heady jasmine, 

crisp lemon and Sichuan Pepper 

planted us right in the middle of a 

Chinese tea ceremony. Sensual, yet 

delicate. £110 for 100ml Absolue

✢ 
Everything from the pared-back bottle to 

the breezy seaside salt, evergreen pine 

and pink berry notes in Miller Harris L’Eau 

Magnetic says Scandi-chic. Brit perfumer Lyn 

Harris created this scent as part of three new 

“Editions”, all well worth a snif for her clever, 

unexpected combinations. £65 for 50ml EDP

✢ 
If it’s glamour you’re 

after, Estée Lauder 

Modern Muse Le Rouge 

is an in-your-face uptown 

funk of a fragrance. The first 

thing you’ll notice is ripe 

berries and rich Bulgarian 

rose; give it a minute and 

you’ll get vanilla and vetiver, 

too. Very sexy, very NYC. 

£45 for 30ml EDP

Morocco

Round the 
world trip

Shanghai

Stockholm

Manhattan
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Breeze into autumn  
with the best beauty buys

BEAUTY  
insider

3
OF 

THE 
BEST

THE WET BRUSH 
detangles hair with ease, 
and has a rubber-coated, 

non-slip handle, too. 
£12.99, cultbeauty.co.uk

CURLFORMERS make 
waves without heat using 

a spiral and hook – practice 
makes perfect! £12 for four, 

thisisbeautymart.com

REMINGTON PROTECT 
DRYER uses lower heat, 

but still dries swiftly, 
infusing hair with argan 
oil. £39.99, boots.com

HAIR-SAVING STYLERS

Beauty Dictionary
STROBING

Like contouring’s friendlier cousin, strobing 
uses highlighting to “pull” your best bits 

forward. Try it by blending Illamasqua 
Gleam in Aurora, £22, from your temple to 
the top of your cheekbone in a semi-circle 

for a perky, contour-enhancing gleam. 

% TAKE 15 MINUTES to sit back with 
a hair mask. Rid curls of frizz using 
OGX Anti-Breakage Keratin Oil 
Miraculous Recovery, £6.99, soften  
fine hair with Dove Oxygen Moisture 
Soufflé Treatment, £6.29, or treat  
that poor, parched, post-summer  
scalp with Senspa Lava Clay Hair  
& Scalp Masque, £6.95. 

% SPEND HALF AN HOUR on  
a Saturday from-the-sofa facial. 
Exfoliate with the satisfyingly tingly 
Philosophy Microdelivery Overnight 
Anti-Ageing Peel, £65, recline with 
MaskerAide I Don’t Wanna Grow Up 
Hydrating Sheet Masque, £5, then get 
seriously indulgent with new Crème 
de la Mer The Renewal Oil, £155. 

% ALL AFTERNOON TO INDULGE? 
Lucky you. Light every candle you 
own and run that bath you’ve been 
meaning to have. Wallow with dreamy 
L’Occitane Melting Honey 
Exfoliating Sugars, £22, 
Sanctuary Spa 
Luxury Bath Float, 
£10, or Jo Malone 
London English 
Pear & Freesia 
Bath Salts, £30 for 
three sachets. 

AND STOP...
If summer is an inexhaustible toddler of a season, autumn is a 
languorous teen. Now Strictly’s back on, we relish an idle weekend, 
so get on a beauty go-slow before the busiest time of all begins…

They may be the 
former residence 
of silkworms, but 

these Beauty 
Cocoons make  

a snug home  
for fingers to 

massage over 
skin, releasing 

collagen-boosting 
sericin and gently 

exfoliating dry 
patches. £25 for 

20, holisticsilk.com

FGY
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS  BEAUTY

With thanks to telegraph.co.uk; womansday.com; about.com

BEAUTY SHORT THOUGHTS...
Perfume 

evaporates fast 
from dry skin. Help  

it to last longer by 
dabbing Vaseline on to 

pulse points – not 
forgetting ankles and 

knees – before 
spraying. 

Dry, winter  
air calls for a 

di�erent approach to 
skincare. Swap foam cleansers 

for oil-based cleansing balms, to 
purify while infusing skin with 
nourishing fatty acids. A richer 

face cream will help improve the 
skin’s barrier function, reduce 

water loss and hydrate 
intensively, too.

Bronze to slim 
your face and warm 

up dull winter skin. Use  
a large brush to draw a 

number three on your face. 
Start from the temple, curve 
around to the cheek, then 
curve down to the chin. 

Repeat on the 
other side. 

For an extra 
smudgy e�ect for 

eyes, hold the tip of an 
eye pencil over a lighter 
or candle flame for a few 

seconds. Let it cool  
for 30 seconds, 

then apply.

 
In cold  

weather, it’s important 
to moisturise dry, flaky skin, 
and the best way is by first 

removing any dead skin with a 
gentle exfoliator. Only then should 
you apply a moisturiser, ideally one 

with desensitising and softening 
extracts such as liquorice  

or vitamin A, which will 
help to strengthen  

the skin.

When you put 
on mascara, don’t 

lower your chin – that’s 
how it gets on your lid. 

Banish clumps caused by 
excess formula from a 
brand-new mascara by 

sweeping over a 
tissue first. 

To avoid a 
patchy lip, place a 

tissue over your first 
coat of lipstick and dab on 

loose powder to “fix” it, 
before a second coat. Pat 

concealer around your 
lips to stop it 

bleeding.

Over-use  
of products can 

lead to congestion. 
Cleanse thoroughly and 
don’t overload skin day 

and night – go bare 
occasionally to let 

 it breathe. 

 For a home-
made face mask, 

crush two aspirins and 
mix with 1tbsp organic 

honey. Apply to the face 
(avoiding the eye area); wash 
of after 20 minutes. Aspirin 
contains beta hydroxy acid, 

found in many high-end 
face masks. 

Always pluck 
your eyebrows in 

the direction the hair 
grows. Never change 

where they peak or pencil 
in the whole brow. Instead, 

fill in any gaps with the 
side of a brow pencil – 
not the tip – to avoid 

a hard line.



                  

✢  Get a flatter tum in just four weeks with our 
easy-to-follow healthy eating plan

✢  The bitter truth about sugar and your 
health – expert advice on how to cut down

✢  Power up your plate: the right ingredients 
can double your health clout

✢  Treat yourself to healthy kitchen buys  
– gadgets and new foods in store

YOUR DIET
%
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Choose the right foods 

and ditch the wrong 

ones, keep your cals 

under control and, yes, 

you can lose the weight 

where we hate it most…  

right in the middle!

✢ WHAT TO EAT TO BEAT BLOATING 
✢ HEALTHY IDEAS FOR  

BREAKFAST, LUNCH & SUPPER

FLAT FOR LIFE
For our plan to work for 

you, these changes to your 

diet need to be permanent, 

so that eating the right 

foods becomes a way  

of life, not a fad.

healthy 
 EATING PLAN  

THE 
FLAT TUM



BREAKFAST LUNCH EVENING MEAL

MONDAY

½ grapefruit; 2 small slices 
wholemeal toast spread with  
1 heaped tsp low-fat soft cheese 
topped with a slice of ham

Chicken tikka and tzatziki 
wrap (see p59) 

Cod with pesto pasta and 
cherry tomatoes (see p61)

TUESDAY

2 small eggs (scrambled, 
poached or boiled), 1 small  
slice wholemeal toast thinly 
spread with reduced-fat spread

Small drained can of tuna in 
wholemeal pitta with diced red 
pepper, 1tbsp half-fat mayo 
and a handful of watercress

Spaghetti Bolognese  
(see p60)

WEDNESDAY

200ml 0% fat Greek yogurt 
mixed with 2 heaped tbsp 
muesli and a handful  
of fresh berries

4 fish fingers, served  
with ½ pot tzatziki and 
6 cherry tomatoes

Chicken stir-fry (see p60) 

THURSDAY

Add 200ml semi-skimmed milk 
to 25g oats and microwave on 
high for 2 minutes. Add mashed 
banana and 2tbsp yogurt

Pasta salad (see p59) Lamb cutlets with green beans 
(see p61)

FRIDAY

Bowl of fruit salad; 2 small 
slices of toast with 
reduced-fat spread and  
jam or marmalade

Roast beef sandwich  
(see p59) 

Grilled salmon steak with 
tomato salsa and new 
potatoes (see p60), plus 
some green beans 

BREAKFAST LUNCH EVENING MEAL

MONDAY

40g Fruit ’n Fibre, 150ml  
semi-skimmed milk, a handful 
of fresh raspberries and ½ 
sliced banana

Small wholemeal wrap filled 
with 75g poached salmon,
3 heaped tbsp tomato salsa 
and a handful of rocket 

Spaghetti puttanesca  
(see p60)

TUESDAY

2 small slices toast, each spread 
with 1 heaped tsp low-fat soft 
cheese, topped with 1 slice 
ham and sliced tomato

2 eggs scrambled with 40g 
smoked salmon, plus 1 slice 
toast with butter, margarine  
or reduced-fat spread

Roast chicken, ratatouille and 
sweet potato (see p60)

WEDNESDAY

Mix 2 heaped tbsp muesli into 
a small pot probiotic yogurt. 
Stir in 1 chopped apple and a 
handful of blackberries 

Mix 5tbsp reduced-fat 
houmous with 2tbsp grated 
carrot and spooned into 
wholemeal pitta 

Prawn and vegetable stir-fry 
(see p61)

THURSDAY

½ grapefruit; 1 slice toast 
topped with 1 heaped tsp 
peanut butter and sliced 
banana

Toasted muin with ham and 
egg (see p59) 

Tuna, tomato salsa, new 
potatoes and green beans 
(see p60)

FRIDAY

40g Fruit ’n Fibre, 5 sliced 
strawberries and 1tbsp  
dried cranberries, plus 150ml 
semi-skimmed milk 

Chicken and bulgar  
wheat salad (see p61)

Chilli con carne (see p60) 

OUR TUMS:  
WHY THE WOBBLE?
Studies show that the midrif is right 

at the very top of the list of body 

parts we hate the most – wobbly 

tummies, muin tops, love handles 

and middle-aged spread are the 

cause of much angst for many 

women (and a growing number  

of men). Unfortunately, once you hit 

the big 4-0, any excess weight seems 

to make a beeline straight for your 

tummy. One reason is hormonal 

factors: declining levels of oestrogen 

and increased production of the 

stress hormone cortisol direct fat to 

the very areas where you want it 

least. Loss of muscle tone, a sluggish 

digestion and bloating, which are 

also common as you get older, only 

make matters worse. Our plan has 

been designed to target these 

problems and leave you feeling 

trimmer and happier with your midrif.

WEEK 1

WEEK 2

Midweek diet… weekends off!
Use the following as a basis for a proper diet plan, 
centring on around 1,350 cals a day. You can mix and 
match dishes, plus relax (a little!) at the weekend

2 SNACKS A DAY ● Small banana, pear, orange, peach or apple ● 1 pot 

probiotic low-fat fruit yogurt (eg, Activia) ● 200ml tomato or V8 juice and ½ banana  
● 2 ready-to-eat dried apricots and 2 Brazil nuts ● Hot chocolate drink made with  

2tsp reduced-fat chocolate powder and 200ml semi-skimmed milk ● 1 oatcake spread 

with 1 heaped tsp peanut butter ● Cereal bar with no more than 100 calories

✢ 200g melon

✢ 1 pot low-fat probiotic fruit 

yogurt, such as Activia (especially  

if you don’t have one as a snack)

✢ 1 pot low-fat chocolate mousse

✢ 1 pot sugar-free jelly 

✢ 1 orange or fresh mango

✢ Small fruit salad – eg, pineapple 

or mango and kiwi fruit

✢ 50g pineapple,  

2 passion fruit

Many of us fall of the diet wagon at 

weekends, then never go back to it. 

With our plan, keep it strict during 

the week, take it easy at weekends. 

Do stick to the foods we outline 

where possible and don’t go huge 

on portions, but don’t pass up that  

glass of wine or meal out, that’s fine!

1 DESSERT A DAY

MAKE IT WORK
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● ½ grapefruit; 2 small slices wholemeal 

toast, each spread with 1 heaped tsp 

low-fat soft cheese and topped with  

a slice of ham.

● 2 small eggs (scrambled, poached or 

boiled), 1 small slice wholemeal toast, 

thinly spread with butter, margarine or 

reduced-fat spread.

● 200g 0% fat Greek yogurt mixed with 

2 heaped tbsp muesli and a handful of 

raspberries or blueberries.

● ½ grapefruit; 40g bran flakes or 

another high-fibre cereal, 2 roughly 

chopped ready-to-eat dried apricots  

and a handful of fresh blueberries,  

served with 200ml semi-skimmed milk. 

● 40g Fruit ’n Fibre, 150ml semi-

skimmed milk, handful of 

fresh raspberries and  

½ sliced banana.

● 2 small slices toast, each 

spread with 1 heaped tsp 

low-fat soft cheese and 

topped with 1 slice ham  

and a sliced tomato.

● Mix 2 heaped tbsp muesli 

with 1 small pot probiotic 

yogurt. Stir in 1 roughly 

chopped apple and a 

handful of fresh 

blackberries.

● ½ grapefruit; 1 slice toast 

topped with 1 heaped tsp 

peanut butter and a small 

sliced banana.

● 40g Fruit ’n Fibre, 5 

sliced strawberries, 1tbsp 

dried cranberries and 

150ml semi-skimmed milk.

● 200g 0% fat Greek 

yogurt and a bowl of 

fresh berries. 

Breakfasts... to get you going
Start the day the healthy way and feel fuller  

for longer with our easy-make ideas

BEATING THE BLOAT
Do you ever feel like there aren’t 

enough hours in the day? Find 

yourself eating on the hoof, grabbing 

whatever food is close to hand or 

simply skipping meals? This could be 

the cause of bloating, constipation 

and indigestion. Some foods can be 

diicult to digest, so if you rush 

meals or don’t chew your food 

properly, your digestive system 

struggles. These foods then arrive 

in your digestive tract only partially 

digested, which can lead to bloating.

This plan focuses on foods that 

are easy to digest, and provides a 

regular supply of good “probiotic” 

bacteria that help speed up 

movement of food through your 

digestive tract, so it doesn’t clog up.

The meal suggestions are  

all calorie controlled, nutritionally 

balanced and designed to help lose 

1-2kg a week without you 

feeling hungry or deprived.

★ Avoid foods that commonly 

cause gas and bloating – beans 

and pulses, cabbage, cauliflower, 

onions, garlic, leeks, Brussels 

sprouts, sweetcorn and fizzy drinks.

★ Avoid liquids, especially fizzy 

drinks, at mealtimes. But drink water 

at other times – 6-8 glasses a day.

★ Cut back on salt – a high salt 

intake can contribute to water 

retention and bloating.

★ Focus on fibre – 90 per cent of 

women in the UK don’t get enough 

fibre in their diet, which is the main 

cause of a sluggish digestion, 

meaning you’ll feel bloated.

★ Stress and poor eating habits can 

deplete good bacteria in the gut, 

leading to bloating. Some experts 

believe that eating a probiotic yogurt 

each day will help speed passage of 

food through your digestive tract, 

and keep your digestive system 

happy and healthy.

EAT-RIGHT TIPS

● 1 pot low-fat probiotic yogurt; ½ can 

apricots in juice; 1 slice toast with 

marmalade or jam.

● Porridge made with 30g oats, topped 

with fresh berries. 

● 25g oats with 200ml semi-skimmed 

milk microwaved on high for 2 minutes. 

Stir in 1 small mashed banana and top 

with 2tbsp 0% fat Greek yogurt. 

● Bowl of fruit salad; 2 slices toast with 

butter, margarine or reduced-fat spread 

and jam or marmalade.

● 2 rashers lean back bacon grilled  

and served with grilled tomatoes  

and mushrooms cooked in ½tsp oil;  

1 slice toast.

FLAT FOR LIFE
Key to healthy eating is 

getting portion sizes 

right. The ideas here will 

guide you to the right 

amount you should put 

on your plate.
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Chicken tikka  
and tzatziki wrap

Roast beef sandwich

Toasted mu�n with  
ham and poached egg

● Chicken tikka and tzatziki wrap: 1 

small wholemeal wrap with 75g chicken 

tikka, 3 heaped tbsp tzatziki and a 

handful of watercress; 2 plums. 

● Roast beef sandwich: 2 small slices 

bread, spread with low-fat mayo, 40g 

roast beef and salad.

● Toasted muin with ham and egg:  

1 English muin sliced in half and 

toasted. Spread each half with 1tsp 

reduced-fat mayo, then top with 1 slice 

wafer-thin ham and 1 poached egg.

● 1 small can of tuna in spring water, 

drained and mixed with ½ diced red 

pepper and 1tbsp half-fat mayo. Slice  

1 small wholemeal pitta in half, then  

add the tuna mixture and a handful of 

fresh watercress.

Oh-so-satisfying... lunches
At home or at work, try one of these simple,  

but interesting combinations…

● 4 fish fingers, ½ pot tzatziki,  

6 cherry tomatoes; 150g melon.

● Pasta salad: cook 30g pasta, drain 

and mix with 5 halved 

cherry tomatoes, 4 pitted 

black olives, 40g crumbled 

half-fat feta, diced 

cucumber and 1tbsp 

fat-free dressing;  

2 tangerines.

● 2 rashers lean back bacon, grilled, 

and 25g Brie between 2 small slices 

wholemeal bread, each spread with 

butter; 1 apple.

● Salad Niçoise: a large handful of 

green beans, 100g can tuna, 1 boiled 

egg, 2 baby new potatoes and 1tbsp 

fat-free dressing.

● Small wholemeal wrap filled with 75g 

poached salmon, 3 heaped tbsp tomato 

salsa and a handful of rocket; 1 nectarine. 

● 5tbsp reduced-fat houmous mixed 

with 2tbsp grated carrot and spooned 

into 1 wholemeal pitta.

● 150g chopped mushrooms and 2 sliced 

spring onions cooked in 1tsp oil for 5 

minutes. Stir in 3tbsp half-fat crème fraîche 

and 1tbsp chives. Serve 

with 1 small slice toast and 2 

rashers lean bacon, grilled. 

● Bowl of vegetable soup; 

1 pot low-fat rice pudding. 

● Bowl of carrot and coriander soup 

served with 2 oatcakes, each spread with 

reduced-fat pâté. 

Or have a shop-
bought sandwich 
or salad with less 
than 350 calories



FGY TIP

All of these recipes are for  

one person, but you can easily  

increase the quantity of the  

ingredients to cater for more.

● Spaghetti Bolognese: 100g extra lean 

mince fried in 1tsp oil with ½ onion,  

½ red pepper, chopped celery and  

200g can chopped tomatoes. Serve  

with 50g (dry weight) spaghetti.

● Chicken stir-fry: 1 chicken breast fried 

in 1tsp oil with ginger, garlic, chilli, 

courgette, pepper, spring onion and pak 

choi. Add soy sauce to taste and serve 

with 150g straight-to-wok udon noodles. 

● 1 lean pork chop (about 125g), grilled. 

Serve with 150g ratatouille and 1 medium 

(150g) sweet potato, baked. 

● 1tsp miso mixed with 1tbsp honey, 

then brushed over 1 salmon fillet (about 

125g). Sprinkle with sesame seeds and 

place in a 200C, gas 6 oven for 10 

minutes or until cooked. Serve with 

stir-fried veg and 25g rice (uncooked 

weight), boiled.

● 1 salmon steak (about 125g), grilled  

and served with 100g tomato salsa and  

3 baby new potatoes.

● 150g roast chicken with 150g 

ratatouille and 1 medium (150g) sweet 

potato, baked.

● Chilli con carne: 100g extra lean  

minced beef fried in 1tsp oil with ½ 

onion, ½ pepper, chopped celery, 200g 

chopped tomatoes, a pinch of chilli 

powder and 1tbsp red kidney beans. 

Serve with 50g (dry weight) basmati  

rice, boiled.

● 150g roast chicken, served with  

2 small roast potatoes, carrots, broccoli 

and gravy. 

● 150g grilled steak served with 200g 

sweet potato cut into wedges, sprinkled 

with Cajun seasoning and cooked in  

2tsp oil, plus 5tbsp tzatziki dip.

● 150g roast pork, 2tbsp apple sauce,  

2 small roast potatoes, broccoli and  

sugar snap peas.

● Shepherd’s pie: 100g extra lean mince 

cooked in 1tsp oil with ½ onion, 2tbsp 

frozen sweetcorn, pepper, celery and 

200g mashed potato. Serve with sugar 

snap peas.

 

 

● 125g fresh 

tuna, grilled 

with 100g 

fresh tomato 

salsa, 3 small 

boiled new  

potatoes and green beans.

● 100g stir-fry beef cooked with ½ pack  

stir-fry vegetables in 1tsp oil with garlic, 

chilli, ginger, 150g straight-to-wok udon 

noodles and soy sauce to taste. 

● 150g beef, 2 small roast potatoes,  

1 small Yorkshire pudding, green  

beans and leeks.

Delicious... dinner ideas
Yes, you can eat healthily and well!  

It won’t feel like you’re on a diet with 

these flavour-packed dishes

Spaghetti puttanesca
Cook 50g spaghetti according to the 

packet instructions. Heat 2tsp oil in  

a non-stick frying pan. Add 1 crushed 

garlic clove, a pinch of dried chilli 

flakes and 2 canned anchovies; cook 

for 3-4 minutes. Add 200g can 

tomatoes, 25g pitted black olives,  

1 heaped tsp tomato purée and 2tsp 

capers. Reduce the heat and simmer 

for 20 minutes. Drain the pasta and 

return to the pan. Stir in the sauce 

and a handful of fresh basil.
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Cod with pesto pasta and cherry tomatoes

Chicken and bulgar wheat salad

Prawn and vegetable stir-fry

Lamb cutlets with green beans

Add 40g pasta to a pan of boiling water and cook until  

al dente. Heat the grill to medium-high, place 150g cod fillet 

on a baking sheet and grill for 8-10 minutes or until cooked 

through. Drain the pasta and mix with 1tbsp fresh pesto and 

a handful of halved cherry tomatoes. Garnish with basil 

leaves and serve with the cod. 

Place 25g bulgar wheat in a bowl, cover with boiling water 

and leave to stand for 30 minutes. Drain well. Slice 125g 

cooked chicken tikka into strips and stir into the bulgar wheat. 

Add 3 roughly chopped sunblush tomatoes, 2 finely chopped 

spring onions, 1tbsp chopped fresh mint, 1tbsp chopped fresh 

parsley, juice of ½ lemon and seasoning to taste.

Heat a wok or heavy-based frying pan over a medium-high 

heat, add 1tsp vegetable oil, then a few seconds later, add  

a little crushed garlic, grated fresh ginger and chopped red 

chilli. Cook for about 30 seconds, then add ½ pack stir-fry 

vegetables, 100g cooked peeled prawns, 150g straight-to-

wok udon noodles and a dash of soy sauce. Mix well, stir-fry 

for 2-3 minutes, then serve.

Bring 3 baby new potatoes to the boil in a pan of salted water 

for 10-12 minutes or until tender. Heat the grill to medium, 

place 2 lamb cutlets on a wire rack over a roasting tray, grill 

for 3 minutes on each side. Meanwhile, steam the green 

beans for 3-4 minutes until tender. Drain the potatoes and 

serve with the lamb, beans and 3tbsp tzatziki.

COOK’S TIP
Make tzatziki by 

deseeding and grating  

a 1⁄4 cucumber and mixing 

into 250g low-fat natural 

yogurt. Stir in chopped 

fresh mint.
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T
he fact that we all eat more sugar 

than is good for us is something 

we’ve all known – or at least 

suspected – for a long time, but the 

dangers were confirmed earlier this year 

when The Scientific Advisory Committee 

in Nutrition published a report warning us 

that we need to dramatically reduce the 

amount of sugar we eat.  

The new report recommends that adults 

and children over the age 11 should 

consume no more than five per cent of 

their total energy each day as “free- 

sugar”, which works at no more than  

30g or six teaspoons of sugar a day. For 

children aged four to six years it means 

no more than 19g a day, and for children 

aged seven to ten, no more than 24g 

sugar a day. 

“Free sugar” means sugar added to 

foods at the table, in cooking or by 

manufacturers, and also includes sugar 

added in the form of honey, syrups and 

fruit juices.  

about 
sugar!

Top nutritionist Fiona 

Hunter gives the 

lowdown on everything 

you need to know about 

sugar and your health

If you want to eat 
less sugar 
Surveys show that the average intake for 

adults in the UK at the moment is around  

12 per cent, but children aged 11-18 get a 

whopping 15 per cent of their total calories 

from sugar each day. A major source of free 

sugar in our diet, particularly for children, is 

sugary drinks, with a single can of cola 

containing around 36g sugar.

Cutting out or cutting down on obvious 

sources of sugar, like that added to tea or 

cofee and things like biscuits, cakes, 

puddings and confectionery is a good 

place to start, but much of the sugar we 

consume is “hidden” in processed foods 

and ready meals, and without co-operation 

from the diferent manufacturers this can be 

diicult to control. 

A simple and efective way to reduce the 

amount of sugar you eat is to start cooking 

as much as possible from scratch – that 

way you have ultimate control over how 

much sugar you add. If you have a sweet 

tooth, don’t worry, you can re-educate your 

palate to enjoy foods that are less sweet – 

it takes a bit of patience, but you’ll get there 

in the end. Another  

option is to use  

fruit to sweeten  

baked goods, or  

a natural sugar- 

free sweetener  

like stevia.

THE 
BITTER 
TRUTH
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FGY TIP

Remember that even  

though one glass of wine only 

contains 1.5g sugar, it all  

adds up... Another reason  

to cut down!
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SUGAR 
SHOCKERS

In the UK the average adult 
consumes around 11.6 per cent 

total energy in the form of sugar; 
for children the figure is 15.2 per 

cent. A single can of fizzy drink can 
contain up to 40g (10tsp) sugar.

4 SIMPLE SWAPS 
TO HELP REDUCE YOUR SUGAR INTAKE 

✢ Swap granola for muesli – despite its 

healthy, good-for-you image, granola is 

simply clusters of grains held together by 

fat and sugar. Looking at the nutritional 

panel it might seem like muesli is high in 

sugar, but as long as you choose a 

no-added-sugar variety it will all be natural 

sugar from the dried fruit. 

✢ Swap fruit-flavoured yogurt for plain 

yogurt sweetened with fresh fruit – it can 

be diicult to work out exactly how much 

added sugar is in fruit yogurts because the 

figure given for sugars includes the natural 

sugar lactose in milk. To be on the safe 

side, sweetening plain yogurt with fresh  

fruit is a much better option.

✢ Swap toast and marmalade or jam for 

toast with peanut butter or mashed 

banana – some brands of peanut butter  

do contain added sugar and reduced-fat 

options usually contain more sugar than the 

full-fat versions, so do check the labels. 

However, both options still contain 

significantly less sugar than jam. If it has to 

be jam, choose a reduced-sugar variety 

(visit streamlinefoods.co.uk for products that 

contain 30 per cent less sugar).

✢ Swap fruit juice for vegetable juice – 

fruit-based smoothies and juices can be a 

tasty and convenient way to help you reach 

your 5-a-day target, but at the same time 

they pack a real punch when it comes to 

sugar. Vegetable-based juices or a blend  

of fruit and vegetables (like M&S Apple, 

Asparagus & Lemon Juice) contain less 

sugar than pure fruit juice.  

THE GI FACTOR
While the amount of sugar in food is important, it’s not the end of the story. 

The glycaemic index and the efect a food has on our blood sugar is important, 
so drinking large quantities of fruit juice or smoothies, for instance, is not a good 
idea, even though the sugar is natural, not “added”, and comes packaged with 
other nutrients like vitamin C and potassium. At the end of the day, most of us, 
even nutritionists, like a sweet treat now and again – and that’s exactly what 

sugar should be: an occasional treat, rather than a regular part of our diet.

Understanding  
the labels
If you eat a lot of processed or packaged 

foods, you’re very much at the mercy of the 

manufacturers when it comes to how much 

sugar they add, so you’re going to need to 

start checking the labels. Unfortunately, 

looking at the nutrition panel is 

not always a great deal of 

help because the figures 

given for sugars is for 

total sugar, not added 

sugar. That includes 

natural sugar from fruit 

(fructose) and milk 

(lactose) as well as any 

added sugar. So a pot of 

plain low-fat yogurt, for 

instance, may have 10g sugar, 

but that’s natural sugar from the 

milk, rather than added sugar. If you want to 

know whether a product has added sugar 

you need to look at the ingredients list, 

rather than the nutrition panel. 

✢ If a fruit yogurt contains added sugar, it 

will appear in the ingredients list. By law, 

ingredients must be included in descending 

order by weight, so the higher sugar is up 

on the list, the greater the quantity. 

✢ Sugar is sometimes disguised by using 

other names. Fruit juice concentrate, corn 

syrup, glucose syrup, fructose, molasses, 

dextrose, maltose, honey, brown rice syrup, 

grape juice, cane syrup or evaporated cane 

juice all mean sugar in an ingredients list! 

✢ Just because something is labelled as 

having 25 per cent less sugar, it doesn’t 

necessarily mean it’s low in sugar. Low-fat 

products often contain more 

sugar than full-fat,  

because sugar is  

often added to 

compensate for  

fat that has  

been removed.

What about 
sweeteners?
In South America people have used the 

leaves of the stevia plant to sweeten their 

food and drinks for hundreds of years, but 

stevia extracts have only recently been 

given the thumbs up for use in the UK. 

Stevia joins a group of sweeteners 

called non-nutritive or intense 

sweeteners, which include 

aspartame, saccharin, 

acesulfame K, cyclamate 

and sucralose. Like others 

in this group, stevia is 

200-300 times sweeter 

than sugar, is virtually free 

of calories, does not afect 

blood-glucose levels and 

does not cause tooth decay. 

In the UK there are two products 

currently on sale which use stevia extracts, 

Pure Via and Truvia. They are available as 

granular products or individual sachets, to 

sweeten hot or cold drinks or cereals. They 

are stable to heat, so can also be used in 

custards, puddings and baked goods.

However, because stevia doesn’t have the 

bulk of sugar, if you want to use it for baking 

you need a specially adapted recipe. In 

terms of sweetness, 1tsp sugar (20 calories) 

= 1tsp Pure Via granules (2 calories) or 1⁄3tsp 

Truvia granules (0 calories). For more 

information, visit globalsteviainstitute.com 

HOW TO 
REDUCE SUGAR

✢ In baking, using wholemeal 

flour will slow the rate at which 

sugar is absorbed.  

✢ If you are using fruit to sweeten, 

make sure it’s really ripe. 

✢ Although ingredients like agave 

syrup are treated in the body in  

exactly the same way as regular 

sugar, they are sweeter than sugar 

so you need to use less. 
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%�Cuckoo Bircher Muesli is low GI 

and a great source of fibre and 

protein. Available in five flavours. 

£1.99 for a 190g pot, waitrose.com

%�Doves Farm Free From Cookies 

are gluten, peanut, milk, egg and 

soya free, and come in four flavours. 

From £1.15, health-food stores.

%�Marks & Spencer’s new 

vegetarian range includes risotto, 

pasta and this delish pilaf – in 

store from 7 October. £4 each

%�Rebel Kitchen Coconut Mylks 

are dairy, gluten, nut and soy free. In 

a variety of flavours, including green 

tea! £1.69, Tesco and ocado.com

%�B.Fresh British salad-based 

drinks contain one of your 5-a-day, 

are vitamin and nutrient-rich, and 

low in sugar. £15 for six, b-fresh.co.uk

%�Graze Good to Go range is now 

available in Sainsbury’s and Boots. 

There are 12 snacks in all – our 

fave? Original Fruity Flapjack. £1.20.

%�Drink Me Chai Latte Skinny 

Blend is 30 per cent less fat and 

sugar, only 62 cals and has a spicy 

kick. £2.28, Tesco and Waitrose.

%�inSpiral’s Coconut Pecks are 

organic, high in vitamin C and 

come in two flavours – Raspberry 

and Smokin’. 99p, inspiral.co

Our choice of the tastiest foodie buys 

with a good, healthy slant

LIST
ON OUR

shopping

%�Natur Boutique’s freeze-dried 

fruits are organic, GM free with no 

added sugar – and they’re delicious. 

£2.99, naturboutique.co.uk

%�Primrose’s Kitchen raw 

vegetable granola is vegan, paleo,  

organic, gluten and nut free. 

£6.95, health-food stores.
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BUY 2 MONTHS’ 

MEMBERSHIP  

GET 1 MONTH FREE

To take advantage of this offer, simply go to

womanandhomediet.com 
Ofer ends 3 November 2015. womanandhomediet.com is a subscription service and 

membership will be renewed at £7.99 per month after the initial term, unless cancelled 

beforehand – see website for full terms and conditions.

 Sign up to the woman&home diet club for  

 two months and get another month free! 

LOOK GREAT IN
that little black dress

�% SIMPLE FAD-FREE FOOD DIARY 

APPROACH as recommended by doctors 

and dietitians. We work out a healthy weight 

loss for you, and set how many calories you 

need a day to achieve it.

�% LOG INTAKE Enter everything you eat 

and drink in your food diary, stay within your 

calorie targets and see the weight drop of! We 

track your five-a-day and alcohol intake, too!

�% CHECK THE FAT AND  

CALORIE CONTENT for more than 

160,000 food products.

�% EXERCISE DIARY to count calories 

burned – if you work out more, you can boost 

your weight loss.

% FREE CALORIE-COUNTING APP 

with your membership. Scan barcodes to 

update your food diary via your mobile.

% TRACK YOUR PROGRESS  

Record weekly weigh-ins and  

body measurements.

 
NEW! 

Sign up today and 

download your FREE 

calorie-counting app

OUR ONLINE DIET CLUB
The woman&home diet club is a fad-free 

way to lose weight. Recording what you 

eat in a diary focuses your mind on food 

choices and how much you’re eating. It’s 

not a “diet” – just a smarter way of eating.
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ONE THING  DIET

 G
o into a burger bar and 

you notice everything 

smells the same. It’s a 

trick based on studies that have 

found that the less distinctive the 

smell of a food, the more you’ll 

eat it. Adding herbs and spices to 

your meal will give the sensory 

illusion that you’re indulging in 

something rich without adding  

fat or calories. US behavioural 

studies which taught adults to 

spruce up meals with herbs 

instead of salt led to a fall in 

sodium consumption of nearly 

1000mg a day. Other research 

suggests that some spices can 

target visceral belly fat and 

reduce bloating. Try:

✢  GINGER Known for easing 

digestive problems. Delicious in 

marinades and salad dressings. 

✢  CINNAMON Contains 

powerful antioxidant polyphenols 

that are proven to alter body 

composition and improve  

insulin sensitivity. Sprinkle on  

to porridge and smoothies for 

less cravings and improved 

appetite control. 

✢  CAYENNE A hint of capsaicin, 

the compound that gives chilli 

pepper its powerful kick, has 

been proven to reduce belly fat, 

suppress appetite and boost 

thermogenesis, the body’s 

ability to burn energy. Try 

seasoning grilled meats, fish 

and eggs with a pinch of ground 

red chilli pepper.

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
iAdd flavour to every meal

 
FGY TIP 

Use spices to make a 
detoxifying tea: pour boiling 
water over 1cm grated fresh 
ginger, ½tsp cayenne and  
1 cinnamon stick, leave to 

steep, strain, then add 
honey and a squeeze 

of lemon.



LATEST
KITCHEN

must-buys
Our round-up of the newest gadgets that  

will make cooking healthily a breeze!

MEAL FOR ONE 
Fancy creating a layered 

meal in minutes? Have a  

go with the Stack-A-Snack. 

Place your ingredients inside 

the non-stick hotplates, 

which hold the food as  

it cooks, then simply lift  

out when ready. Ideal for 

breakfast muins – or try  

the recipes included.  

£19.99, lakeland.co.uk

ORANGES & LEMONS 
Add a little bit of refreshing 

zing to drinking water with 

Full Circle’s Lemon Water 

On-the-Go. It has a built-in 

juicer, which can be  

used with any citrus fruit  

of your choice. £17.99, 

phakitchenessentials.co.uk

SOUP TO GO 
These air-tight soup bowls not only 

keep every drop inside, but you can 

hold them when the soup is hot 

without burning your hands! Includes 

a clever spoon holder that sits on  

the top. Microwave and freezer safe. 

£16 each, formahouse.co.uk

SALAD DAYS
If you’re fed up with carrying your 

lunch in separate containers to 

work, try GoEat by Joseph Joseph. 

The range has compartments for 

dips and dressings to avoid spills. 

From £30, josephjoseph.com



GADGETS  DIET
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BETTER
BREAKFAST
The Fresh Yoghurt Cup helps 

you create a healthy breakfast 

or treat on-the-go. Simply fill  

the cup with yogurt and keep 

your fruit (or nut and seed) 

toppings in the protective 

bubble at the top until you’re 

ready to mix together. £6, 

sciencemuseumshop.co.uk

SOUP-A-DOUPER 
Whip up healthy soups in 

no time with the Saute & 

Soup Maker from Morphy 

Richards. It lightly fries 

chopped onion and 

garlic, before spices, veg 

and stock are added.  

You can even cook  

croutons… and make  

smoothies! £99.99,  

morphyrichards.co.uk

MAKE THE CUT  
Brighten up your kitchen 

with Brabantia’s Cut and 

Taste knives. Made from 

ice-hardened steel to 

keep the blades sharper 

for longer, they come with 

a five-year guarantee. 

From £5.75 each; block, 

£19.95, brabantia.com/uk

GO RETRO 
Smeg has mastered combining sleek 50s styling 

with modern technology, and its blender is no 

exception. It has four speed settings with a 

special crush, smoothie and pulse function – and 

it looks great, too! £149.99, johnlewis.com

BOX FRESH 
Fed up with finding mouldy fruit and veg  

in the bottom of your fridge? GreenSaver 

baskets have a carbon activate system that 

keeps your food fresh for longer. The filter 

is safe and non-toxic, and slows down the 

ageing process, while the elevated basket 

lifts up food for improved airflow. You can 

even use the baskets as colanders. From 

£14 for a 1.5L size; carbon filter refills, £12 

for four, all greensaver.oxouk.com

NICELY DOES IT
Make light work of 

chopping fruit and 

vegetables with the Nicer 

Dicer Fusion. It slices, 

dices, chops, juliennes, 

shreds and cubes – and 

neatly collects everything 

in the container below. It’s 

perfect for preparing 

salads, stir-fries and 

soups, and can manage 

delicate foods like grapes 

and garlic – just select the 

attachment you need. 

£69.99, thane.tv



 

Need a boost? Try these nutrient-rich 

ingredients to super-power your diet

Get into garlic
Regular consumption of garlic has 

been show to be great for heart health 

because it reduces your levels of 

“bad” LDL cholesterol while increasing 

the “good” HDL cholesterol. Garlic 

also has anti-inflammatory, antibacterial 

and anti-viral properties. Plus, it’s a 

good source of manganese, vitamin 

B5, vitamin C and selenium.

✢ Keep it easy It’s better to eat  

garlic raw to benefit from its healthy 

properties, so try crushing a clove in 

a salad dressing or a pesto sauce.

✢ Try this Cut a clove in half and  

rub it over toast, top with chopped 

tomatoes and fresh basil, then drizzle 

with olive oil. Cooking garlic reduces 

its nutrients, but it’s better to eat it 

cooked than not at all, so 

add to stir-fries and soups.

Walnuts are 
wonderful
Walnuts are an easy way to add extra 

flavour to any meal. They are a good source 

of omega-3 fatty acids and other essential 

fats, which are important for cardiovascular 

protection and keeping the skin supple and 

smooth. They also have anti-inflammatory 

benefits, which can be helpful for conditions 

such as asthma, eczema and psoriasis.

✢ Keep it easy A palmful of plain, raw 

walnuts makes an ideal snack, especially 

when combined with fruit. Sprinkle chopped 

walnuts over any salad or steamed veg, or mix 

crushed walnuts into plain yogurt and top with 

a teaspoon of honey for a healthy dessert.

✢ Try this Purée some walnuts, cooked 

lentils, herbs and spices in a processor, 

then add enough oil for a dip-like 

consistency – fab with veg crudités.

your plate
EASY WAYS TO EAT HEALTHILY

Be big on berries 
Berries of all kinds are little storehouses  

of fibre, antioxidants, vitamins A, C and E, 

folic acid and the minerals potassium and 

magnesium. They also contain ellagic acid 

– an antioxidant compound that may help 

reduce the risk of cancer.

✢ Keep it easy Frozen berries have 

virtually the same level of nutrients as  

fresh ones and they’re easy to use straight 

from the freezer. Why not add a couple of 

spoonfuls of frozen berries to your morning 

bowl of porridge, or whizz them in your 

blender with some natural yogurt to make  

a delicious smoothie?

✢ Try this Berries of any kind can be 

sprinkled on to your breakfast cereal for  

an additional punch of nutrients. Or you  

can prepare an easy dessert of berries  

with live natural yogurt and a sprinkling  

of sunflower and pumpkin seeds.
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FOOD BOOSTERS  DIET

Enjoy a brilliant 
bean feast 
Beans of all kinds, whether haricot, 

borlotti, cannelloni, butter or kidney, 

are a fantastic source of protein, 

complex carbohydrates, fibre, iron, 

B vitamins, potassium, calcium 

and magnesium, as well as many 

beneficial phytochemicals.

✢ Keep it easy You don’t need to  

go through the whole rigmarole of 

soaking and cooking dried beans 

from scratch to benefit. Tinned 

varieties are handy storecupboard 

staples, but choose ones with no 

added sugar and salt, and rinse 

before you use them. Mix beans with 

salad dressing, fresh herbs and juicy 

chopped tomatoes for a healthy, 

satisfying salad.

✢ Try this Mash beans with olive oil, 

herbs and mustard, or alternatively  

a dash of pesto, for a tasty topper on 

oatcakes or rye bread. Or you could 

add a few handfuls of beans to a soup 

or stew for a quick shot of protein.

Go for ginger
Traditionally, root ginger has been used  

to improve digestive health. It can help 

reduce nausea, as well as soothe 

indigestion and wind. Ginger also contains 

powerful anti-inflammatory substances  

that are known as gingerols. These  

can be beneficial to people who sufer  

from osteoarthritis or rheumatoid arthritis,  

if eaten regularly.

✢ Keep it easy Drop a piece of ginger and 

a slice of lemon into a cup of boiling water 

for a zingy tea to wake you up in the 

morning or to relieve indigestion.

✢ Try this Combine grated ginger, tamari, 

olive oil and garlic to make a healthy salad 

dressing. Or spice up cooked vegetables 

by adding grated ginger and a dash of olive 

oil or butter. Alternatively, marinate fish in a 

mixture of grated ginger and lime zest with 

olive oil and teriyaki sauce before baking.

Say yes 
to yogurt

Apart from being a 

complete source of 

protein, yogurt is rich in 

calcium, zinc and B vitamins. 

Live natural yogurt also 

contains  “friendly” probiotic 

bacteria, which are important for  

maintaining good digestive health.

✢ Keep it easy Mix together yogurt, muesli, 

a handful of nuts and some fresh or dried 

fruit to make a breakfast that will keep you 

going all morning. Blend yogurt with chives, 

sea salt and freshly ground pepper to  

make a tasty topping for jacket potatoes.

✢ Try this For a healthy salad dressing, 

blend yogurt with a little olive oil and your 

favourite fresh herbs or wholegrain mustard. 

Make flaxseed 
your favourite 
Flaxseed, also known as linseed, can be 

eaten simply crushed or ground and is 

available as an oil, too. It is rich in alpha-

linolenic acid (ALA), an omega-3 that is  

a precursor to the form of omega-3  

found in fish oils called eicosapentaenoic 

acid or EPA.

✢ Keep it easy To benefit from its nutrients, 

it is important to gently crush or grind  

the seeds. This is easily done in a 

peppercorn grinder (get a second one  

for your seeds). They can also be used  

to relieve constipation – soak a tablespoon 

of flaxseed in a glass of water for a few 

hours, then drink it.

✢ Try this Flaxseed is very versatile and, 

once ground, can be sprinkled on cereals 

or added to your breakfast smoothie. If you 

prefer the oil to the seeds, then this can be 

added to soups or consumed by itself.

HEALTHY, 
SMART SNACKS

✢ Houmous with mixed raw 

vegetables, such as carrots, 

celery, chicory or cucumber

✢ A handful of mixed raw nuts  

with a green apple

✢ Guacamole on oatcakes

✢ Cottage cheese on rice cakes

✢ A handful of mixed seeds 

(sunflower, pumpkin, sesame)  

with a piece of fruit

✢ Almond butter on oatcakes

Get the benefits 
of broccoli 
Broccoli is rich in vitamin C, phosphorus, 

potassium, magnesium and folate and is 

an excellent source of fibre. It also contains 

lutein, a carotenoid that is good for eye 

health, and it boasts several phytonutrients, 

including sulforaphane, which helps 

detoxify the liver, plus indoles, which have 

significant anti-cancer benefits.

✢ Keep it easy Enjoy raw broccoli florets 

with houmous or a yogurt dip. It’s also 

delicious added to stir-fries – simply  

drizzle with sesame oil once it’s cooked.

✢ Try this Toss small broccoli florets with 

shredded red cabbage, some homemade 

vinaigrette and toasted sesame seeds for a 

crunchy salad. Or marinate leftover cooked 

broccoli in soy sauce, olive oil, grated 

ginger and sesame oil – it tastes delicious.



Breast Cancer Care 2015. Registered charity: England and Wales 1017658, Scotland SC038104. BCC339
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  DIET

 QWHY AM I SO BLOATED? 

As I’ve got older, I’ve found I can’t 

eat things like beans without getting 

gassy and bloated. What’s going on?

Your problem might be down to the type  

of carbohydrate found in pulses. Galacto-

oligosaccharides is one of a group of 

carbohydrates which some people struggle 

to digest. Carbohydrates known as FODMAPs 

have been identified as being responsible 

for a lot of the symptoms of irritable bowel 

syndrome or IBS – bloating, tummy pain, 

changes in bowel habit, constipation and/or 

diarrhoea and wind. You don’t need to have 

all these symptoms to be sufering from 

IBS. Try avoiding all pulses like beans, 

chickpeas and lentils for six weeks and 

keep a symptom diary. If things improve, 

reintroduce pulses one type at a time. You 

may find that you can eat a small amount, a 

few times a week. If your symptoms return, 

you know that if you eat pulses you 

will bloat. Not much comfort, 

but at least you can choose 

whether to eat the  

foods that make you 

uncomfortable or not.

Not sure what healthy eating choices to 
make? Our expert Nigel Denby has the 
solutions for some of your common problems

EATING HEALTHILY

               ❯ Want to know more? For 12 fridge staples that will keep you slim, visit womanandhome.com
GO 

ONLINE

DO I HAVE TO EAT FISH TO 
BE HEALTHY? I keep reading about 
how important it is to eat fish, but I really don’t 
like it and neither do my children. Does it really 
matter if we don’t eat it?

Q
Eating fish increases your 

intake of omega-3 fats, 
needed for healthy blood 

and immunity, and has 
also been shown to help 

prevent heart disease and 
stroke and keep your 

cholesterol levels in check. 
As your body can’t make 
omega fatty acids, you 

and your family really do 

need a supply. There are 
only a few good sources 
of omega-3 fatty acids, 
mainly oily fish such as 

salmon, sardines, herring 
and mackerel. Other 

sources are rapeseed, 
linseed, soybean oils and 
spreads made from these 
oils, ground linseeds, soya 

bean products (such as 

tofu), walnuts and meat 
and organic milk from 

grass-fed animals. Small 
amounts are found in 
green leafy veg, too.  

If you don’t enjoy eating 
fish I recommend taking  
a good-quality omega-3 
supplement. There are 
omega-3 supplements  

for children, too.

 
FGY TIP  

Only ever weigh yourself 
once a week on the same 

scales, at the same time on  
the same day each week.  

Your weight can fluctuate by  
up to 6lb in a day due to fluid 

changes, so weighing 
yourself more often  
may not show the  

true picture.

Nigel Denby  

is a registered 

dietitian, author  

of ten successful 

nutrition books, 

and a radio  

and television 

broadcaster, both in the UK and the 

rest of Europe. He runs a private 

practice at 132 Harley Street and 

Lees Place Medical Centre; for 

appointments, call 020 7036 6060.

MEET THE  
DIET EXPERT

 QWILL THE BLOOD GROUP 
DIET SUIT ME? A friend has 

been on it and thinks it’s great, but I’m 

wary of “faddy” diets – what do you think?

Faddy diets like the blood group diet might 

make weight-loss claims that are enticing, 

but they can sound too good to be true and 

very often they are. The idea behind this 

one is that you don’t tolerate certain foods 

because of your blood type. The diet 

recommends you cut out groups of foods 

and the weight comes of. Unfortunately, the 

science just doesn’t back up the claims.  

If you cut a food group out of your 

diet you also cut out a big 

chunk of calories, too – 

that’s why you might lose 

weight. However, you’ll 

also be missing out on 

nutrients. For example, 

cutting out dairy foods 

means you’ll miss out 

on essential calcium for 

your bones, and if you 

avoid meat you may run 

the risk of iron-deficiency 

anaemia. The most efective way 

to lose weight and keep it of is to make 

small changes to your whole diet: reduce 

portion sizes and snacks, limit alcohol,  

fatty foods and sugary foods. Combine this 

with a moderate increase in daily physical 

activity and you’ll lose 1lb a week. That’s  

a healthy weight loss and means you’ll  

be highly likely to keep it of.
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BEST

Advice and food buys  
to keep you eating well

DIET 
insider

% Sweet potatoes for healthy skin 
“They are loaded with beta-carotene, 
which the body converts into vitamin 
A, essential for keeping skin healthy. 
They also contain vitamin C, needed  
to create collagen which can decrease 
with age.” Go to lovesweetpotatoes.
com for recipes and tips. 
% Edamame beans for an energy 
boost As well as being packed with 
protein, “they’re a source of vitamins 
and minerals that help to reduce 
fatigue, including iron, magnesium  
and folate.” They also contain vitamin 
B1, copper and manganese, which  
play a role in boosting energy. Snack 

DID YOU KNOW?
A third of our food budget  

is spent on fast food and we 
could save £735 a year by 
preparing our own lunches, 
finds research from national 
gym chain DW Fitness Clubs; 
check out their “fakeaway” 

recipes at dwfitnessclubs.com

NEW VEG ON THE BLOCK
Not keen on kale and beetroot, but still want to tick the healthy-eating 
box? Top nutritionist Juliette Kellow BSc RD gives her alternative options:

on Yutaka Edamame Soybeans with 
Pods, £1.32 for 500g, Waitrose.
% Enoki mushrooms for a healthy 
nervous system “These contain 
vitamins B1 and B3, both of which 
are important for the normal function 
of our nervous system.” Dice into 
risottos. £2 for 160g, Sainsbury’s.
% Dulse seaweed for strong bones 
“As well as containing zinc, dulse 
seaweed is also rich in magnesium, 
calcium and manganese, which help 
to maintain normal bones, and just 
30g counts as one of your 5-a-day.” 
Sprinkle Mara Seaweed Dulse over 
fish dishes, £6.99 for 30g, ocado.com

SMART WAY TO SHOP
FoodMaestro.me is a new free app and online resource that could transform 
the way allergy and intolerance suferers shop for food, no longer tackling 
the minefield of food labelling manually. Now they can simply scan foods 

using their smartphone and FoodMaestro detects if they contain ingredients 
they are allergic to. The app works at Waitrose, Asda and Morrisons,  

and contains detailed information on over 100,000 food items.

COOK YOURSELF YOUNG 
by Elizabeth Peyton-Jones, 

£14.99 (Quadrille), has  
100 “youthing” recipes 
packed full of goodness  

– and flavour!

THE BREAST CANCER 
COOKBOOK by Professor 

Mohammed Keshtgar,  
£20 (Quadrille), empowers 
women to take an active 
role in their treatment.

NATURALLY SASSY by 
Saskia Gregson-Williams, 
£16.99 (Ebury Press). The 

17-year-old ballerina’s 
recipes are free from  

meat, dairy and wheat. 

CO YO 
coconut 
yogurts 

are made with 
100% natural 

coconut milk and 
free from dairy, 
gluten, lactose, 
soya and added 

sugar. Beautifully 
smooth. Natural 
and flavoured, 

from £1.99, 
Waitrose, Tesco 

and independent 
health-food 

stores.

FGY

NEW HEALTHY DIET BOOKS

 
FGY TIP 

Using chopsticks can slow  

you down while eating, which 

may ultimately reduce the amount 

of food eaten. And the more you 

chew your food, the smaller the 

particles are and the easier 

they are to digest. 
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS  DIET

With thanks to telegraph.co.uk; prevention.com; helpguide.org

DIET SHORT THOUGHTS...

Your heart 
will love you if you 

eat six walnuts before 
lunch and dinner. Rich 

in omega-3, they’ll 
help your heart to 

function longer 
and better. 

Think smaller 
portions. When dining 

out, choose a starter instead 
of a main, split a dish with a 

friend and never “super-size” 
anything. At home, your portion of 

meat, fish or chicken should be 
the size of a deck of cards; 

mash, rice or pasta the 
size of a light bulb. 

Love salted 
nuts as a snack? If 

unsalted varieties just 
don’t taste right, wean 

yourself by adding a little 
salt and cutting back each 
time until your taste buds 

are accustomed to 
eating them salt  

free.

Trade that pat 
of butter for some 

olive oil. In one study, 
those who dipped bread 

in oil ate a total of  
52 fewer calories on 
average than those 

who used butter.

Protein 
gives us the 

energy to get up and go. 
We need more high-quality 

protein from sources other than 
red meat and dairy, especially as 

we age. Adults should eat at 
least 0.8g per kilo of body 

weight a day; older  
adults should aim  

for 1-1.5g. 

Only shop at the 
edges of the 

supermarket – that’s 
where the fresh, 

unprocessed, natural 
foods that are going to 
maximise your health 

are sold.  

When you ban 
certain foods or food 

groups, it’s natural to want 
them more. Start by reducing 
portion sizes and eating them 

less often. You may find 
yourself craving them less 

or thinking of them as 
the odd treat. 

The body likes 
a strict routine, so try 

to eat at the same time 
every day. Eating 

erratically negatively 
a�ects hormone 

levels. 

It’s a 
myth that 

phytoestrogens supply 
the body with oestrogen; 

they actually provide 
oestrogen-like substances 

that balance hormone levels. 
They’re in soy (isoflavones) 

and also in beans, 
lentils, peanuts and 

flaxseeds.

Eat with 
others whenever 

possible and aim to be 
the slowest at the table. 

Encourage children to chat 
while they’re eating, and 

never eat in front of the TV 
or computer – mindless 

eating leads to 
overeating.
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YES! I WOULD LIKE TO SUBSCRIBE TO  
woman&home FEEL GOOD YOU 

 For oice use only: 
Originator’s Reference – 764 221

Dear Reader, thank you so much for buying 
our latest edition of Feel Good You. If 

you’ve enjoyed reading it, do think about 
taking out a subscription – you’ll save 

money and enjoy the convenience of home 
delivery! You can look forward to inspiring 
health and wellbeing ideas each season… 

simple changes you can make to boost 
energy and ward of future health 

problems… exercises and weight-loss plans 
that fit in with your life… expert beauty 

advice, plus a focus on how to feel happier 
and more confident. We want to inspire  
you to feel fabulous every day – all you 

have to do is fill in the form, or visit  
womanandhome.com/xmas2015  

to subscribe. 

Go digital! Download 
your magazine 

right away.
% Every subscription package includes 

access to the digital version for iPad 
and iPhone*

Editor Feel Good You

CODE: BNW5

TREAT YOURSELF OR A

CALL 0330 333 4555
Please quote code BNW5. 

Lines are open seven days a week, 8am to 9pm (UK time) 



SAVE  
UP TO

42%

SUBSCRIBE TO 
FEEL GOOD YOU 

FROM ONLY £9.99 
THIS CHRISTMAS!

FRIEND TO A FEEL GOOD YOU MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION

womanandhome.com/xmas2015
GO 

ONLINE

Exclusive for 
subscribers

Every month, enjoy new ofers, giveaways and prizes, 

included FREE with your subscription. Plus, access to the 

digital version for iPad and iPhone* – with all of this, your 

subscription will pay for itself in no time. 

View all Rewards at mymagazinerewards.co.uk/fgy



✢  Don’t let cold weather hold you back: we’ve 
an easy indoor exercise plan!

✢  Even when you’re not working out, try our 
simple ideas that can boost activity

✢  Find the right wearable to help monitor your 
activity, sleep, health statistics

✢  Treat yourself to top new exercise gear  
– we pick the best of the latest styles

✢  Firm and tone your back in time for the 
party dress season!

YOUR FITNESS
%
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How it works This winter plan is 

set so you aim to complete Workout A: 

The Calorie Countdown five times a 

week, then Workout B: The Fat Blaster 

four times a week.

The benefit you will get from both 

workouts is that you will be turning your 

body into a fat-burning machine, instead 

of a fat-storing one. You will also be 

looking super-toned over the festive 

months, glowing from head to toe, as 

these exercises that I have created will 

help release the hormone known as HGH, 

which is responsible for giving our skin 

that youthful glow. And if you are not 

already sold, here is another reason you 

will love this plan: your immune system will 

be boosted, so you are fully armed and 

ready to fight of winter viruses.

Turn your front room into your Fit Room, says fitness expert Lucy Wyndham-Read

WINTER-PROOF
YOUR FITNESS

weight&

 L 
et’s be honest, the cold winter 

weather and darker evenings 

can play havoc with our keep-fit 

motivation, and busy social 

calendars over the party season mean 

finding time to work out can be near 

mission impossible – and this is why, on 

average, we can gain up to 6lb during the 

winter. But don’t let the couch become 

your calorie-storer over the winter months! 

FGY has come up with a plan to make 

sure you can keep working out and feel 

fab and fit throughout the colder months 

in your front Fit Room.

 WORKOUT A  
 “THE CALORIE COUNTDOWN” 
You can do all of these exercises in a very small amount of space – if you can lie down, 

there is enough room. The good thing about this plan is that, as the exercises become 

slightly harder, you simply perform fewer repetitions of them. 

 EXERCISE 1 

50 Reps 
The Waist Shaper
Sitting on the floor with your knees 

bent and feet flat on the floor, rotate 

from your waist and reach your hands 

round to one side. Hold, then rotate to 

the opposite side. If you want to work 

those abs harder, lean back slightly. 

 EXERCISE 2 

40 Reps 
Love Your Lower  
Body Toner
Standing with a good, upright  

posture, extend both arms  

straight out in front of you,  

palms facing down. While  

keeping your upper body  

straight, kick one leg straight  

up towards your hands, then  

lower it down. Alternate from  

one leg to the other, all the time 

keeping those tummy muscles  

pulled in and your back straight.
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HOME EXERCISES  FITNESS

 EXERCISE 3 

30 Reps  
The Luscious Lunge
✢ STEP 1 Stand in a stance that is slightly 

wider than shoulder-width distance apart. 

Keep your shoulders pulled back and your 

chest lifted.

✢ STEP 2 Now step forward into a lunge 

position. Be sure not to let the front knee 

come over the line of your toes, while the 

knee of your back leg should be pointing 

down towards the ground, with your upper 

body staying straight. Hold, then push back 

to your start position. Alternate from leg to 

leg (15 reps each).

 EXERCISE 4 

20 Reps 
The Face Down  
Ab Crunch
On the floor with your hands slightly  

in front of your shoulders, bring one 

knee into the chest, hold, then switch 

to the other. It is important throughout 

this exercise to keep your tummy 

muscles pulled in.

 EXERCISE 5 

10 Reps 
The Banish Cellulite 
Jump
Starting in a slight squat position, 

hold, then jump up high with arms 

reaching up. Land 

softly in the slight 

squat and repeat 

the exercise. 

FGY TIP

If you are up for more of a 

challenge, you can repeat this 

workout once more. When you’re 

done, it is important to always 

cool down with stretches.
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FITNESS  HOME EXERCISES

0-20 seconds THE AB AND ARM 

TONER – stand with your feet wider than 

hip-width distance apart and keep your tummy 

pulled in. Simply punch from side to side 

(aiming to keep your hips still).

20-30 seconds March on the spot to get 

your breath back.

30-50 seconds THE STAR JUMP – start 

with your legs slightly bent, arms down and 

palms together. Now jump up, bringing your 

legs and arms out to your sides, then land back 

in your start position.

50-60 seconds March on the spot to get 

your breath back.

Repeat this three more times for a 

total of four minutes. Once completed, it is 

important that you cool down and stretch to 

avoid possible injury.

 WORKOUT B  
 “THE FAT BLASTER” 
This routine is based on time and consists of just  

two moves: the ab and arm toner, plus the star 

jump. The workout is based on short, 20-second 

bursts, during which you train hard, then you have 

ten seconds marching to get your breath back.

✢ This routine is exactly four minutes long and 

you must warm up first. You will need a 

stopwatch to do this efectively.

✢ Get a great upbeat playlist 

ready for each workout – you 

only need a couple of songs.

✢ Keep your workout gear on  

the radiator, so your clothes  

are super-cosy when you step 

into them.

✢ The more you work out, the 

fitter you will get, but don’t 

expect instant results. Give 

yourself three weeks to really 

feel the diference.

✢ Look online for a beautiful 

dress that you would love to 

wear at a Christmas party. Have 

this as a screen saver to spur 

you on – by the time party 

season is here, that dress will 

look fab on you.

✢ Get one of your friends or  

a co-worker to join in the 

challenge. You can then be 

each other’s mentor and check 

in to see your progress.

4Takes 
     just mins

MOTIVATION IS KEY 
Here are my top tips on how to keep yours fully charged! 

 MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT SUN

AM
 The Calorie   The Fat The Calorie The Calorie The Calorie The Fat 

 Countdown  Blaster Countdown Countdown Countdown Blaster

PM
 The Fat The Calorie  The Fat 

 Blaster Countdown  Blaster
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  FITNESS

Our expert Lucy Wyndham-Read is here  
to motivate you and help you sort out some 
of your common fitness problems

way you will be challenging yourself  

and completing a great 100+ calorie  

burner in just ten minutes.

HELP WITH GETTING FIT

            ❯ Want to know more? For inspiration on how to get walking for weight loss, visit womanandhome.com
GO 

ONLINE

CAN I WORK OUT ON THE 
CHEAP? I’m a stay-at-home mum and 
can’t aford gym membership. I’d like to set up a 
workout space at home, but what should I invest in?Q

You can easily create your 
own workout space without 
spending a fortune. Firstly, 
use cans of soup as small 
weights; pint cartons of 

milk make great medium 
weights – just hold them 
by the handles; then for 

heavier weights use large 

water bottles. Exercise in 
front of a full-length mirror 
to check your technique. 

You could use a thick 
beach towel as a mat for 

floor work, but if you’re on 
a hard surface a yoga mat 
(£9.99, Amazon) is better. 
Oh, and the other piece of 

household equipment you 
can grab is an egg timer, 

to set yourself a challenge 
of, say, one-minute 

exercises. For inspiration, 
go to my YouTube channel 

LWRFitness and try the 
three-minute thighs,  
abs and butt routine.

 
FGY TIP  

Time to crank up the 
volume… research has found 
that listening to music while  

you exercise may increase your 
endurance and amount of calories 
burned by up to 15 per cent. Tracks 

should ideally be between 120 
and 140 beats per minute, 
matching your heart rate 

while you exercise.

Ex-army Lucy 

Wyndham-Read  

is a fitness  

expert with more 

than 20 years’ 

experience. She  

is the author of 

several bestselling fitness books 

and apps, and appears on TV and 

radio. For more see lwrfitness.com

MEET THE  
FITNESS EXPERT

 Q SHOULD I EXERCISE 
EVERY DAY? Or should  

I be giving my body time to rest? Surely 

your muscles do need time to recover  

and rebuild?

It is always important to give your body a 

complete day’s rest, as this will be more 

productive than training every day. You can 

use this day to plan your workouts for the 

week ahead – aerobic exercise on 

Monday, toning workout Wednesday and 

so on – and also spend some time on 

the internet looking for some 

new healthy recipe ideas. 

This way you know you 

are still investing in your 

health and wellbeing. 

Also, give your 

muscles some 

pamper time and take 

a long bath, adding a 

generous sprinkling  

of sea salt to help 

soothe tried muscles. So 

don’t feel guilty for hanging 

up your trainers and having a  

day of; consider it as an essential part of 

your training routine.

Q WHAT IS A QUICK  
WAY TO BURN 100 

CALORIES? I’m trying to lose  

weight and I’d like a fail-safe way to 

make sure I’m working of more than  

I’m taking in through food.

The more active we are, the more calories 

our body burns, and burning of 100 

calories doesn’t mean we have to head  

to the gym, nor does it mean finding a  

big chunk of time dedicated to exercising. 

Here are some easy ways at home you  

can torch of approximately 100 calories:

✢ Run up and then march down the stairs 

for 11 minutes. 

✢ Put on your favourite fast tunes and  

dance energetically around the living  

room for 20 minutes.

✢ Try this quick high-burning calorie circuit 

of mine: 20 star jumps, 20 squats, then  

ten lunges. Repeat twice.

Or you could set yourself a five-minute 

fast power walk out the front 

door and go as far as  

you can in this time; then 

turn round and head 

back, but try and walk 

even faster. This  
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25
EXERCISE 
BITES
If the thought of regular exercise leaves you cold, 
take heart. Research shows that even the smallest 
amount of activity can make major health gains

Exercise-phobes take note! 

Scientists have found that the 

calories burned by jogging or 

sweating at the gym are, in fact, 

negligible when compared to natural 

movements like standing, fidgeting, 

bending and walking – basically 

those things that we have evolved  

to do. It’s known as non-exercise 

activity thermogenesis, or NEAT, and 

even the least sporty of us can make 

a huge diference to our health in 

very easy ways.

“Even a single step on a stair or 

standing up for a few seconds can 

put you on a positive path to better 

health,” says Dr Mike Loosemore, 

head of exercise medicine at the 

Institute of Sport Exercise & Health at 

University College London. “Start 

thinking ‘if I stand for a minute now’ 

or ‘walk a bit further here’ it’ll make  

a diference. They may be small 

moves, but if you spread them out 

over a year, the gains are huge.” 

1 Every time you answer the phone or 

make a call, stand up to take it. 

2 Willingly give up your seat on a 

crowded bus, when commuting.

3 Hide the TV remote control and get 

up of the sofa to change channels. 

4 Invest in an adjustable desk mount 

(around £80 online), so you can 

raise your computer, keyboard and 

mouse, and stand while working.

5 Eat your breakfast perched against 

the kitchen worktop, rather than 

sitting at the table.

6 Choose a tall table in the cofee 

shop/canteen and stand – don’t sit! 

7 If it’s practical, suggest standing 

meetings at work.

STAND UP FOR YOUR HEALTH
Simply standing, rather than sitting, 

raises your heart rate enough to 

improve your fitness levels, reduce 

your risk of heart disease, and burn 

calories. Standing up for three hours a 

day, five days a week, can burn an 

extra 750 calories. Keep standing all 

year, and you’ll have burnt 30,000 

extra calories – that’s ten marathons!

SO TRY THIS:



    

EASY EXERCISE  FITNESS

23 Dance – just four 15-minute 

sessions in your living room 

burns as many calories (200) 

as an hour on a cross trainer.

Other ways to  
be active without 
really noticing

19 
Crank up the air conditioning (or 

throw open the windows) and 

discard your coat. When your 

body has to produce more heat to keep its 

core temperature up it boosts your calorie 

burn by an extra five calories an hour. Stay 

chilly all day, and your daily calorie burn 

could be increased by 80 calories per day, 

or 560 per week.

20 
Regard every boiling kettle as a 

stomach crunch opportunity, 

and aim to perform as many 

standing stomach crunches as you can.  

Simply stand with your feet parallel and 

your knees relaxed, then pull your belly 

button back towards your spine and 

contract your pelvic floor. Hold for a few 

seconds, then release. This is just as 

powerful as an ordinary sit-up.

You really don’t have to exercise at all if 

you can introduce a little bit of movement 

into your life, just one step at a time.

13 
Take the first step up every 

escalator. “People are surprised 

when I suggest this – it’s such a 

little move,” says Dr Loosemore. “It may not 

be much, but it’s probably more than you 

were doing.” Apparently people find it so 

easy they often take three or five steps – 

and are soon walking the whole way up. 

14 
Choose to use a toilet on a 

diferent floor from your own at 

work. Five trips a day means five 

flights of stairs. Each two-minute stair climb 

burns 21 calories, so if you stick to your guns, 

you could be burning up 500 extra calories 

in a typical working week – the same sort of 

burn you’d get from an exercise class.

15 
If climbing up stairs is a bit too 

much, take the lift to the floor 

above yours and walk down one 

flight – it’s a small change, but you’ll burn 

one to five calories with each descent. 

16 
When you pull into a car park (at 

the supermarket or the oice), find 

a parking space in the furthest 

corner away from the front door. Count the 

steps – if you walk 600 paces every day for 

five days, back and forth, you’ll be covering 

1.5 miles per week (100 calories).

17 
Regard every annoying wait as a 

fantastic opportunity to walk 

– every five minutes spent walking, 

even slowly, burns 25 calories. So while your 

child is having a music lesson or playing sport, 

walk around the block or around the pitch. 

Just 15 minutes of gentle walking every day 

burns 500 calories a week – equivalent to 

an exhausting hour of tennis.

18 
Be mobile on your mobile. Each 

call ofers you the chance to walk 

up and down your kitchen, or up 

and down stairs (even better). If you can use 

a hands free, swing your arms and your legs 

and stretch as you speak – this increases 

intensity by 30%. Frequent use could see you 

burning up to 300 extra calories every day.        

Are you sitting actively? Even the 

smallest fidgety movements increase 

calorie burn, so make your down time 

work for you:

8 Tapping or circling your feet under 

your desk and squeezing a stress 

ball in your hand can be enough to burn 

an extra 250 calories a day – that’s the 

same as a 30-minute jog. 

9 If you work from home, switch your 

comfy chair for a Swiss ball, or place 

a “wobble cushion” under your bottom. 

The minute movements your body has to 

perform to keep you stable and balanced 

burns an extra six calories per hour, 

tightens muscles and stimulates brain 

activity without you even noticing. Keep 

it up and you’ll burn an extra 50 calories 

a day, 350 calories a week – equivalent 

to a one-hour swim.

10 This is something you might 

even be able to do unobtrusively 

in the oice, or get the boss to sign up 

to! Slide a pedal machine under your 

desk (they cost from as little as £15 

online), instead of a foot rest, and let your 

feet cycle very gently while you work. In 

a recent study of 18 women, participants 

burned an average of 180 calories a day 

pedalling gently for just 23 minutes. 

Keep it up for an hour and it’s the same 

number of calories as a spinning class. 

11 Every time you get up out of a 

chair plant your feet firmly on the 

ground, shoulder-width apart, clench 

your tummy muscles and stand without 

using your hands for support. Each lift 

equates to a squat – the perfect exercise 

to tone the major muscles in the thighs 

and buttocks. Intensify your no-workout 

workout by “double-dipping”: as soon as 

you reach standing position, bend to sit 

back down again (making sure your 

knees don’t overshoot your toes), but 

straighten up once more before your 

bottom hits the chair. Do this ten times a 

day to burn 150 calories (per day) and 

achieve buns of steel.

12 Let the ping of a received email 

be the trigger to tighten the 

tummy muscles and hold both feet of 

the floor for 60 seconds. This works the 

lower stomach muscles in the same way as 

a leg lift, but no one will be any the wiser.

SMALL STEPS MAKE A BIG DIFFERENCE

LITTLE DIFFERENCES TO MAKE TODAY

THINGS THE WHOLE 
FAMILY CAN DO
21 Enforce a family one-mile rule: if any 

destination is less than a mile away, 

walk it! Find a map and draw a one-mile 

circle around your home. A mile-long 

walk burns around 100 calories each 

way – a total of 200 calories each time. 

22 Speed up! A 3mph saunter would 

burn around 75 calories, but up the pace 

to a 5mph striding rush and your calorie 

burn more than doubles to 145.

24 Watch a comedy 

– laughing burns ten 

to 40 calories every 

15 minutes. 

25 Challenge the 

family to a five- 

minute, high-speed 

tidy-up. You’ll raise 

your heart rate, 

burn around 50 

calories and get 

the house sorted!



FITNESS  BEST BUYS

Whatever your health focus, we’ve  

the lowdown on which of the latest 

wearable devices really deliver

WHICH
wearable
IS RIGHT 

FOR YOU?

 S
ophie Charara, contributing editor for Wareable, the 

biggest website dedicated to all things wearable and 

the connected self, picks the devices that will look 

stylish and keep you fit whatever your budget. 

If you want to up your daily steps 
For beginners simply trying to move more during the day – and if a 

plasticky fitness band makes you feel too self-conscious – Withings 

has stepped in with its series of Activité Pop watches, which come  

in three colours with interchangeable 18mm bands. 

% GOOD FOR? The dial can be set to show how close you are to your 

daily steps goal at a glance. The waterproof watch also displays calories 

burned, distance walked and time active in the companion app (for 

iPhone and Android), as well as sleep tracking. Plus a six-month battery 

life means you don’t need to charge it every couple of days. 

COST: £119, withings.com 



If you want to run faster or further  
Regular 5K/10K runners will want something a little more 

professional to pore over their pace, time and distance. For that 

we’d recommend either the Garmin Forerunner 620, or if 

you’re interested in using your heart rate to fine tune 

your training, then pick the new Forerunner 225. 

% GOOD FOR? The Forerunner 620 is a great 

beginner’s running watch – it’s not as chunky or heavy 

as some and uses GPS to accurately track your runs. 

The 225 reads your pulse straight from your wrist while 

you run. Plus Garmin has particularly good tools for 

analysing and sharing your progress. 

COST: £270 (620), £240 (225), garmin.com

If you need a digital detox 
It sounds funny, but wearable tech can help you relax when 

emails, texts and reminders on your phone and laptop get too 

much. Altruis is a stone, made from zirconia ceramics, that can be 

worn as a ring, bracelet or pendant and connected to an iPhone 

to vibrate when VIP contacts are trying to reach you, while your 

phone is buried in your handbag. 

% GOOD FOR? Kovert Designs’ stunning smart jewellery can 

alleviate day-to-day anxiety by letting you select both loved ones 

and special keywords to make the stone buzz to get your attention. 

Everything else can be dealt with later and won’t distract you. The 

best bit? Like the Withings, no one will know you’re wearing a gadget. 

COST: £290-£360, bekovert.com 

If you’re a gym bunny 
The Fitbit Charge HR is our overall fitness tracker recommendation, 

as it’s so versatile. No matter how you spend your time, whether 

you’re in the gym or just in the oice, the Fitbit has it covered, 

and with motivational badges and messages, it spurs you on. 

% GOOD FOR? Fitbit’s trackers are good for logging a range of 

activities, such as classes and workouts at the gym – weights, 

spinning and even dancing. The Charge HR continuously tracks 

your heart rate through the day, so you can see it decreasing over 

time as you get fitter. It also buzzes when someone calls you and 

displays who is calling, and tracks your sleep, too. 

COST: £119.99, fitbit.com 

If you’re on a tight 
budget 
The Misfit Flash Link is a neat 

option if you’re not sure about 

this whole wearable tech 

thing, but want to try it out. For 

£20, you get the tracker and  

a belt clip; if you want a band 

get a Misfit Flash for £50. 

% GOOD FOR? The Misfit 

tracks steps and sleep, with a 

series of LED lights to display 

your progress. As there’s no 

screen, getting used to the 

taps can be a learning curve, 

but in the app you can 

set your favourite 

activities. It’s 

waterproof, so 

can be used 

in the pool, 

and has a 

six-month 

battery life.

COST:  

£20, misfit 

wearables.com 
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3 WAYS 
TO A

Often neglected during exercise, keeping your back toned is  

one way to instantly look sexier and slimmer! Follow these exercises  

from fitness expert Lucy Wyndham-Read

 
FGY TIP  

Our back hosts some big 
muscle groups (the largest is 
the latissimus dorsi) and the 

more toned these muscles are, 
then the more e�cient your 

body is at burning of calories, 
plus you’ll have less of 
those back bra bulges!BACK

beautiful 
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THE SPREADING WINGS LIFT
✢ Stand with your knees slightly bent and feet  
hip-width apart. Lean slightly forwards, holding  
on to your weights, which you should place together  
in front of you. Keep your abdominals pulled in.
✢ Now lift both arms out to the side, and imagine  
you are trying to squeeze your shoulder blades 
together. Still keep a slight bend in the elbows.  
Hold, then lower back to your start position.  
Repeat 20 times.

THE BACK SCULPTOR
✢ Lie face down on your mat and extend 
both arms out to either side, aiming to have 
your hands in line with your shoulders, with 
your palms facing forwards and thumbs 
pointing up to the ceiling.
✢ Now aim to lift both arms up high and 
out to your sides, by squeezing your 
shoulder blades together. Hold, then 
slowly lower back to your start position.  
Repeat 20 times.

1

3

2
THE BOW AND ARROW
✢ Kneel on your mat and hold on to your weights, with  
your palms facing inwards. Start with one arm bent  
back and the other extended forwards, both at shoulder 
height – imagine you are using a bow and arrow.
✢ Now change arms. Be sure to keep your tummy 
muscles pulled in. Hold for a second or two, then  
return to the start position. (If you find it uncomfortable 
kneeling, you can also perform this move standing up.)  
Do 20 reps.
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%�H&M’s sportswear collection is 

functional and fun, with new technical 

fabrics and vivid prints. Purple print 

bra, £12.99; leggings, £14.99, hm.com

%�Electra Bike’s Amsterdam Royal model is gorgeous! Features a frame that 

gives back, wrists, neck and shoulders less strain. £775, electrabike.com

%�Hi Gear Packlite gilets are 

lightweight, water repellent… and 

pack away into their own pocket, 

£55, gooutdoors.co.uk

%�Proyog yoga wear stays true to 

yoga: synthetics never touch the skin 

and the garments don’t compress your 

body. Mayur Wrap, £49, proyog.com

%�Salomon Comet 3D GTX Boot is 

lightweight, supportive and comfy, 

with a Gore-Tex membrane. £145, 

cotswoldoutdoor.com

%�Urbanista Boston sports 

earphones with Bluetooth and silicon 

wings that help them stay put during 

a workout. £49.99, amazon.co.uk

%�Observate jacket from Dare2b 

has a 100 per cent reflective outer 

shell, so shines bright from all angles. 

£50, Halfords (from November).

%�Bella Kinesis is ethical sportswear 

which helps fund business education 

for women in rural India. No Jiggity 

sports bra, £55, bellakinesis.com

Great fitness wear or equipment will 
always make us feel more motivated to 

work out. Here’s our pick…

NEW KIT
wish list

COOL 
RIDE
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FIT KIT  FITNESS

%�Air Max 1 now comes in floral patterns in a black autumnal colourway,  

and this blue, almost tropical style. £97, jdsports.co.uk

%�Bloc Shadow Sunglasses (yes, 

you need sunnies even in winter!) 

are lightweight and flexible. 

£40, cotswoldoutdoor.com 

%�Glenmuir Base Layers have 

in-built compression technology and 

flat-lock stitching for comfort. In new 

pink and purple, £30, sockshop.co.uk

%�Bohn Swimwear features 

mix-and-match cover-up styles that 

are quick drying. Long-sleeved swim 

top, £32, bohn.uk.com

%�The Royal British Legion cycling 

tops feature their “Live On” slogan; 

lightweight and breathable. £39.99, 

poppyshop.org.uk

%�Lija’s latest range 

is fab: in three unique 

colour schemes and 

patterns. High 

performance, high 

fashion. Blaze jacket, 

£100; Power leggings, 

£69, from the Babylon 

Ink Collection, 

lijastyle.com

TRUE 
BLUE

STYLE 
ICON



at work!
Fed up with feeling deskbound, or wish you  
could be more active throughout the day?  

Emma Pritchard meets five women who did 
something about it, and are reaping the rewards

WE WORK OUT  
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REAL LIFE  FITNESS

Paula Hamilton, 53, 

is divorced and has 

three children. She 

lives in Stockport, 

Greater Manchester. 

When you’re asking 

people to give you 

ten press-ups, you have to be 

confident that you could do 

more. As a personal trainer, 

there’s no excuse not to be 

fitter than your clients, and that 

spurs me on.

Hitting my fifties, I was aware 

of the signs of ageing creeping 

in – bingo wings and poor 

posture. It’s hard to retain 

muscle as you get older, but 

since becoming a PT two years 

ago, I am more toned than ever.

I didn’t retrain with that 

intention, so the personal 

results have been a surprising 

bonus – when I divorced, I 

needed a family-friendly career 

and, having always been 

active, it seemed a natural 

progression. As a mobile PT, 

every day sees me transporting 

equipment such as kettle bells, 

stability balls and boxing  

gloves between my clients’ 

houses – and I could never be 

caught without my abdominal 

muscles switched on!

I’ll never give a client a 

routine that I’ve not completed 

myself. I want to know how 

they might be feeling, so I can 

ofer encouragement. I teach 

mainly in the morning and early 

evening, and go for a run or 

play tennis in between. I’m 

currently training for a long- 

distance bike ride and I find it 

helps motivate me and my 

clients if I have a challenge to 

work towards.

Twice a week, I teach a core 

stability class in a local hall. 

Everyone’s focused on getting 

results and I love seeing the 

positive change in people’s 

attitudes by the end of a 

session. It’s amazing how good 

a little bit of activity can make 

you feel – it’s the secret to 

living a healthy and full life.

% MY FITNESS TIPS ³ Don’t underestimate how 

much diference a little change can make. ³ Do squats 

while the kettle boils, or raise one foot of the floor when  

standing in a supermarket queue, to test your  

balance and strengthen your core.

 THE PERSONAL TRAINER   
“Training clients helps motivate me” 
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Katy Griiths, 40, lives with her 

partner and two children in 

Marksbury, Somerset. 

For 16 years, I worked eight-hour 

days at a computer as an IT and 

marketing manager, with overtime in 

the evenings and at weekends. I’d 

fall into bed by 9pm, exhausted, and sufered from 

painful leg cramps.

Then, one sunny day last July, I’d had enough. I 

wanted to be out with my three dogs – a Border Collie, 

Labrador and Cocker Spaniel – not cooped up inside. A 

friend of mine was earning a healthy income by walking 

other people’s dogs, so why couldn’t I? I took voluntary 

redundancy, got the necessary insurances and, in 

September 2014, launched Katy Doolittles, ofering  

dog walking and boarding services. Within 24 hours  

I’d received my first enquiries.

Suddenly, from walking twice a day with my own 

dogs, I found myself having to go out three, four, or five 

times, for 40 minutes to an hour. It was a shock and I’d 

often return home out of breath, sweaty, aching and 

wondering what I’d done. But I felt such relief not to be 

in an oice that I persevered and, within a couple of 

weeks, I realised I was walking further within the 

allocated time, and felt fitter.

Even my friends noticed the change, telling me how 

toned I looked and relaxed I seemed. I live rurally, so 

my walks take in a variety of terrains. One of my 

favourite routes is a six-mile circuit that goes along a 

river and through woodland. You see kingfishers, deer 

and foxes. I never got that at my desk! There are a 

number of steep hills, which I used to find a real 

challenge, especially on wet or windy days when every 

step seems harder. Now I stride briskly to the top. When 

friends join me and have to pause and rest, I’m 

reminded of how far I’ve come.

Despite eating more to fuel my new active lifestyle, 

I’ve dropped a dress size and have noticeably more 

muscle definition in my legs – and arms. Who’d have 

thought that restraining a 40kg Alsatian could be 

equivalent to weight training at the gym! I no longer get 

leg cramps and have never felt more alive. Why didn’t I 

do this sooner?

 THE DOG WALKER 
“I’ve dropped a dress size 
walking dogs for a living” 

% MY FITNESS TIP ³ Go for a walk 

during your lunchtime, alternating fast-paced 

marching with slower recovery time. You’ll 

quickly notice you can cover more ground in 

the time. ³ Add in hills, if possible, to increase 

the workout.
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Sarah 

Southworth, 46, 

is married  

and has two 

children. She 

lives in Preston, 

Lancashire.

My job is like going to the gym 

every day, but without realising 

it. In the eight years since I 

started my specialised cleaning 

business, I’ve dropped two 

dress sizes, banished bingo 

wings, and am stronger than 

men half my age.

Many people associate 

cleaning with dusting and 

vacuuming, but my work is 

much more intense than that. 

Although I do have days when 

I tidy houses, I also do property 

clearances, garden maintenance 

and crime-scene clean-ups. 

One moment I could be 

helping to lift a washing 

machine into a van, the next 

moving bags of topsoil.

When I’m working, I give 

myself strict deadlines, such 

as an hour and a half for a 

standard flat clean, where I’ll 

wash windows (a great arm 

toner), dust high and low 

(good for flexibility), and 

sweep and mop the floors 

(improves posture). 

The first time I had to empty 

a house of its furniture, I didn’t 

know how I was going to 

manage – even with someone 

to help. However, like anything, 

the more you do it, the easier 

it gets. My strength quickly 

improved and now I’ll often do 

most of a clearance on my own.

I employ around 27 people, 

the majority of whom are men. 

It seems women find the job 

too physically demanding, but I 

know they could do it, if they 

believed in themselves. 

Recently, I broke my 

shoulder, so I’m now confined 

to paperwork in the oice. 

I could spend 12 hours doing 

physical labour without feeling 

lethargic, but now I often feel 

sluggish. I’ve had to get a 

personal trainer because  

I’m not used to sitting still  

– I get up endlessly to make 

cups of tea!

 THE SPECIALISED CLEANER  
“I’m stronger than men half my age, 
thanks to my career” 

 THE OFFICE WORKER   
“We have meetings on our bikes”

Kelsey Oford, 45, lives with her husband and two 

children near Chessington, Surrey. 

People say the biggest deals are secured outside of 

the board room – and, since joining Human Race, a 

company that organises mass participation sporting 

events, I’d have to agree. When your clients include 

fitness experts such as Garmin, in order to be able 

to relate to them, you need to be active yourself. 

Before I joined, almost five years ago, the most sport I did was 

racing around after my children, plus the occasional run. So 

coming into such a fitness-focused environment was strange – 

what do you wear when you’re invited to a meeting on a bike?! 

However, I soon found that discussions were more relaxed and 

friendly – and fun. I enjoyed these active meetings, especially as 

they came with the bonus of tighter thighs and a pert bum.

Working in marketing, I often have to showcase our clients’ 

fitness equipment and facilities to the media. A couple of years ago 

that involved leading a cycle ride with Victoria Pendleton.  

I was so embarrassed not to be able to keep up, but the 

experience spurred me on to get in shape. I signed up for one of 

the women-only triathlons that Human Race organises, making 

time in the evenings to fit in a short swim, cycle or run. And when  

I crossed the finish line and saw my children cheering me on, I 

realised how important it is to be healthy – for myself and for them.

Since then, I’ve completed a further two triathlons and a 

100-mile cycle. You just gradually increase the distance with 

every training session and before you know it you’ve done the 

mileage! Everyone can do anything if they set their mind to it and 

the health benefits make all the hard work worth it.

% MY FITNESS TIP  ³ Have a goal to motivate you 

to stick to an exercise plan. ³ Don’t like mass 

participation events? Try an activity tracker. I’m 

addicted to my Fitbit – if I don’t meet my 10,000-steps-

a-day target, I’ll deliberately go out for a walk.

% MY FITNESS TIP ³ Don’t dawdle. Give yourself a 

tight deadline when doing the housework, so you have to 

work quickly and put more efort into getting the jobs done.
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Claire Reid, 42, lives with her fiancé near  

Taunton, Somerset.

Yesterday, I spent the day pruning roses, weeding a 

border and helping to cut down a dead tree – and  

I probably burnt 1,800 calories in the process. As Head 

Gardener for the 100-acre Hestercombe Estate, my work 

is varied and active, which I love because it keeps me fit.

People often don’t regard gardening as being 

particularly demanding, but it’s easy to overlook all of the 

extra work that goes into the simplest of tasks: I could 

prune a shrub, for example, but then have to bend down 

to pick up the cuttings, load a bucket and lift that 

overhead on to a trailer. From a stationary job, it becomes 

an all-over-body workout that tests not only your 

strength, but your balance and flexibility. Try doing that 

non-stop for eight hours a day and you’ll soon discover 

muscles you didn’t know you had.

When I came to Hestercombe in 2007, I joined an 

all-male team, which was daunting as I didn’t want to be 

the weak female. At first I had to ask for help lifting heavy 

buckets and manoeuvring bulky mowers, but the more 

you do something, the easier it gets, and now  

I like to think I’m stronger than some of the men! I’ve 

noticed a real change in my body shape and my friends 

often compliment me on my toned arms and shoulders 

– plus my rosy cheeks and perma-tan.

Each season brings with it diferent duties: in autumn 

and winter, I could be gathering fallen leaves, sawing 

branches and dividing shrubs, while in spring and 

summer it’s more about cutting the grass, planting and 

tidying borders – there’s no time to get bored. The 

changing weather adds another challenge – when it 

rains and everything is wet, bags and buckets become 

much heavier to carry, while strong winds can have you 

running all over the place.

I used to come home and collapse in front of the TV 

with a sore back, but now I’ve so much energy I’ll often 

hit the gym after work – human beings were designed to 

be active, not sit down all day. I’m lucky to work in such 

beautiful surroundings and to be doing something that  

is clinically proven to reduce stress levels. Often, my 

biggest worry at work is whether or not there’ll be a frost!

 THE  
 HORTICULTURALIST  
“I receive compliments  
on my toned arms”

% MY FITNESS TIP ³ Stretch your feet and 

tone up calf  muscles while brushing your 

teeth: stand up on your tiptoes, then rock back 

on to your heels, and repeat.
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FITNESS  ONE THING

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
i Try a super-slow workout

W
e’re talking about 

the phenomenon 

from the US that was 

established over ten years ago, 

but is having a resurgence over 

here right now. The ethos is 

that you exercise with weights 

so you never let the muscle 

rest – muscles are worked 

beyond the shaky phase to the 

point of failure, when you’re 

physically unable to perform 

one more repetition. Small 

studies have shown the 

technique to be beneficial to 

women with osteoporosis. 

Instead of working muscles 

over a period of, say, two 

seconds in each direction, you 

pull up for ten seconds, down 

for ten = a far more killer workout.

Best bit: you only need  

to do it once, and at most  

twice, a week to get results.

 
FGY TIP 

Want to know more?  
Read Power of Ten: The 

Once-a-Week Slow Motion 
Fitness Revolution by  

Adam Zickerman, £8.99, 
amazon.co.uk
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Tired of not 
sleeping?

Dormeasan® Sleep
Valerian -Hops oral drops

A traditional herbal medicinal product for use in the temporary relief of sleep 
disturbances caused by the symptoms of mild anxiety, exclusively based 
upon long-standing use as a traditional remedy.  Always read the leafl et.

Available from health food stores, pharmacies, Available at larger
& boots.com

For further information please visit www.avogel.co.uk or call our helpline on 0845 608 5858. 3
5
3
9
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The latest workout moves, 
trends and kit to keep you fit

FITNESS 
insider

% Zumba is still the top dance cardio 
workout, fusing many different styles 
of dance – mainly from South America 
– including salsa, cumbia, merengue,  
hip-hop and reggaeton. 
% Jazzercise, founded in 1969, fuses 
jazz, hip-hop and even kickboxing 
moves to burn 800 calories an hour.
% Ballet is represented in barre 
classes, which focus on repetitive 
toning exercises using a barre and 
light weights. Some classes also  

DID YOU KNOW?
One recent study found that running 

may actually help prevent knee 
osteoarthritis, a condition that afects 

around 9.2 million adults; another 
discovered that runners were up to  

18 per cent less likely than walkers to 
develop the condition, in part 

because running may increase the 
thickness of knee cartilage.

DANCE TO THE BEAT
As Strictly dominates our TV screens, dance fitness classes are more 
popular than ever, with thousands of people taking part – and the best 
thing about them is they welcome all levels. What’s your fancy?

have elements of yoga and Pilates  
to increase flexibility.
% Pole fitness combines pole 
dancing, gymnastics and acrobatics 
to strengthen and tone the entire 
body, while improving flexibility  
and coordination.
% Masala Bhangra offers a fab 
combination of low-impact exercises 
mixed with Bollywood dance moves. 
Interested? Dancingclasses.biz is a 
nationwide directory of dance schools.

ON YOUR BIKE
Is your employer signed up to the Cycle to  
Work scheme? Could just be the start of  

a new, fitter you! It helps employees aford the 
cost of a new bike; you save up to 42 per cent, 
while employers save on NI contributions. Ask 

your HR department for details. 

21 DAY POWER YOGA 
DETOX & WEIGHT LOSS 

METHOD is a DVD by Julie 
Montagu combining exercise 

with healthy eating.  
£14.99, amazon.co.uk

WALK ON WALK THE 
WEIGHT OFF 3 DVD box set  

is a 30-day plan by expert 
Jessica Smith: a truly 

comprehensive workout! 
£29.99, amazon.co.uk

Speedo Shine 
is a variation on 
the Misfit that 

tracks lap count 
and swim 

distance. £59.99, 
Apple stores, 

misfit.com and 
speedostore.co.uk

FGY
FITNESS AIDS

 
FGY TIP  

“When swimming, try to use 
long, slower strokes, even 

when you are tiring. This makes 
your stroke more e�cient and you 
will move through the water more 

easily.” Alison Sutherland, 
Regional Swimming 

Development Manager at 
Everyone Active.

FITSSI by Elizabeth Peyton is 
a social networking app for 
fitness enthusiasts. Think 

Tinder, but for fitness friends 
and you’re on the right track. 

Free from fitssi.com
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS  FITNESS

FITNESS SHORT THOUGHTS...

Make sure 
your sports bra isn’t 

too tight or you won’t be 
able to expand your ribs 

and diaphragm effectively 
while you exercise. Look 

for “breathability” on  
the label, so it doesn’t  

get itchy.

A workout  
buddy is hugely 

helpful for keeping 
motivated, but it’s important to 

find someone who will inspire, not 
discourage. Can your friend meet to 

exercise on a regular basis? Are 
they supportive (not disparaging) 

of your goals? And will they be 
able to keep up with you or 

even push your limits in 
key workouts? 

Listening  
to music can boost 
any workout, but it 

doesn’t always have to be 
fast paced. Any music that 

you find uplifting – 
including slow and gentle 

classical – can help to 
pump you up.

If you’re using 
free weights or weight 

machines, you should be 
slowly upping the poundage 

as your muscles build up 
resistance. If you can do 15 and 
feel nothing more than fatigue, 

there’s no need to worry 
about Schwarzenegger 

arms!

 It’s great  
if you’ve found your 

fitness passion, whether 
it’s cycling, swimming or the 

gym, but if that’s all you do, any 
body changes will drop of over 

time. Try something new every few 
months and be specific: for more 

muscle tone, add strength 
workouts; for improved 

flexibility, give yoga 
a go.

Sip some 
green tea before 

you walk. The cafeine 
frees fatty acids so that 

you burn fat more easily, 
while the antioxidants 
appear to work with 
cafeine to increase 

calorie burn.

Got a  
stitch? To ease the 

ache, press your fist 
under your rib cage while 
taking deep breaths from 

your tummy, for about  
ten steps. The pain should 

subside in about  
30 seconds.

Keeping 
a check on how 

far you’ve run makes 
you feel good – and helps 

your feet, too! Running shoes 
should be changed every 

300-350 miles; bin any pairs 
more than two years old, as 

the materials will have 
started to break 

down.

When you  
get home from 

work, don’t change into 
comfy clothes, change into 
workout gear. The feel of 

them will encourage you to 
stretch, bend, move more 
freely, and you’ll put more 

energy into everything, 
even chores!

Don’t 
relax your abs 

as you lower your 
chest away from your 

knees during a crunch, as 
you only get half the ab- 
toning benefit. Sustain 

the contraction on  
the way down.

With thanks to prevention.com; health.com



Meet your match in seconds at thisispowder.co.uk

The game-changing new beauty site

Tell us your beauty needs…
and we’ll tell you the best products out there for you



FITNESS BREAK  COMPETITION

TO ENTER, VISIT WOMANANDHOME.COM/COMPETITIONSGO 
ONLINE

A one-week stay at 
Norfolk No1 Boot Camp

 O
verindulged this summer? We 

have teamed up with No1 

Boot Camp to give away a 

week-long stay in a deluxe 

double room, so you can experience the 

beautiful Norfolk countryside and 

beaches while getting fit and healthy.  

The prize is worth more than £1,600.

The Norfolk Boot Camp is the fun way to 

achieve real weight loss and to see real 

fitness results. As one of the UK’s favourite 

celebrity boot camps, it’s the secret behind 

quick and efective weight loss, as well as 

increased fitness and muscle toning. 

Looking to lose weight, tone up, get fit or 

change unhealthy habits? No1 Boot Camp 

helps you achieve all of your goals. The 

camp ofers intelligent weight loss, fitness 

and lifestyle-changing programmes, and  

the team work as hard as possible to 

re-educate you in the way you eat and the 

way you think about food, diet and exercise. 

Most guests can expect a minimum weight 

loss of between 5-15lb over the week. 

The trainers are military physical training 

experts and provide you with all of the 

information you need, as well as delivering 

educational talks. The exercises are tailored 

to care for your individual needs, and the 

camp has an expert nutritionist and talented 

chef who serves tasty, healthy meals. 

A typical day at No1 Boot Camp:
✢ 06:00 Wake up ✢ 06:30 Run along the 

beach ✢ 07:30 Breakfast ✢ 08:30 

Boxercise ✢ 10:00 Short break ✢ 10:30 

Circuit training ✢ 12:00 Lunch and break  

✢ 13:30 Countryside hike ✢ 16:30 Team 

games and exercises ✢ 17:30 Stretching 

and relaxing ✢ 19:30 Gourmet dinner 

For more information on No1 Bootcamp, 

visit no1bootcamp.com

We’re offering you the chance to get back into 
shape and have fun at the same time! 

%�Seven nights accommodation in a deluxe 
double room with ensuite facilities %�All 
meals throughout the week, including a 
gourmet dinner each night %�Supervised 
training every day, plus games and talks. 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS The stay is subject to 
availability and must be taken within six months of the  
prize being awarded. Prize is non-refundable and no cash 
alternative is available. Prize available for over 18s only.

ENTER TO WIN
The amazing one-week prize includes:

WIN!



✢  Take control of your health and protect 
yourself from the risk of stroke

✢  Understanding who’s who in the NHS: 
our resident GP gives the lowdown

✢  Worried about whether you should take 
HRT? We’ve all you need to know

✢  Discover if that tummy ache is just a glitch 
or something more serious

YOUR HEALTH
%
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One in three miss the signs of a mini stroke, and minor 

heart attacks can also go unrecognised. Patsy Westcott 

finds out how to cut the risk and when to take action

PROTECT 
YOURSELF

FROM

strokes
 Y

ou may think of a stroke as a 

life-shattering event that can rob 

you of speech, movement and 

memory. But some – known as 

silent strokes – have symptoms so brief, so 

mild or so subtle that they pass unnoticed.  

Experts now argue that failing to recognise 

these warning signs could be putting 

thousands of us at risk of a major stroke. 

One-in-three people having a mini-stroke 

– known as a TIA or transient ischaemic 

attack – attributed symptoms to “a funny 

turn”, according to a report by the Stroke 

Association. Meanwhile, a US study found 

that one-in-ten apparently healthy middle- 

aged people had tell-tale patches of dead 

brain tissue on scans, indicative of a stroke. 

“We think that there may be four or five 

silent strokes for every recognised one,” 

observes Professor Peter Rothwell, from the 

Nuield Department of Clinical Neurosciences 

in Oxford, a leading expert on stroke. “They 

usually afect only a small part of the brain, 

or perhaps the part that controls less obvious 

functions than the ability to speak and move.

“However, they can still cause damage 

that may manifest itself in subtle changes in 

personality, a diminished ability to plan 

(what experts call executive function), a lack 

of get up and go, or forgetfulness which, 

over time, can accumulate, leading to a 

greater risk of dementia in later life,” he adds.

All strokes happen when 

blood supply to the 

brain is interrupted – 

most often by a blood 

clot, but sometimes by a 

bleed – depriving its cells 

of oxygen and nutrients. 

In a classic stroke the 

blood clot is in an area 

of the brain controlling 

movement and/or speech, 

and stays in place for 

longer than 24 hours, 

causing brain cells to 

die. This can result in 

permanent disability. In 

a silent stroke the clot 

dissolves and symptoms 

vanish, often within 

minutes. “There can be 

permanent damage, but 

the brain is mostly able 

to compensate by using 

other ‘pathways’,” says 

Professor Rothwell. 

“However, people often 

notice symptoms when 

tired, stressed or ill, 

proving that there is 

permanent damage.” 

✢ What is a stroke?

ARE YOU AT RISK?
Risk factors you can’t do  

anything about…

✢ Age – being over 55

✢ Genes – having a close family 

member who has had a TIA or stroke 

✢ Ethnic background – being south 

Asian, Black African or Black Caribbean

✢ Gender – although stroke afects 

men and women equally, research 

shows that women aged between 45 

and 54 are more at risk of stroke than 

men of the same age, although it’s not 

known why. 

Risk factors you can do  

something about…

✢ Blood pressure – this is the biggest 

risk factor and high blood pressure lies 

behind six to eight out of ten strokes 

✢ Cholesterol – high cholesterol is 

linked to both greater risk of strokes 

and heart attack

✢ Overweight

✢ Binge drinking

✢ Diabetes

✢ Smoking

✢ Lack of physical activity 

✢ Atrial fibrillation – a type of 

irregular heart beat (arrhythmia) 
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46,000 
The number of people 

who have a mini-stroke 
or TIA each year, 

massively increasing  
the risk of a major stroke. 
According to the Stroke 

Association, acting  
on symptoms could 

prevent around 10,000 

strokes each year.

RECOGNISE  
THE SIGNS 
Act FAST is the acronym to 
remember. If you or someone 
you are with experiences any 
of these classic signs of 
stroke, even if only briefly, go 
to A&E or call 999.

F  FACIAL WEAKNESS  

Inability to smile or drooping 

eye or mouth

A  ARM WEAKNESS  

Can you raise both arms?

S  SPEECH PROBLEMS  

Inability to speak clearly and/or 

understand what is being said

T  TIME TO ACT  

Call 999 or go to A&E

Other suspect symptoms 
may include:
✢ Numbness, weakness or altered 

sensation on one side of the body

✢ Sudden confusion

✢ Dizziness, unsteadiness or loss 

of co-ordination

✢ Problems carrying out routine 

tasks at home or work

✢ Visual disturbances – partial or 

complete loss of sight in an eye

✢ Loss of balance or coordination
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  HEALTH  STROKES

Reduce your risk
✢ Know your numbers  
You should aim for a blood  

pressure of less than 140/90 (lower 

if you have diabetes). You can ask  

to have it checked at your local 

surgery by a GP or practice nurse,  

at a pharmacy or you can use  

a home-testing kit.

✢ Say no to salt Keep salt intake 

to less than 6g a day (about a 

teaspoon) by eating as many fresh 

foods as possible, avoiding 

processed foods and watching 

labels. Visit actiononsalt.org.uk for 

more ways to cut salt.

✢ Be cholesterol aware High 

cholesterol can increase your risk of 

both stroke and heart disease. Your 

total cholesterol should be below 

5mmol/l and “bad” LDL cholesterol 

3mmol/l or less. These need to be 

lower if you have diabetes.

✢ Stub it out Smoking doubles your 

risk of stroke and heart attack. Visit 

nhs.uk/smokefree for help to quit.

✢ Keep an eye on the scales 

Overweight women were at far 

higher risk of ischaemic stroke 

(caused by a blood clot). Aim for  

a BMI of between 19 and 25. 

✢ Eat even more fruit and veg 

Every extra 200g of fruit and veg a 

day reduces the risk of ischaemic 

stroke. Try to eat seven diferent 

types a day.

✢ Be fat aware A recent study of 

post-menopausal women found 

those with higher blood levels of 

healthy fats and lower blood levels 

of saturated and trans fats had a  

lower risk of stroke. 

Get moving Regular moderate to 

vigorous exercise reduces the risk 

of silent stroke by 40 per cent. Thirty 

minutes of brisk walking, swimming, 

tennis, dancing or working out most 

days should do the trick. 

ASPIRIN RE-THINK
Aspirin alone is no longer recommended for those at risk 

of stroke due to atrial fibrillation (AF), a type of heart 

rhythm abnormality. Blood-thinning drugs – including 

warfarin and non-vitamin K antagonist oral anticoagulants 

(NOACs) – or regular monitoring are preferred. “For 

years aspirin has been seen as a quick and easy 

option, however in reality it provides inadequate 

protection,” says Martin Cowie, Professor of Cardiology 

at Imperial College London and Honorary Consultant 

Cardiologist at the Royal Brompton Hospital, London.

WHAT ABOUT SILENT 
HEART ATTACKS?
Heart attacks with few, no or untypical 

symptoms are far more common than  

was previously thought, according to a  

US study published in 2013. One-in-four 

people with suspected heart disease were 

found to have had one and people with 

diabetes were 

especially at risk.  

Maureen Talbot, 

Senior Cardiac 

Nurse at the British 

Heart Foundation, says, 

“Some people may remember 

experiencing vague symptoms, but others 

have no recollection. As a result they miss 

out on treatment that can help reduce  

the workload of the heart, slow the 

progression of heart disease and reduce 

the risk of future attacks.”

She advises, “As well as the classic 

symptom of crushing chest pain, watch  

out for more subtle symptoms such as 

pressure or altered sensations in the chest, 

jaw, neck or shoulders, stomach ache, 

indigestion or breathlessness.” 

FGY TIP

Sleep apnoea, if left untreated, 

can lead to high blood pressure, 

increasing the chance of strokes 

and heart attacks – so if you’re a 

su�erer, talk to your GP.

NEW TREATMENTS
Mechanical devices to break up clots could 

be the future of stroke treatment. Stent 

retrievers – tiny wire meshes which are fed 

through the arteries under X-ray guidance 

until they reach the area of blockage – have 

been given the seal of approval in the US. 

“When opened up they help restore blood 

flow and the clot is snagged in the wire 

mesh, which can then be removed,” 

explains Professor Keith Muir, from 

Glasgow’s Southern General Hospital, who 

is leading research into several such 

devices, alongside clot-busting drugs. 

Trials are underway, but it is still 

unclear if the risks of the procedure 

– thrombectomy – outweigh the 

benefits. It takes anything from 

ten minutes to a couple of 

hours to perform, far longer 

than it takes to give a drug, a 

delay that could prove critical. 

There is also a risk that a 

blood vessel could be damaged 

and cause bleeding into the brain.  

Doctors are also investigating 

new ways to open up the arteries, 

diferent uses for clot-busting drugs, an 

ultrasound head set which speeds up clot 

break-up, and whether cooling the brain 

after a stroke can help reduce damage.
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Who’s who in the NHS

FOUNDATION YEARS 1 AND 2  
(SHORTHAND IS F1 AND F2) 
They have studied for five or six years in 

medical school, qualified as doctors and 

are in their first or second year in hospital.

What they do: These are the doctors you 

are most likely to encounter when you’re 

admitted. They’ll take a medical history and 

do a basic examination, plus organise – 

and often take – blood needed for tests.

THE SPECIALIST REGISTRARS 
(SHORTHAND IS SPR) 
In hospital specialities, doctors work 

through eight levels of training in the 

specialist registrar grade in order to be 

able to apply for a consultant post. 

Occasionally, a level will take a whole year; 

sometimes a doctor will progress through 

two levels in one year. This means that 

some SpRs are very junior, while others are 

senior and almost at consultant level.

What they do: SpRs help 

out in hospital clinics. If you’re seen initially 

by a junior SpR, it’s likely that they will 

cross-check with a more senior doctor 

before any decisions are taken, while 

senior SpRs have the expertise to make 

decisions on their own. SpRs also help out 

the F1 and F2 year doctors on the wards.

CONSULTANT 
The most senior grade. Most doctors are  

in their mid-to-late thirties before they 

reach this level. 

What they do: You’ll usually encounter a 

consultant in an outpatient clinic, though 

because of sheer numbers of patients, they 

cannot see everyone, and are more likely 

to see new patients; those visiting as a 

“follow up” will probably be seen by a 

junior member of the team. Most 

consultants also perform daily rounds 

 ✢ Understand hospital hierarchy 
All doctors in hospitals wear identity labels, but do you know what they mean?

to check on the inpatients under 

their care on the wards. An associate 

specialist is not a training grade, but rather 

someone who has done some specialist 

training, but does not wish to have the 

responsibility of being a consultant. Many 

work part-time. Senior ones can be 

extremely knowledgeable.

SPECIALIST NURSES
The most senior of these are known as 

“nurse consultants”.

What they do: Depending on their grade, 

they will either do tests and follow-ups or, in 

the case of nurse consultants, see patients 

on their first visit. Though often incredibly 

knowledgeable, they have a nursing rather 

than a medical qualification.

FGY TIP

Think you need a second 

opinion? Although you don’t have 

a legal right to one, a doctor will 

rarely refuse to refer you. It’s worth 

asking them to go over your 

diagnosis first, though, to 

explain everything.

You need to see a specialist, but who will it actually be? 
GP Dr Rosemary Leonard explains the code
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Referral pathways: choose and book
GPs now have set guidelines about referring patients to hospital. Often, 
a series of tests has to be completed before the referral can be done. In 
some areas, all referrals have to be scrutinised by a panel before they 
are sent to hospital, to check that they’re justified.

GPs are also encouraged to use the “choose and book” system, where 
the patient can choose which hospital they’re referred to within their local 
area. This means that you can choose to go to a hospital where there is a 
shorter waiting list, but you may not know the name of the consultant. 
Instead, you just go to a clinic dealing with your particular problem.

 ✢ Do you know the difference? 

GASTROENTEROLOGIST  
VS COLORECTAL SURGEON
A gastroenterologist will usually specialise 

in either the top – oesophagus, stomach 

and upper part of the intestine – or the 

large bowel and rectum. They do tests, 

including blood tests, and camerawork, 

looking inside either the top or the lower 

part of the bowel. Colorectal surgeons can 

also look inside the lower part of the bowel 

but, in addition, can do operations, such as 

dealing with haemorrhoids or removing 

parts of the bowel. If you have abdominal 

pain or severe indigestion, for which your 

GP can’t find a cause, then they are likely 

to refer you initially to a gastroenterologist. 

If you’re then found to need some form of 

surgery, for example, removal of your gall 

bladder, then you will be referred on to a 

colorectal surgeon. But if your GP has 

already found that the cause of your pain  

is gallstones, then you will be referred 

directly to a surgeon.

HEART SURGEON  
VS CARDIOLOGIST
Cardiologists do investigations for heart 

problems, including ECGs, and also tests 

using dye and X-rays to check for blood 

flow in the coronary arteries. They are also 

the doctors that insert stents (tiny metal 

coils) into the coronary arteries to help 

keep them open. But if you need your 

chest opened up, for example, for a bypass 

operation, then the cardiologist will refer 

you on to a heart surgeon.

PODIATRIST VS CHIROPODIST
Both podiatrists and chiropodists are foot 

specialists who treat foot problems such  

as corns, verrucas and thickened nails. 

They are not medically qualified, but some 

can perform minor operations on feet,  

such as straightening bunions (though 

many orthopaedic surgeons feel this is not 

good practice, and that foot operations 

should only be performed by medically 

qualified surgeons). Podiatry is the same  

as chiropody – there is no diference 

between the two, it just depends on which 

English-speaking country you are in! 

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST  
VS PSYCHIATRIST
Psychiatrists are medically qualified 

physicians who specialise in disorders of 

the mind, and can prescribe medicines. 

Clinical psychologists, on the other hand, 

have done several years’ training in disorders 

of the mind, but are not medically qualified 

and cannot prescribe. They have often 

done more training in helping patients with 

talking therapies (for example, cognitive 

behaviour therapy) than psychiatrists.

 

OBSTETRICIAN VS GYNAECOLOGIST
Obstetricians specialise in the care of 

pregnant women and delivering babies, 

while gynaecologists specialise in treating 

problems of the female pelvic organs – the 

womb, ovaries and fallopian tubes. During 

the early SpR years, doctors will do both, 

but then will specialise in a particular field.

RADIOLOGIST VS RADIOGRAPHER
A radiologist is a medically qualified doctor 

who specialises in looking at X-rays, CT 

scans and MRIs. “Interventional radiologists” 

have had additional training in performing 

procedures under image control, for 

example, passing wires into the body via 

arteries. Radiographers are the trained 

technicians that take X-rays or operate  

the machines for MRI scans. They’re not 

medically qualified. So, for example,  

when you have a mammogram, it will be  

a radiographer who takes the pictures,  

but it’s a radiologist who examines them 

and issues the report.

THE MR VS  
DR CONFUSION 

In surgical specialties, a doctor is 

allowed to call themselves Mr, Miss 

or Mrs when they have passed the 

specialist exam of their royal college. 

This exam is taken during the SpR 

years and, in fact, a doctor must 

have passed the exam in order to 

apply to become a consultant. So it’s 

not just surgical consultants that  

are called Mr/Miss/Mrs – many 

senior SpRs in surgical specialties 

are, too. But this doesn’t happen in 

medical grades – their doctors stay 

addressed as Dr.
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WHO LOOKS 
AT THE WHOLE 

PICTURE?
The age of the “general 

physician” – a doctor who 

could look at the whole body 

– is sadly long gone. This can 

mean that if you have vague 

symptoms which your GP is 

unable to pinpoint, you may 

get sent to several different 

specialists, for example an 

endocrinologist, who 

specialises in hormone 

disorders, or a haematologist, 

who specialises in blood 

problems, before you get the 

right treatment. However, any 

good specialist should take a 

“holistic” approach, which 

means they should take all 

your symptoms into account.  

✢ Surgeons are trained 

to do operations in their 

particular specialty, for 

instance orthopaedics,  

or arteries and veins 

(vascular surgeons). 

Doctors also further 

specialise within their 

chosen specialty, so, for 

example, an orthopaedic 

surgeon can specialise in 

the shoulders or the 

wrists, the hips or the 

feet. Cardiothoracic 

surgeons specialise  

in either the heart or 

the lungs. And 

gynaecologists may 

specialise in bladder 

problems (known as 

urogynaecologists) or 

gynaecological cancers.

✢ Physicians, on the 

other hand, have no 

training in surgery, but 

train in performing tests 

and investigations in 

their chosen field. They 

usually have “ist” in their 

title – for example, a 

cardiologist, an 

endocrinologist or a 

gastroenterologist. Often 

a patient is referred 

initially to a physician, 

who will do any tests you 

require. If you then 

require surgery, you’ll be 

referred on to a surgeon.

✢ To possibly 
confuse you a little 
further, “ist” at the end 

of a job title is also used 

by some healthcare 

professionals who are not 

medically qualified, for 

example, a podiatrist or  

a physiotherapist.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS 
What’s the diference?

CAMERAWORK 
Increasingly, investigations 

are done using a tiny camera 

which is passed into the body, 

known as an endoscope. The 

names of these usually end  

in “oscopy” – for example, 

gastroscopy, looking in the 

stomach, or cystoscopy, 

looking in the bladder. Most 

don’t require a general 

anaesthetic and can be  

done at your local hospital. 

Who does these depends on 

the part of the body – some 

are done by physicians,  

others by surgeons and some 

by radiologists.



Dr Rosemary 

Leonard works  

as a part-time  

GP in south 

London, where  

she has a special 

interest in women’s 

health issues, and is the resident 

doctor on BBC Breakfast.
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HEALTH EXPERT
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…is that they do have a habit of going wrong 
from time to time! Dr Rosemary Leonard 
answers your common health questions

THE TROUBLE WITH BODIES

❯ For expert advice on your health and wellbeing, visit womanandhome.com
For more on Dr Rosemary see:  drrosemaryleonard.co.uk   DrRosemaryL

GO 
ONLINE

Q
It’s true that the tendency 

to sufer from allergic 
problems, such as asthma, 
hay fever or eczema, can 

run in families. It’s a 
condition known as atopy, 
and if one parent is atopic 

there’s a 20 per cent 
chance of their children 

having the diagnosis, 
while if both parents are 
atopic, there’s a 60 per 

cent chance. However, the 
genetics of an allergy are 
complex, so children do 

not inherit an allergy to a 
specific substance. You 

are at slightly higher risk 

of some sort of allergic 
reaction, but the chance 
of being allergic to rabbit 
like your mother is very 

slim. I suggest you give it 
a try but, to be on the safe 

side, have some anti-
histamine tablets to hand, 

in case you do react.

 
FGY TIP  

Balance Activ Fresh Wipes, 
£1.79 for ten, contain lactic 
acid, and have an ideal pH  

of 4.5, which helps promote  
a healthy environment in the 

vagina. They’re ideal for a  
quick freshen-up during the 

day, especially during  
your period, or before  

a night out.  

Q  
HOW LONG WILL THIS 
PAIN LAST? I have constant 

pain around the base of my right thumb.  

My GP said I have an “overuse” from my 

computer mouse, and told me to stop 

using it until it’s better. But for how long? 

I need to use the mouse at work!

The muscles that move the fingers and 

thumb are in the lower arm, and have 

tendons that pass under a tight sheath of 

tissue around the wrist. Constant repetitive 

movements can cause inflammation within 

the ligament sheath, and the more you move 

the tendon, the worse it can become. It’s a 

condition I often see in people who work on 

computers, especially using a mouse. Speed 

of recovery depends on how much you can 

rest your wrist – the less you use it, the sooner 

the inflammation will settle, but for most 

people it takes at least a month to get 

better. Staying of work this long 

usually isn’t an option, so 

wear a support that keeps 

your wrist and thumb 

still, and have a support 

under your lower arm 

next to the mouse.

Q  
WHY IS MY TREATMENT 
CHANGING? My vagina has 

been quite dry since going through  

the menopause, and I’ve been using 

oestrogen cream regularly. My GP gave 

me a course of progesterone tablets 

every six months to prevent any 

thickening of the womb lining. However, 

a new doctor at the surgery has just 

changed me to oestrogen pessaries,  

and says I don’t need the progesterone 

any more. Is this correct?

Yes. It is thought that some of the 

oestrogen in creams used in the 

vagina could theoretically cause 

a build-up in the womb 

lining, which over time 

could lead to erratic 

bleeding. This can  

be prevented by  

the addition of 

progesterone, which 

causes shedding of  

the lining. It’s also why 

progesterone is added  

to standard HRT. However, 

there is no evidence that 

pessaries containing small 

amounts of the hormone oestradiol (a type 

of oestrogen) cause any changes to the 

womb lining, and therefore these can be 

used without any additional progesterone. 

Just one word of warning, though – the 

applicators have quite sharp edges on  

the tip, and can scratch the vagina, so  

you need to use them with care! 

DO FOOD ALLERGIES RUN 
IN FAMILIES like asthma and eczema? My 

mother is very allergic to rabbit meat, so I’ve never 

dared try it. I just wonder if I’m avoiding it unnecessarily?
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ONE THING  HEALTH

 T
ake a moment to get it right and 

you’ll help to avoid backache, 

possible back injuries and 

maintain awareness during long drives.

✢ Slightly recline your seat to prevent 

sitting straight up, as this increases the 

compression to your lower back. Don’t 

recline too far or you’ll slouch forward to 

grip the wheel, pull your head away 

from the headrest and cause neck pain.

✢ The steering wheel should be  

within easy reach, so your arms are 

slightly flexed and relaxed. Position  

your hands around the nine and three 

o’clock positions.

✢ Your head should rest comfortably 

on the neck support of your seat, and 

the top of the back rest should be 

slightly above the top of your head  

with your head directly in the middle of 

the support. This will help to prevent 

whiplash if you are rear-ended. Avoid 

having your head and neck forward  

and not supported.

✢ Place the seat close enough for you to 

completely press the pedals. Also ensure 

that your knees are bent when sitting, 

with enough under-thigh support. 

✢ Make sure that you can see all mirrors 

properly without having to twist or turn 

your neck excessively.

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
iSit correctly in your car

 
FGY TIP 

Always stretch your back 
and do a few lunges after 

long drives. Reach up for the  
sky after sitting in tra�c  

for extended periods of time 
to reset your spine.
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For years doctors were 

super cautious about 

prescribing HRT, but 

there’s been a rethink  

says Patsy Westcott

should you be taking it?
HRT

 P
lagued by menopausal 

miseries and not sure where 

to turn? For the past decade 

oicial advice has gone like 

this: “You can take HRT, but in the 

lowest dose and for the shortest time, 

to avoid increasing your risk of breast 

cancer and heart disease.” 

However, research now suggests 

that these risks have been overstated. 

“For healthy women with debilitating 

symptoms we can now say with 

confidence that HRT is efective and 

safe,” says Mr Tim Hillard, consultant 

gynaecologist at Poole Hospital NHS 

Foundation Trust and former chairman 

of the British Menopause Society. 

The current NHS guidance is that, 

taken for up to five years, HRT’s 

benefits outweigh its risks. But, says 

Mr Hillard, “This time limit is fairly 

arbitrary. For many women, the 

favourable efects outweigh any 

downside for much longer.” 

Dry vagina?
Vaginal oestrogen pessaries, 

rings, tablets or creams can ease 
dryness, itching, painful sex, 

recurrent cystitis, pale and thin 
skin, and shrinkage of the vagina 
caused by thinning tissues. These 
low-dose, locally acting forms of 
HRT don’t enter your system, so 

are safe whatever your age. 

 WHY ARE DOCTORS CHANGING  
 THEIR THINKING? 
✢ Older studies suggesting that HRT raised 

the risk of breast cancer and heart disease 

have been found to be flawed and largely 

discredited – mainly on grounds that the 

findings don’t apply to women in their fifties.

✢ Newer US research on younger women 

(average age 52) who started low-dose 

HRT less than three years from their last 

period not only found no efect on heart- 

disease risk markers, but also found  

that, in patch form, it actually increased 

“good” HDL cholesterol.

✢ Other recent research has suggested 

that HRT may halve the incidence of heart 

disease if begun within ten years of 

menopause – without any apparent 

increase in cancer. 

 SO WHAT ABOUT  
 BREAST CANCER?  
The jury is still out, but current thinking is:

✢  Less than two or three years’ use – HRT 

has no efect on risk.

✢  More than five years’ use – HRT slightly 

increases risk.

✢   Oestrogen-alone HRT (if you’ve had a 

hysterectomy) – carries minimal risk.

✢  Combined HRT (oestrogen with 

progesterone) – carries a slightly  

higher risk.

✢   HRT is one of many factors that  

increases breast cancer risk post-

menopause, but has less  

efect than being overweight or 

regular alcohol consumption.
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What do doctors now agree are the health benefits? 

Do menopause 
home tests work?

The tests claim to show 
whether your symptoms are 

due to the onset of menopause 
by measuring the levels of 

follicle stimulating hormone 
(FSH) in a urine sample. 

However, Dr Sarah Gray says: 
“The tests may tell you that 

your ovaries are not 
responding at that moment in 
time, but not how far through 
the process of transition you 

are or whether they may 
respond again in the future.”

Available from leading chemists: 
Promensil Menopause Test, 

£17.99, Vielle Menopause Home 
Test Kit, £12.65, Suresign 
Menopause Test, £6.99.

Do alternatives work?
For example, soya products and supplements  

such as red clover or black cohosh...

 SHOULD YOU TAKE IT?  
Discuss the pros and cons with your doctor 

if you have:

✢  Severe menopausal symptoms. 

✢   A risk of osteoporosis. 

✢  Had a premature menopause or premature 

ovarian failure – HRT is essential to 

maintain normal oestrogen levels until 

the time of your natural menopause.

If your GP isn’t well informed, ask to be 

referred to a gynaecologist.

When shouldn’t you take it? If you have 

a history of breast or endometrial cancer 

(cancer of the womb lining), heart disease 

or recurrent thrombosis (blood clots). 

What happens when you stop taking 
HRT? Sudden loss of oestrogen can cause 

rebound flushes, so it’s best to taper it of 

gradually over three to six months to avoid 

this. If you’re taking HRT for another reason, 

such as bone health, discuss alternative 

strategies with your doctor. These may 

include other medications, weight-bearing 

exercise and a calcium-rich diet.

Can you start taking HRT for the first 
time years after menopause? It depends 

on your overall health and the severity of 

your symptoms. Because oestrogen dilates 

blood vessels, if these are already damaged 

HRT may increase your risk of a blood clot. 

If you’re healthy you may be able to 

tolerate it, but in a low dose. If you have a 

heart disease risk – for example, you’re 

NO says Dr Sarah Gray, a GP 

specialising in women’s health

“Phytoestrogens are plant-derived 

compounds that have an oestrogen-

like activity. They are, however, weak 

oestrogens and, when evaluated, we 

find there is no robust evidence to 

show that they have a significant 

e�ect. I would go as far as saying that 

herbs such as red clover or black 

cohosh are more of a ‘foreign’ substance 

in your system than traditional HRT 

products, which more closely replicate 

the natural hormones in your body. It’s 

far better to cut down on ca�eine and 

alcohol, increase your fruit and veg 

intake and increase your exercise, 

which will help more with symptoms.”

YES says Maryon Stewart, health 

nutritionist and menopause expert 

“Over the years, lots of studies have 

found natural sources of oestrogen, 

phytoestrogens found in soya, red 

clover supplements and black cohosh 

to be very e�ective in reducing hot 

flushes. Cutting down on ca�eine 

drinks (co�ee and cola) and alcohol 

can also benefit. Fibre can help to 

balance your hormones and moods,  

so eat more bran, oats and beans, and 

it’s worth taking a multivitamin 

supplement formulated  

for the menopause.” 

Maryon is author of The Natural 

Menopause Plan (Watkins, £12.99) 

maryonstewart.com

How long do benefits last?  Symptoms such as hot flushes benefit only when  
you are taking it, but these will usually stop within two or three years. Bone and heart 

benefits are longer lasting, but to reap them you need to take HRT for longer.

Strong evidence
� Relief from hot flushes  

and night sweats
� Relief from vaginal  

dryness, painful sex and 
“irritable bladder”

� Lower risk of 
osteoporosis and fracture 

– it helps slow bone  
loss and preserves  

bone density

Good evidence
� Lower risk of heart  
disease when started 
early on – oestrogen 
increases elasticity of 
blood vessels, so they 
dilate (widen) and let 
more blood through  

� Better glucose levels
� Lower risk of colon 

cancer (oral combined HRT)

Some evidence
� Improved mood 
� Improvement of  
“foggy brain” and, 

according to some studies 
and when started early  

in your menopause,  
lower risk of dementia 

and Alzheimer’s

overweight, have high cholesterol, high 

blood pressure or diabetes – it’s no-go. 

In what form should you take it? Ideally 

as a skin patch or cream, plus Mirena (an 

intrauterine device containing progesterone). 

Taken this way, oestrogen is absorbed into 

your system without first going through the 

liver, so is more eiciently absorbed and 

less likely to afect blood clotting. 
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  HEALTH  ERECTILE DYSFUNCTION

WHAT CAUSES 
ERECTILE 
DYSFUNCTION?
PHYSICAL FACTORS
✢ Circulatory problems Furring 

and narrowing of arteries and 

blood vessels, and problems 

with the lining of blood vessels. 

This can be due to type 2 

diabetes, high blood pressure, 

obesity, high cholesterol, 

smoking and inactivity. 

✢ Nervous system problems 

such as MS or stroke, or nerve 

injury due to radiotherapy or 

surgery for prostate cancer. 

✢ Low testosterone or other 

hormonal problems – for 

example, an overactive thyroid.

✢ Prescribed medications 

Certain antidepressants and 

medication to lower blood 

pressure, for example.

MIND FACTORS
These tend to afect men 

under 40, without health 

problems, who can pinpoint 

When your partner isn’t able to have sex, it can be frustrating in more 

ways than one! Here’s a practical guide to a very emotional problem… 

the onset of ED to a specific 

issue, such as divorce, work- 

related stress, depression,  

sex with a new partner and 

performance anxiety. Men who 

have psychological ED often 

still have spontaneous 

erections during the night or 

early morning and can maintain 

an erection when masturbating. 

MORE WAYS  
TO HELP…
Stop him smoking Cigarettes 

mean 60 per cent higher ED risk. 

Stride out Walking for 30 

minutes can reduce risk of ED  

by 40 per cent.

Lose weight Obese men are 30 

per cent more likely to have ED. 

Go Mediterranean A diet high in 

fruit, veg, wholegrains and fish, 

but low in red meat, can help.LINES OF 
TREATMENT
GP Christina Hennessy outlines 

medical options: Provided 

there are no contraindications 

(harmful side efects for 

particular patients), drugs such 

as Viagra (sildenafil), Levitra 

(vardenafil) and Cialis (tadalafil) 

can help. They work by blocking 

an enzyme, PDE5, which relaxes 

the muscles of the penis, 

increasing circulation. If these 

drugs aren’t suitable, the doctor 

may prescribe prostaglandins, 

hormone-like chemicals that 

widen blood vessels. 

DON’T WANT TO 
SEE THE DOCTOR?
Buying medications, such as 

Viagra, direct from the Internet 

may be dangerous. Lloyds 

Pharmacy ofers a discreet, free 

online assessment by a doctor 

plus lots of information, but for 

medication or tests you must see 

your own GP. Visit onlinedoctor.

lloydspharmacy.com, plus nhs.

uk, sda.uk.net and patient.co.uk

✢ DON’T 
INTERRUPT Take it 
in turns to speak 

and listen to what 
your partner says. 

✢ STAY CALM 
Speak slowly, make 
one point at a time. 

✢ FEEL THE LOVE 
Sit within touching 
distance and watch 
your body language 
(no crossed arms). 

✢ MAKE AN 
ACTION PLAN Once 
you’ve expressed 

your feelings, plan 
what you can do. 

✢ FINISH WITH A 
HUG Now you’ve 

finally broached the 
subject, chances are 

you’ll both feel 
hugely relieved. 

WE NEED TO TALK
Choose a time when you’re both relaxed, advises sex expert 

Tracey Cox. A good opening line is, “Have you noticed we’re not 
having sex much these days? I miss it, can we talk about it?”

THE 
ELEPHANT 
in the bedroom 
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STOMACH PROBLEMS  HEALTH

  Just a  
tummy ache?

Ever wonder if stomach pains could be 

something more serious? A top expert advises 

about three often confused gut problems

MEET OUR EXPERT  
Dr Anton Emmanuel is Medical Director 

of the Core charity and a Consultant 

Gastroenterologist at University 

College London Hospitals.

Have you got pain 
that makes you 
double up?
 FEELS LIKE?  Extreme pain in the top of 

the stomach, just under the ribs on the right 

hand side. You may feel sick and vomit, and 

for many people the symptoms are so 

severe many people rush straight to 

casualty. The pain often follows a meal and 

is most common in the evenings.

 MOST LIKELY TO BE?  Gallstones.

 WHAT’S THAT?  Small crystals of 

bile, formed in the gall bladder, can 

grow to form larger stones. 

 CAUSES  These are present in 

most people, but only cause 

problems in one per cent of cases, if 

the stone gets trapped in a bile duct.

 WHO GETS IT?  More common in 

women over-40 who have children, 

particularly those carrying extra weight or 

who have a diet low in fibre.

 TREATMENT  Usually an antibiotic to deal 

with the bacteria that forms in a blocked bile 

duct, plus pain relief. You may be booked in 

for an operation to have the gall bladder 

removed (surgery is less efective if the gall 

bladder is inflamed and sore). Fortunately 

this is now done using keyhole techniques. 

 SUCCESS RATE?  Removal of the stones or 

the gall bladder itself will solve the problem.

 PREVENTION  Doctors believe a high-fibre 

diet may reduce the incidence of gallstones, 

possibly because it speeds gut transit time, 

flushing out excess bile.

FGY TIP

Severe abdominal pain that 

starts suddenly and unexpectedly 

should be regarded as a medical 

emergency, especially if  

it’s concentrated in a  

particular area.
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  HEALTH  STOMACH PROBLEMS

✢ DEALING WITH A TUMMY BUG
Rehydration drinks will replace lost salts and fluid, pepping you 
up and reducing some of the symptoms. You can buy them ready 
made or make your own by mixing 1tsp salt and 4tbsp sugar into 
2 litres of water. The salt can help reduce diarrhoea and replace 
the salts you will have lost, while the sugar provides the gut with 
the energy it needs to drive the salt into your system. 
Boiling rice in salted water and drinking the 
water that is left over will provide some sugar 
from the carbs in the rice, as well as the 
salt you’ve added. Rice is also part 
of the BRAT diet – bananas, 
rice, apple sauce and toast 
– foods that are all low 
in fibre and seem to 
be well tolerated after 
an upset stomach.

Does a gnawing pain 
wake you at night?

 FEELS LIKE?  Discomfort in the upper 

abdomen, just below the breast bone, often 

described as “gnawing” or “knife-like” and 

may turn to pain severe enough to wake you 

in the night, especially if you’re hungry. Can 

cause bleeding and vomiting.

 MOST LIKELY TO BE?  A peptic ulcer.

 WHAT’S THAT?  When an imbalance 

between the acidity and alkalinity of stomach 

juices causing the lining of the stomach to be 

eroded – “like a cigarette burn in a carpet” 

– by the acid. If the hole lies over a blood 

vessel in the stomach, the ulcer could bleed, 

and if it forms over a narrow part of the 

stomach where it empties into the 

small bowel, it can cause further 

narrowing and problems.

 CAUSES  Overuse of 

ibuprofen and aspirin, or a 

common stomach bacteria 

called Helicobacter pylori 

(H. pylori).

 WHO GETS IT?  Ulcers 

are much more common 

in smokers, can have a 

family connection, and are 

more common in people with 

blood group O. They afect one in 

400 a year, men twice as much as women.

 TESTING  A breath-test, stool test or 

pin-prick test can screen for the presence of 

H. pylori, which can be wiped out with a one- 

week course of antibiotics. These tests are 

believed to be as efective as an endoscopy, 

when a thin tube is passed down the gullet. 

 TREATMENT  A six-week course of acid- 

suppressing drugs, which remove the acidity 

of the stomach lining and let the ulcer heal.

 SUCCESS RATE?  Very efective, though 

some people need to continue these drugs 

longer-term. Surgery only needed in rare 

emergencies when ulcers bleed or perforate.

 PREVENTION  Smoking is the most 

common cause of a non-healing ulcer, so 

quitting reduces your chance of future ulcers 

(cigarettes lower the levels of bicarbonate in 

your stomach, allowing secretions to be 

more acidic, and they encourage blood flow 

to the stomach which can make ulcers angrier). 

Use paracetamol for pain relief instead of 

aspirin or ibuprofen, and only drink alcohol 

with food. In particular, heavy drinking forces 

the stomach to produce excess acid to break 

down the empty calories in the alcohol.

 FEELS LIKE?  Burning 

and pain high in the 

abdomen, this time at the 

bottom of the breast bone, which can 

sometimes reach high into the throat. 

More common after eating and worse at 

night or when lying down. 

 MOST LIKELY TO BE?  Gastro-

oesophageal reflux disease, or GORD.

 WHAT’S THAT?  Stomach acid leaking 

because of a malfunction of the one-way 

valve through which food passes into the 

stomach. It can also be caused by a hiatus 

hernia, a very common hole in the 

diaphragm muscle, which allows part 

of the stomach to slide upwards 

into the chest, so again 

stomach acid leaks.

 CAUSES  An inefective 

valve, or it can be 

damaged by increased 

pressure during 

pregnancy.

 WHO GETS IT?  Acid 

reflux afects around 20 

per cent of the British 

population. It’s common in 

women who have had children 

(pregnancy pushes contents of the 

abdomen up into the chest cavity, putting 

pressure on the valve, which never fully 

recovers), or in people who have had 

significant weight changes, a chronic 

cough or bronchitis (both can cause hiatus 

hernia or damage the valve). People who 

smoke and drink excess alcohol tend to be 

worst afected. 

 TREATMENT  Common indigestion 

remedies (such as Rennies and Gaviscon) 

can neutralise the acidic content of the 

stomach, reducing symptoms, but won’t 

resolve a longer-term problem. Your GP 

may prescribe a slightly stronger family of 

drugs called “H2 antagonists” such as 

Zantac, or powerful drugs called Proton 

Pump Inhibitors (PPIs), which alter the  

way your stomach acidity is produced 

(these have side efects and are not 

recommended unless other action fails).

 PREVENTION  Avoid fluctuations in 

weight, spicy food, eating late at night, 

tight-fitting clothes (which can put pressure 

on the abdomen), bending over or lying 

down after eating, and use an extra pillow 

in bed to keep you propped up. If you get 

stressed or upset, then this increases acid 

secretion – so you have more acid sloshing 

around in your stomach. Feeling wound up 

also makes it more likely that the sphincter 

that holds in the contents of the stomach 

will give way – leading to heartburn. 

Do you suffer  
from heartburn? 

FGY TIP

Stomach cramps with bloating 

are often caused by trapped 

wind... embarrassing,  

but easy to treat with an OTC  

buy like Buscopan  

or mebeverine.
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Over 14 million people have a bladder control problem in  

the UK, but for the majority of cases this is now curable 

Your embarrassing  
 problem SOLVED

WHAT CAUSES 
INCONTINENCE?
Stress incontinence – usually a slight 

leak when you cough, laugh or walk 

downstairs – afects six million people, 

mainly women. It’s almost always due to 

the weakening of the pelvic floor muscles, 

which can be caused by pregnancy, a 

traumatic birth, the drop in oestrogen 

after menopause, obesity, smoking 

(which damages tissues), a chronic 

cough or straining due to constipation. 

Urge (or urgency) incontinence is a 

sudden unavoidable need to go, when 

the brain signals to empty the bladder 

before it’s full. For more information, visit 

bladderandbowelfoundation.org 

 

IS THERE A SOLUTION?
Approximately 80 per cent of incontinence 

suferers could be helped. Your GP can 

refer you to a specialist physiotherapist or 

specialist continence clinic. If you have 

private healthcare or want to pay, it costs 

about £200 for a consultation. A specialist 

physiotherapist will be cheaper. To find one 

near you, go to physio2u.co.uk

LIFESTYLE CHANGES

✢ Stop smoking  

✢ Lose weight, if you need to  

✢ Prevent constipation by eating more fruit 

and vegetables and drinking enough fluids 

✢ Cut back on cafeine

✢ Clench the area around 

your back passage, as if 

trying to avoid breaking wind. 

Feel your muscles tense. 

Now squeeze as if trying to 

stop urinating mid-flow. 

✢ Hold for a count of ten 

seconds, then rest for ten 

seconds. Repeat ten times, 

or do as many as you can. 

Repeat at least three times  

a day, every day.

✢ Results can show in as 

little as one week. Don’t 

practise by actually stopping 

urinating midstream, as this 

can cause the urine to reflux 

back up into the kidneys.

EXERCISE AIDS

Pelvic floor weights and cones are designed 

to be inserted into your vagina, so you 

need to clench your muscles to keep it in. 

They range from Kegel balls to electronic 

versions which stimulate your muscles 

without you having to do anything. From 

around £25, stressnomore.co.uk

DRUG TREATMENTS

Duloxetine works by making the urinary 

sphincter tighter, but side efects include 

nausea, fatigue and constipation. Best for 

those who are unable to have surgery. Urge 

incontinence may respond to anticholinergic 

patches or tablets, which relax the bladder 

and stop it going into spasm. 

INJECTIONS

These are a temporary fix as results diminish 

within two years.

✢ For stress incontinence, bulking agents 

like Teflon or fat can be injected into the 

opening of the bladder to prevent leakage. 

✢ Botox injections can be used to help with 

urge incontinence, as it relaxes the bladder 

and stops the urge to empty it so often.

Mr Muhammad Shamim Khan, a consultant 

urologist surgeon at Guy’s and St Thomas’, 

London, explains the surgical options:

✢ With TVT (tension free vaginal tape),  

a small incision is made in the vagina  

and a synthetic tape threaded under the 

bladder opening to mimic the action of  

the pelvic floor muscles. Success rate is  

95 per cent, but there’s a risk of side efects 

like problems passing urine. TOT (trans 

oburator tape) involves threading the  

tape further from the bladder, so there’s  

a reduced risk of complications.

✢ Colposuspension involves lifting  

the opening of the bladder, but is less 

successful and means more major  

surgery than TVT.

FIX YOUR PELVIC FLOOR MUSCLES
Around half of cases can be cured by strengthening the pelvic floor muscles. 

(Added bonus? It can also improve your sex life!). Jane Dixon, a specialist  
physiotherapist at the Fitzwilliam Hospital, Peterborough, gives these tips:



 FGY 
FAST FIX  

Compeed Invisible Cold Sore 
Patch – OK, not new, but worth 

a shout-out for reducing scabbing 
and healing cold sores fast. The 
patch acts as a virus shield to 

reduce the risk of contamination 
and you can apply make-up 

over the top, too. £6.10, 
boots.com
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3
OF 

THE 
BEST

A new study has revealed that 
thousands of us could be putting 
our oral health at risk by not 
brushing our teeth in the evening 
because we’re too tired. The survey 
of 10,000 UK adults, commissioned 
by GSK as part of its Love Your 
Mouth campaign (loveyourmouth.
co.uk), found 45 per cent admitted 
to the health no-no.

Most blamed being too tired, 
while some simply said it’s because 
they’re lazy! In addition, one in five 
said they brush without toothpaste 
– using just water, and 14 per cent 
brush their teeth using a finger! 
Only about a quarter flossed daily. 
So it isn’t surprising that 67 per 

cent of respondents said they had 
experienced tooth decay or cavities, 
and a third of those confessed they 
have six or more fillings.

Go to loveyourmouth.co.uk  
to take the “Love Your Mouth 
Challenge” and find out how you 
can improve your oral health.

Another reason for a check-up: 
Almost 2,000 people a year will  
die from mouth cancer, which can 
often be spotted in its early stages 
by your dentist. If mouth cancer is 
recognised early, then the chances 
of a cure are good, reminds the 
British Dental Health Foundation; 
dentalhealth.org 

LOVE YOUR SMILE

DID YOU KNOW?  
Around 22 per cent  
of us self-diagnose 

symptoms, rather than wait 
to see a GP, according to a 
UK Digital Health Report,  

by video GP service 
pushdoctor.co.uk. There’s 

an average of 848,000 
searches each month, with 

back pain coming top.

WHITEN & BRIGHTEN
BlanX teeth whitening products contain natural stain-
removers, such as arctic lichen and bamboo micro powder, 
which really do work. The toothpaste, £7.89, is non-abrasive 
and deep cleans without damaging enamel. Intensive Stain 
Removal, £6.30; Extrawhite Intensive Whitening Treatment, 
£11, boots.com, supermarkets and feelunique.com

What’s new to help keep you 
healthy in 2015

HEALTH  
insider

FOR SKIN & NAIL COMPLAINTS

YOURS TRULY ORGANICS 
REPAIRING SERUM  

helps repair skin and  
reduce inflammation  
caused by acne. £28, 

yourstrulyorganics.com

EXCILOR FUNGAL NAIL 
INFECTION PEN treats the 

nail by changing the pH 
level inside it to create a 
hostile environment for 
fungi. £14.99, boots.com

WARTIE ADVANCED treats 
the most callused and 

stubborn of mature warts 
and verrucas by freezing 
them with its special gel. 

£15.99, boots.com

E45 Repair  
& Protect 
Overnight 

Hand Cream 
contains soothing 
vitamin B3 and is a 
real must to avoid 

chapped hands 
when the weather 
gets nasty. £4.19, 

boots.com

FGY
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS HEALTH

With thanks to webmd.com; telegraph.co.uk; nhs.uk

HEALTH SHORT THOUGHTS...
 

If you suffer 
from headaches 

behind the eyebrows, 
they may be caused  
by eyestrain from 

uncorrected vision 
problems, such  

as myopia.

Sitting up  
too straight and too 

still for too long can be a 
strain on the back. Try leaning 

back in your chair with your feet 
on the floor and a slight curve in 

your back a few times a day. 
Even better, try standing 

while on the phone or 
reading at work. 

When men 
carry their wallet in 
their back trouser 

pocket, it may rest directly 
over one of the buttock 

muscles, compressing and 
irritating it and causing  

a sciatica-like pain 
shooting down  

the leg. 

Feeling tired 
all the time? It’s 

unusual for anything to 
be physically wrong. 

Often, fatigue is linked 
with mood and the 

accumulation of lots 
of little stresses 

in life.

 
A sex headache 

isn’t an old wives’ tale. 
Sex can increase blood 

pressure and muscle tension in 
the head, causing a pounding 
headache. Men get them more 

often than women. If you’re 
prone to headaches, a sex 

headache will feel 
very similar.

Research 
showed online 

symptom checkers do 
get triage ratings wrong. 
Use them as an indicator, 

not an alternative to 
seeking medical advice, 

especially if it may be 
an emergency.

Have you had 
your flu jab? It won’t 

stop all flu viruses and the 
level of protection varies 

between people, but if you do 
get it, it’s likely to be milder 

and shorter-lived than it 
would otherwise 

have been.

You can get 
tooth decay and bad 

breath if you don’t make 
enough saliva. If your 

mouth is dry, drink plenty 
of water and chew 

sugarless gum.

It’s a myth  
that gout is caused 

by overdoing the port, 
and that only overweight 

old men sufer – anyone can 
get it. Lifestyle (diet, alcohol, 
stress) can worsen gout, but 

it’s a “no-fault” condition, 
often with a genetic 

predisposition.

Gardening 
in winter can be 

dangerous! Wearing 
sunglasses less means 

more risk of getting poked 
in the eye with canes and 

branches, which can cause 
damage to the cornea. 
Any glasses will help 

keep eyes safe.
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web address below or fill in the 
coupon today! And as well as a 

fantastic discount, you’ll also enjoy:
✢ Home delivery every month
✢ Special invitations to events  

Visit womanandhome.com/fgy2015 to subscribe.

Editorial Director

 For oice use only: 
Originator’s Reference – 764 221

GO DIGITAL!

Every subscription package includes access 
to the digital version for iPad and iPhone*

IT’S FREE

CALL 0330 333 4555
Please quote code CJL5. 

Lines are open seven days a week, 8am to 9pm GMT 



FRIEND TO A WOMAN&HOME MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION

SAVE  
UP TO 

50%

SUBSCRIBE 
FROM ONLY £26.99 

this christmas

womanandhome.com/fgy2015CLICK
ONLINE

Exclusive to 
subscribers

Every month, enjoy new ofers, giveaways and prizes, 

included FREE with your subscription. Plus, access to the 

digital version for iPad and iPhone* – with all of this, your 

subscription will pay for itself in no time. 

View all Rewards at womanandhome.com/rewards



✢  Rediscover your va va voom, feel happier 
and more confident – starting today!

 ✢  Invited to a “do”? Read our tips for 
becoming the life and soul of the party

✢  How to cope if you’re overeating, 
overstressed, overcommitted

✢  Learn how to reclaim more time for you...
and how to savour it!

YOUR SELF
%
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Changing how you view life begins with changing 
your thought processes. Anna Moore tells how

FEEL
happier

ABOUT YOU!
OUR EXPERTS
Dr Nicola Bunting, internationally 

renowned life coach and author of 

Who Do You Want To Be? (Piatkus). 

la-vita-nuova.com 

Fiona Harrold, motivational expert, life 

coach and author of The Seven Rules 

of Success (Hodder) fionaharrold.com 

Christine Webber, a psychotherapist 

in Harley Street, is author of Too 

Young to Get Old (Piatkus)

 WHEN LIFE DOESN’T MEASURE UP...  
 THE RULES TO BREAK 
Try taking a fresh look at the beliefs behind some long-held maxims

 ✢ 
WE MUST BE HAPPY  
ALL THE TIME
Being sad doesn’t mean you’re 

not coping. We’ve had the importance of 

“positive thinking” drummed into us for 

decades. Whether struggling with a cancer 

diagnosis, a broken marriage, empty nest 

syndrome or just fleeting insecurities, 

we’re somehow expected to wipe away 

sad feelings and focus on the good stuf. 

But denying how we really feel isn’t always 

possible – or healthy or true. Most of us 

either know a friend or have been that 

person who has batted away a sympathetic 

overture with a brusque “It’s fine, it’s fine” 

when it’s really anything but. Humans have 

evolved to experience the whole 

repertoire of emotion, all of which serve  

a purpose. Embracing sadness 

and accepting feelings of 

pain is a key part of 

recovery, helping you 

think about and come 

to terms with 

whatever has upset 

you. Crucially it also 

drives you to find 

solutions and accept 

ofers of support. 

 ✢ 
SUCCESS IS THE 
OPPOSITE  
OF FAILURE 

We’re raised to see two distinct camps – 

one to aspire to, the other to fear. There’s 

“success” or “failure”. “Winners” or “losers”. 

But a look at the bigger picture shows the 

categories are blurred, interconnected, 

and one leads to the other. Success comes 

from trial and error, refining things which 

didn’t work first time. We all have to fail, at 

some level, to learn. If you don’t learn, you 

don’t succeed. It’s what you do with the 

experience that counts. Yes, not getting 

the job or promotion is disappointing, but it 

may lead you in a diferent direction that, 

longer term, pays of.  Maybe your son 

needed to fail his A levels in order to wake 

up, decide what he really wanted, 

experience life when his friends 

had departed and pull his 

finger out. Even an unhappy 

marriage can lead to a 

second, happy one. For 

every “success” in life, 

there are many setbacks 

which push us forward. 

See them as stepping 

stones on your journey.

 ✢ 
IF YOU WORK  
HARD, YOU’LL BE 
SUCCESSFUL

We probably start learning this in school. 

The harder we cram, the more we’ll be 

rewarded. If we put in extra hours staying 

late in the oice, regardless of work life 

balance, we’ll earn enough brownie points 

to guarantee “success”. Yet slogging away 

all hours, devoting your every waking 

thought to work, is a sign that something’s 

amiss. It’s about “working smart”, not 

“working hard”. The more experience you 

clock up, the easier it is to assess the 

appropriate slice of time and energy 

needed to finish a task well. You no longer 

need to prove yourself by being last out 

the door – your track record should speak 

for itself. Most important, you’ve hopefully 

built a career that plays on your strengths, 

your passions and your unique brilliance. 

The real sign of success is to achieve at 

work and still have time for a full life 

outside the oice.

FGY TIP

If you don’t get a job after 

being interviewed, don’t be 

afraid to ask why – explain that 

you’d like to improve your 

prospects for next time and work 

on improving any skills 

you’re lacking.



BE HAPPIER  SELF

 ✢ 
LIFE WILL BE 
PERFECT WHEN... 
It starts young. That 

must-have toy is the magic bullet, 

guaranteed to make you happier, 

cooler, more popular in the 

playground. And perhaps it did – for 

a week maximum. With teens it may 

be the new trainers, the new phone. 

That pattern repeats through life, 

though maybe our wishes become 

more complex. The idea that life will 

one day be “perfect” and you’ll finally 

be able to relax and enjoy it is 

illusory. Contentment isn’t dependent 

on external factors. Stop chasing the 

idea of the moment when everything 

comes together to create “perfect”, 

and instead set yourself free to 

enjoy the right now. Focusing on 

what life has given us already does 

more for our sense of happiness than 

any item on that wish list.

Routine equals rut
Yes, surprises are great and we all love new things, but that’s not the 
same as a life without any fixed points. Marking Friday night with a 
great box set to share with your husband or friends may sound 
ordinary, but it’s that very predictability of a stress-free chance to  
flop that makes it a hugely enjoyable wind down. We all know  
children need routine. But as adults, routine is also a comfort zone 
which make us feel rooted. Of course, a break from same old, same  
old is good from time to time – that’s why holidays are valuable. 

 ✢ 
YOU NEED TO  
BE RATIONAL
When we look back on wrong 

decisions, how often do we find 

ourselves saying, “I knew deep down...”? 

We’re supposed to think through our 

decisions, weigh up the pros and cons – 

but we’ve all had times when our 

instincts have told us what to do and 

we’ve overruled them. Maybe it was 

buying a house – the property didn’t fulfil 

your wish list on paper, but when you 

walked through the door, it felt like home. 

Maybe it’s a new colleague. He hasn’t 

done anything “wrong”, but there’s 

something about him that makes you 

wary. Although we’re told to prioritise 

“logical” thinking, studies show that our 

deeper, ancient “animal” brain is often 

faster and more accurate. Next time you 

have a choice to make, visualise yourself 

taking each path and note how each one 

makes you feel. 

Always be a first-rate version  
of yourself, instead of a second-rate  

version of someone else
❜❜

� �



The future 
belongs to those 

who believe  
in the beauty of 

their dreams
❜❜

� �
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 YOU… BUT MORE CONFIDENT!  
Here’s how to tap into your inner poise

 ✢ 
GET A LITTLE HELP 
FROM YOUR FRIENDS
Honest, sincere praise is as rare 

as hen’s teeth. Don’t wait for it to come  

to you, be proactive and create more 

confidence-building nuggets. Gather a few 

trusted friends. Ask them to write down 

five positive words about you – determined, 

kind, dynamic, funny, etc. Get them to 

elaborate and give examples. Perhaps you 

think you’re shy, but they think you’re an 

amazing listener. You might think you’re 

flaky, but they think you’re dynamic and 

exciting to be with. Keep your list in your 

purse or bag. When you’re feeling a bit 

low, whip it out and have a quick read. 

Remember to do the same for them.

 ✢ 
TRY THE 
PHOTOGRAPHERS’ 
TRICK 

If you have an anxious “resting face”, 

practise consciously relaxing your facial 

muscles. Try this trick that photographers 

use to get subjects to relax. Say to yourself: 

“I’m really excited to be here”, or “Everyone 

is so lovely, I’m going to have such a great 

day”. Think about it as if people can actually 

hear what you’re saying and can read your 

mind. It sounds mad, but it really works. Your 

thoughts have a powerful efect on your 

facial muscles and body language, and will 

strongly afect how self-assured you feel.

 ✢ 
SHAKE IT OFF
Ask yourself what you’d do if you 

were suddenly utterly immune 

from other people’s opinions and criticism, 

and no matter what you did, you’d get 

support? We’re so used to picking up cues 

from other people and using them to guide 

us, but quite often, our interpretation of 

people’s facial expression, their words  

and actions is wrong. We feel slighted by 

someone we think is frowning at us, or we 

feel rebufed if someone is cool towards 

us, but quite often, their reactions have 

nothing to do with us – they’ve probably 

had a bad a day or they have 

something else on their minds. 

It’s time to desensitise. If 

you can free yourself of 

the thought of feeling 

foolish (and that’s all it 

is – a feeling rarely 

based in reality), you’ll 

be streets ahead in 

building that all-

important confidence to 

get what you want from 

life. When you feel put 

down, marginalised or 

ridiculed, make the assumption that 

it’s the other person’s issue, not yours. 

They’re feeling rejected, put upon or sad 

and they’re just reacting to that. Feel kindly 

towards them, and move on. 

Two tricks that work
Katty Kay and Claire Shipman, authors of The Confidence Code (HarperCollins)  

have these micro tips behind building self-assurance

Use your eyes 
Glance at the space between 

someone’s eyes when you’re talking to 
them, as well as into their eyes, rather 

than trying to hold their gaze all the 
time. Staring directly makes you feel 
uncomfortable. They won’t be able to 
detect this minute eye movement, but 
they will feel relaxed in your company 

and give you positive feedback.

Practise power positions
Before you even open your mouth, 

people will react to your body language 
and how you’re standing.  

The more open and positive yours is, 
the better the reaction you’ll get.  

Chin up, stomach in, one hand on your 
hip. Try nodding your head, too. This 
sends a subconscious signal to make 

others agree with you.

FGY TIP

If someone praises you, 

don’t protest: accept with thanks 

and believe it! And dole out praise 

to others when it’s due – you’ll find 

it has the knock-on e�ect of 

making you feel better  

about yourself. 

 ✢ 
USE RITUALS
Watch professional tennis 

players. They’ll often bounce a 

ball three or four times to calm themselves 

before serving. That’s what you’re doing. 

When you walk into a room at a party, calm 

yourself by switching your handbag to 

your left hand, making your right one free 

to shake hands. If you don’t know anyone, 

sweep the room with your eyes, as if 

you’re looking for someone. 

Walk slowly to the other 

side of the room, looking 

and smiling. Find a spot 

on the opposite side of 

the room at your eye 

level. It could be a 

picture on the wall, a 

light switch or a 

cupboard handle. When 

you feel your eyes 

drifting down to the floor or 

darting about nervously, 

glance at your “comfort spot”. Don’t 

constantly stare at it, but knowing it’s there 

from time to time and glancing at it stops 

you casting your eyes down, which makes 

you look and feel nervous.

 ✢ 
DON’T MEASURE 
YOURSELF AGAINST 
BEAUTIFUL WOMEN

Beautiful women have it easy, don’t they?

They make friends more easily, get the 

pick of the men – even get an easier run  

at work. The truth is, like everyone else, 

they’ll have had their fair share of 

disappointment. They’ll be as likely to be 

divorced and lonely as anyone else. Nice 

guys can be intimidated and shy away; 

wrong men may pursue them for dubious 

reasons. Few of us have everything, but 

we all have something. Recognising and 

making the most of your special attributes 

counts way ahead of a great body or a 

stunning look. Recognising the potential of 

the cards you’ve been dealt and using 

them well is the only winning formula when 

it comes to living a happy life.
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SELF  ONE THING

 T 
his “emergency meditation” 

is a quick way to create a 

helpful little space for you to 

gather your thoughts. 

✢ Become aware: whether sitting 

or standing, deliberately adopt an 

erect and dignified posture and, 

if possible, close your eyes. 

Notice whatever thoughts and 

feelings are going through your 

mind. Acknowledge any 

unpleasant feelings or 

uncomfortable sensations, but 

don’t engage with them. 

✢ Focus attention: think about the 

physical sensations of breathing; 

the way your body expands as the 

breath comes in and falls away as 

you exhale. Anchor yourself in the 

present. If your mind starts to 

wander, gently escort it back to 

the breath and refocus. 

✢ Expand attention: now get a 

sense of your body as a whole. 

You may feel tension in your back 

or a slight sense of swaying. Feel 

the integration between your 

breath and your body, and 

imagine your breath can access 

any parts of your body that feel 

uncomfortable. When you are 

ready to return to awareness, 

gently move your fingers 

and toes; allow your 

eyes to open and 

you are back in 

the room.

IF YOU ONLY DO ONE THING
i Learn how to stay calm under pressure

 
FGY TIP 

Find a regular time  
to do this three-minute 

breathing exercise – it will 
then become part of your 
daily routine, helping to 

improve mood, happiness 
and wellbeing. 
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PARTY ON  SELF

Does 8pm really 
mean 8pm? For an 
organised evening such as 
a dinner party or book club, 
8pm means between 8 and 
8:15. For a casual event, 
such as a large house party, 
it means 8:30. If invited for 
“drinks” or “cocktails”, don’t 
stay more than two hours 
and don’t expect a meal.

Whether it’s the oice “do” or drinks with the neighbours, 

these expert tips will make you the life and soul of the party

Light up the

 � BE PDQ WITH YOUR RSVP 
Etiquette expert Diana Mather, of Public 

Image Inc, says this is the code:

✢ No matter the form of your invitation 

(Twitter, Evite, text, phone or post) your reply 

should be swift and certainly within a week. 

✢ To a formal invitation, respond in writing 

in the third person (“Mrs William Jennings 

would like to thank...”), or by phone or email 

if the invitation ofers a choice. Texts, tweets 

or Evites can be replied to by phone or email.

✢ If you’re not sure you can make the 

date, phone and explain your conundrum 

and ofer to say “no” at that point, if it 

makes planning easier for your hostess. 

✢ Only the person named on the invitation 

is properly invited – unless it specifies 

“and partner” or “and family”.

✢ The only exception to this is if you’ve 

recently got engaged. Only then can you 

phone – in plenty of time – and ask 

whether you can bring your new fiancé.

 � TURN ON THE CHARM 
You may be the hostess with the mostest, 

but how do you rate as a guest? Anabel 

Fielding, director of party company 

Quintessentially Events, gives these tips to 

make the most of any social gathering:

✢ CLEVER HOSTESS GIFTS are 

small and thoughtful, rather 

than flamboyant and 

expensive (which would 

imply the need to 

reciprocate at a later 

date). Think unusual or 

witty: personalised cup 

cakes, a delicious 

dessert wine or flavoured 

tequila to get everyone 

talking (and dancing), or a 

box of fluorescent sticks or 

cheap flashing necklaces for the 

women to (briefly) wear.

✢ BANISH BORING QUESTIONS to save 

yourself from boring answers. Swap “what 

do you do?” (dull) for “Android or iPhone?”. 

People love talking about gadgets, even if 

it’s to tell you what a technophobe they 

are. Try, “If there was one city you could  

go to tomorrow, where would it be?”, or  

“If you could choose to be one person, 

who would it be?”. Even a TV show you’re 

addicted to gets people taking sides.

✢ ALWAYS PRAISE AND ADMIRE your 

hostess’ food, clothes, friends, home. We’re 

not talking false flattery here. Just mean 

what you say and thank her. 

✢ BE ENTERTAINING AND MAKE 

AN EFFORT Think party fabulous 

and wear something  

a little outrageous or 

striking, or have a funky 

blow-dry or make-up 

session. When you feel 

exceptional, people will behave 

diferently towards you, and the 

hostess will love you because you’ll  

have lightened the party. 

✢ KEEP CIRCULATING Make it your 

mission to meet new people and move 

around. According to body language 

expert Susan Quilliam, no matter how 

much you are enjoying the conversation,  

it is courteous to allow other people to 

move on. “In a three-hour drinks party  

you should aim to talk to 10-12 people.” 

FGY TIP

Don’t let your eyes wander: 

scanning the room over someone’s 

shoulder while they’re talking is a 

definite no-no. Always maintain 

firm eye contact with the 

person speaking.

night!
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SELF  PARTY ON

 � THANK YOUS 

Send a written
thank-you  
note  
straight  
after the  
event (it  
will be  
much more  
spontaneous and 
genuine if you write  
it the next day, while 
memories are fresh 
in your mind). 

✢ On your own? “Find 
someone else on their own 
and say ‘you don’t seem to 

know anyone, either’,” 
suggests Liz Brewer, 

author of The Party Bible, 
“or go up to a friendly 
looking group and say,  

‘I don’t know a soul, can  
I introduce myself?’.”

✢ If a group is so tightly 
bunched you can’t 

physically fit in the circle, 
they won’t welcome you 
in, warns Susan Quilliam. 

Aim for small groups 

facing into the room, or 
whose feet are pointing 

into the room (a body 
language clue that their 

full attention is not on the 
person they are speaking 
to and that they might be 

glad of a distraction).

✢ “How do you know the 
host?” is a safe-bet 

opening line.

✢ If you find yourself truly 
lost and lonely, says Liz, 

find the hostess and ofer 
to help, or say, “is there 
anyone here you would 

particularly like me  
to meet?”.

✢ Hand shaking is 
acceptable at a dinner 

party, says Diana Mather, 
but not at a cocktail party 
(tricky if you’re holding a 

drink), and air kissing 
should be reserved as a 

hello for people you know 
well, or for your new 

acquaintances at the end 
of the evening. “The 

convention is now for two 
kisses, cheek to cheek – no 
lipstick marks!” she says. 

 � EXIT STRATEGIES 
Wriggle out of a potentially tedious 

conversation or simply move on with 

these utterly charming get-out phrases:

✢ “I really have enjoyed chatting with 

you, but I’ve been monopolising you for 

far too long, and I know there are other 

people you’re dying to meet.”

✢ “I see Charles is over there and I 

really need to grab him while I have  

the chance. Would you excuse me?”

✢ “Come on, let me introduce you to 

Maggie, I’m sure you’ll have a lot in 

common” (make the introductions, 

whisper “I’ll catch you later”, then slip 

away fairly quickly).

✢ “Would you excuse me, I promised 

Kate I’d help her in the kitchen.” If 

possible, aligning yourself with the 

hostess from the start allows you useful 

freedom to flit around. 

✢ Turn your attention into the room  

and say, “Who else do you know here?”, 

have them take you over, make the 

introductions and tip-toe away.

✢ Wedged between tiresome talkers  

at a dinner party? Liz Brewer suggests: 

“Liven things up and ignite fellow guests 

by being a little risqué, but pick a 

subject which throws them slightly!  

I have to admit that once, stuck at a 

dinner with two particularly boring men,  

I did suddenly ask: ‘So, when and how 

did you lose your virginity?’. Believe it  

or not, it worked. I then couldn’t stop 

them talking!

✢ Alternatively, quiz them on their 

favourite band, weirdest childhood fear 

– anything to turn the conversation into 

one you might enjoy. 

OPENING GAMBITS

FGY TIP

Over-dress rather than 

under-dress, says Liz Brewer. 

“It’s easier to tone things down if 

appropriate (discreetly remove 

excessive jewellery, etc) than 

spruce things up. If in doubt, 

the LBD suits most 

occasions.”

Dress codes 
decoded 

✢ WHITE TIE  

Women long dress  

Men tailcoat and white waistcoat, shirt 

 and bow tie 

✢ BLACK TIE/FORMAL  

Women dress (knee-length or long) 

Men dinner suit 

✢ SEMI-FORMAL/INFORMAL  

(Don’t confuse informal with casual!) 
Women knee-length dress  

Men dark suit, tie

✢ COCKTAIL  

Women knee-length dress or skirt 

Men dark suit (tie not necessary) 

✢ SMART CASUAL  

Women skirt or smart trousers  

Men jacket or collared shirt, trousers 

✢ BUSINESS CASUAL  

Women smart trousers or skirt  

Men collared shirt, chinos 

✢ CASUAL  

...anything goes! 
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS  SELF

Q  
WHY WON’T HE MAKE 
THEM HELP? My new 

husband’s daughters, who are 14 and 12, 

are so lazy when they visit at weekends, 

and my husband never asks them to help 

out, though he’ll ask my eight-year-old 

son. What can I do?

You need to change your reaction, rather 

than expecting him to “reform”. The next 

time the girls arrive, ask them politely to 

help you with some jobs. If necessary, 

explain that, in your house, this is the least 

you expect. If your husband intervenes, ask 

him to step into the next room so you can 

explain your needs. Rather than criticise  

his parenting, explain that all the children 

should pull their weight and that you need 

his support on this. To grow up properly, 

kids need normal, not special, treatment.

Q  
HOW DO I GET HIM TO 
CHANGE? I’d love a bit more  

fun in our lives, but feel I make everything 

happen – my husband says I’m a  

control freak and if he plans 

anything it’ll be wrong.

To get him to be a busier 

planner, you need to 

become less active. 

Think “passive”, “silent” 

We all have relationship problems from time  
to time… Phillip Hodson solves your dilemmas

and “ever so slightly more dependent”.  

Your husband is clearly sensitive in this 

zone. For him to change, you need to  

can the feedback. Tell him you are turning  

over a new leaf and look forward to him 

arranging a lovely surprise for your next 

birthday/anniversary. Then just enjoy.  

Be happy whatever he chooses, whether 

it’s a concert or an of-road rally.

Q  
CAN I REGAIN MY SEX 
DRIVE? My partner and I used to 

have sex all the time, but recently I never 

feel in the mood. I can’t blame it on the 

kids because they’ve all left home.

Unless your relationship has 

recently tanked or you harbour 

a grudge against your 

other half, it’s sensible to 

find out whether your 

problem has physical 

causes. For instance, 

you could now be 

within range of the 

menopause and your 

trouble could be down  

to fluctuating hormones. 

Ask your GP to check your 

testosterone levels, because 

testosterone is the universal sex-drive 

chemical. There are pills, creams and other 

products that could help. One of the major 

symptoms of depression is loss of libido. In 

this case, it might be a good idea to contact 

a sex therapist through Relate (relate.org.uk) 

to explore a solution using cognitive therapy.

SEX, LOVE, MARRIAGE

❯ Let us know what you think about Phillip’s advice, share your own relationship tips,  
tell us about your life… email w&hmail@timeinc.com

GO 
ONLINE

WILL WE EVER BE IN 
SYNCH? My husband loves sex in the 
morning but I prefer to take our time and am  
more in the mood at night. How can we get our  
sex appetites to match?

Q
Here’s an eternal dilemma 

– some men use sex to 
wake themselves up; 

some women use sex to 
wind themselves down.  
I suggest you redefine  
the act. Not all sex has  

to contain the same 
elements or passion 

levels. So if he wants to 
delight in you at dawn, 

why not make sure he is 
satisfied, even if you simply 

meet his needs without 

sharing intercourse. By 
granting this pleasure  

now and again, you are 
investing in the marriage. 
He, in return, could strive 

to be an extraordinary  
sex god after dark. 

 
FGY TIP  

Partner not pulling their 
weight around the house? 

Tell them! Say “I’m not your 
maid. I need your help. If you 

don’t make any efort, my 
feelings for you will die.” 

Harsh, but true.

Phillip Hodson 

has more  

than 30 years’ 

experience  

as a sex and 

relationship 

therapist.  

Happily unmarried for 35 years,  

he has two stepsons and a son,  

and is a grandfather to twin boys.

MEET THE  
RELATIONSHIP 
EXPERT
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OUR EXPERTS
Dr Linda Papadopoulos is a 

well-known psychologist and 

author (drlinda.co.uk)

Sue Firth is a behaviour analyst, 

stress expert and author of More 

Life – Less Stress! (sue-firth.com) 

Liz Tucker is an author, life coach and 

wellbeing consultant to Champneys 

(behappybehealthy.co.uk)

 Overeaten, 
overstressed or 
overcommitted? 
Emma Elms asks 
the experts how 
you can break 

the cycle

ARE YOUR  
 EMOTIONS 
RULING  
YOUR LIFE?

You weren’t even hungry, but after the day 

from hell, you sat down with a cup of tea 

and somehow polished of half a packet of 

biscuits. This is a classic sign of “emotional 

eating”, says psychologist and author Dr 

Linda Papadopoulos.

“Emotional eating” is a typical response 

to stress and other uncomfortable feelings, 

so whether we’re bored, wired or simply 

feeling low, we can end up using food as  

a coping mechanism. That way, we avoid 

having to deal with emotion itself. But 

although “treating” ourselves with chocolate 

may temporarily lift our spirits, a sense of 

guilt kicks in soon after. Feeling we’ve let 

ourselves down, often we then eat to feel 

better again, so it becomes a vicious circle. 

For most of us, comfort eating is a pattern 

we’ve simply slipped into. But taken a step 

further, treating food in this way means we 

can associate chocolate or some other treat 

with being loved. When such associations 

start in childhood, with parents rewarding 

good behaviour with sweets or biscuits,  

they can be hard to undo.

However firmly or superficially your  

habit is fixed, the first step is to recognise 

what role your emotions play in your  

eating patterns. Signs include eating  

when you’re not hungry, eating a food  

you see as “forbidden”, such as cake,  

eating late at night or even secretly, and 

eating to avoid someone or something.

��� TAKE CONTROL
Break the association between food and 

comfort, and substitute something else for 

food. Substituting “emotional eating” with  

a healthier behaviour allows us to actually 

feel that emotion, instead of avoiding it. 

When you’ve had a terrible day at work, 

instead of self-medicating with a takeaway, 

ring a friend to talk about your day. Emailing 

someone close about the problem works 

too. Angry or tense? Physical exercise is  

a great antidote. Take a brisk walk or a run, 

which will release tension welling up inside.

Distraction is another useful tool. If 

emotional eating is an ongoing problem, 

you’ll need to find ways to feel better in the 

long-term. Lift your mood by making more 

time for fun: wander around your favourite 

antiques shop, go to see a film or get stuck 

into a good book. That way, “comfort food” 

will stop taking centre-stage.

  ✢ Overeating...
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Stress comes in many forms and some  

of us are more prone to emotional stress 

than others, says stress expert and 

behaviour analyst Sue Firth.

Firstly, if you’re self-critical or have 

wavering self-esteem, it can make you more 

susceptible to becoming overwhelmed 

by stress. Often, if our parents have 

been critical of us in childhood, 

the tendency to be hard on 

ourselves stays with us in life.

Secondly, if you’re one  

of life’s “givers”, friends  

and family can end up 

treating you like an 

emotional plug socket – they 

of-load and drain all your 

energy. There’s a diference 

between “feeling” for someone 

and actually “living” their emotion.

It could be external situations that are 

overwhelming you, such as problems at 

work or arguing with your partner. Feeling 

we’re not valued or understood is a key 

cause of emotional stress, but remember, 

ultimately, your own perception of the 

situation is the cause of your stress. You 

have a choice in how you react.

��� TAKE CONTROL
Don’t live others’ pain. When your friend or 

teenager confides in you, don’t be afraid to 

ask, “How can I really help you?”. Do they 

want suggested solutions or do they just 

want to talk? Gently set a time limit. If 

appropriate, use humour. Say, “OK, let’s talk 

about this for half an hour, then let’s go out 

and do something to make us feel better!”. 

That’s being a better friend than walking 

away after two hours of analysis, leaving 

you both emotionally exhausted. Say in 

your mind as a mantra, “I really feel for  

you, but I must not live this for you”. 

If the stress is your own, the best remedy 

is to take action. The word “emotion” means 

“energy in motion”, so the solution is to do 

something with it. Your emotion is there 

because it’s asking a question. Don’t ignore 

it – you’re angry or upset for a reason.

Consider the most constructive outlet 

– write a letter to the person who’s upset you 

(you don’t have to post it), thump a pillow, 

listen to music or go for a walk. Also ask 

yourself questions to get the problem in 

perspective: 1. What can I learn from this 

situation? 2. Is this situation about me or down 

to circumstances? If so, how can I change 

them? 3. Will this matter in six months? This 

will help you stay as objective as possible.

  ✢ Overstressed...

FGY TIP

Feeling overwhelmed by work 

or home projects? Break tasks 

down into smaller, achievable  

jobs – you’ll feel more in  

control as you complete  

each one.

We all have times when we’re 

running around like a headless 

chicken, wishing we hadn’t 

agreed to go to dinner with our 

friend when we’re on deadline at 

work. But if you’re constantly 

overwhelmed by the amount 

you’ve taken on, it’s time to 

explore the emotional reasons 

why you over-commit, says life 

coach and author Liz Tucker. 

As women, one of the ways we 

gain respect in life is by caring  

for others, so we can slip into  

a mindset of feeling we have  

to please everyone, which is 

unrealistic. Guilt is a key driver in 

making us say yes to the friend 

who needs a last-minute babysitter 

or the boss who wants us to stay 

late. But the irony is that the more 

you take on, the more likely you’ll 

end up letting people down, 

leading to even more guilt.

Of course, the other reason we 

say yes is because everyone likes 

to feel needed by family or friends, 

or indispensable at work. Perhaps 

we don’t delegate because we 

simply don’t trust anyone else  

to do as good a job as us.  

High-achieving personalities  

are typically reluctant to let 

anyone else help out.

Take control
Often the people who get our 

attention first are the ones who 

shout the loudest, but they may  

not be the people who are truly 

important to you. A brilliant, but 

brutal, exercise to help pinpoint who 

to prioritise is to imagine you have 

just 48 hours to live. What would 

you do and who would you  

spend them with? Now that’s who 

should be top of your priority  

list. Sometimes it’s better just to  

go with your instinct and do the 

things you feel like doing, rather 

than what you ought to.

Put a timeframe when you respond 

to a request. Say, “I’d love to help, 

but I can’t do it until tomorrow or 

next week…” Often, by then, they 

would have found their own solution. 

Another useful exercise, when 

feeling overly busy, is the “four Ds” 

approach. Go through each thing on 

your to-do list and decide either to:  

✢ Do it now,  

✢ Delay it,  

✢ Delegate it, or… 

✢ Dump it.  

It’ll help clear your mind for  

the day ahead.

OVERCOMMITTED
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SELF  TIME OUT

Increasingly, it seems there are not enough hours in the day for everything 
– but the trick is both in saving time and learning to savour it…

It’s about

Our lives revolve around the clock, 

but it’s not our watches that 

determine whether we feel time-

pressured or time-rich, but our brains, 

emotions and even our attitudes. 

Whether you want to speed it up, 

slow it down, or stop the clock 

completely, learn to harness your 

time so that it works for you.

OUR EXPERTS
Stefan Klein is a physicist and author 

of Time: A User’s Guide (Penguin). 

Claudia Hammond is a psychology 

lecturer and author of Time Warped: 

Unlocking the Mysteries of Time 

Perception (Canongate). 

Dr Lynda Shaw is a cognitive 

neuroscientist; drlyndashaw.com 

FIND MORE TIME
Learn to say no to others No one likes to let 

anyone down, but you need to practise easy 

ways to say no: “I’d love to, but I’m tied up 

for a few weeks”, or “It’s not something I can 

manage at the moment, but thanks for thinking 

of me” will fend of most friend requests. 

Family demands require less subtlety!

Let a few things go If you find you’ve ended 

up managing most of the family bills, but love 

it, then fine. But if you’d like your other half  

to help out, you’ll have to stop being so 

eicient, or make changes he won’t like. 

Mentioning in passing that you’ve cancelled 

the sports channel, but haven’t had time to 

shop around for a better deal usually works.

Delegate We often pay lip service to this, 

then do it all ourselves anyway. Even small 

children (and husbands) can put away laundry 

or hang up coats. And remember that others 

like to feel needed, too. “It would help me out 

if you could do this for me on a regular basis” 

isn’t admitting defeat, it’s doing the right thing.

TOP TIME THIEVES
TV… It’s great to lose ourselves in a really 

absorbing show or drama we want to see, 

but mindless viewing of unplanned TV 

creates a zone that is devoid of memory, 

meaning hours of our lives are simply 

forgotten. Try a TV “diet”: in that “average” 

four hours a day, you could write a novel (or 

even finish reading one!) or launch a global 

business. And when you do watch TV, try to 

do something else as well, whether that’s 

filing your nails or your tax return.

Social media… It simply gobbles up time, 

and if scrolling through Twitter or liking 

things on Facebook is also part of your 

winding down ritual, it could, in fact, be 

having the opposite efect, since it’s thought 

to also make us feel rushed and anxious. 

Multi-tasking… This used to be 

hailed as the great time saver, 

but we now know that it 

creates a feeling of being 

harried, putting us under 

pressure and making 

us spend longer over 

each task. Slow and 

steady wins the race.

BE WORK-EFFICIENT
✢ Manage your emails Keeping up to date 

with your emails is, of course, important,  

but checking twice a day is suicient. Julie 

Morgenstern, “Oprah’s favourite organising 

expert”, has even written a book called 

Never Check Email in the Morning, on the 

basis that doing so distracts us from higher 

priority work when most of us are at our 

most productive.

✢ Monitor your movements Keep a log of 

how you spend your time, suggests Dr 

Roger Henderson, author of Stress Beaters: 

100 Proven Ways to Manage Stress. The 

idea is to see where you have “time leaks”. 

Note how long each task takes – how much 

time you spend in meetings, for example, or 

getting from A to B. Now see which periods 

can be used more efectively.

✢ Keep to-do lists But make 

them manageable, not 

stupidly long! Want to go 

digital? Download a free 

organising app like Any.

Do, Evernote, Wunderlist 

(Android and iPhone) or 

Todo (iPhone only).  

FGY TIP

We often defer delegation 

because “by the time I’ve 

explained, I could do it myself”. 

Always question whether  

that’s really true!

See the big picture
✢ Plan major life goals in three-month slots As well as the 

daily to-do list, keep a long-term planner. It feels good to have a 
bigger framework and stops us losing sight of the big picture. 

✢ Re-assess your targets quarterly This will make achieving your 
goals more manageable, whether moving house or changing job. 

✢ Be productive, not just busy Measure what you’re doing by 
the results achieved, not by the time it takes to achieve them. 
Stop and ask yourself if what you’re working on is worth the 
effort. Is it bringing you in the same direction as your goals? 

Don’t get caught up in odd jobs, even those that seem urgent, 
unless they are also important. 

time!



BE LIFE-EFFICIENT
✢ Put bills on direct debit or standing 

order (which can work out cheaper, 

too). But check your statements 

regularly to ensure you’re not paying 

for services you no longer use.

✢ Have an in-tray for your bills that 

need to be paid, calls that need to be 

made and insurance that needs to be 

sorted, then set aside time once or 

twice a week to address the pile.

✢ Shred as you read… Save time  

on your admin by keeping a mini 

shredder next to you as you open 

your post, so you can instantly 

dispose of any correspondence you 

don’t need to keep.

✢ Call of the search… Retrieving lost 

items, whether it’s keys, phone or a 

document is frustratingly time-wasting, 

as well as maddening. Fix a place for 

your keys and keep them there, force 

yourself to file documents clearly and 

take your phone of silent at home, so 

at least you can ring it up when it goes 

AWOL. Oh, and stop the hunt for 

matching sheets by storing sets of 

bedlinen inside pillowcases.

✢ Send cards once a month… Keep a 

supply of assorted cards for birthdays, 

anniversaries and thank-you notes, 

plus stamps, then on the first of each 

month write and address all the ones 

for that month.

✢ Search faster… Find that web page 

in a flash by narrowing your search. 

For example, if you want to find a past 

woman&home recipe, type 

“site:womanandhome.co.uk” before 

your search items and you’ll no longer 

be trawling through pages of 

irrelevant results.
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STRETCH TIME
When we’re engrossed or 

super happy we stop noticing 

the normal signals that tell us 

that the minutes are passing. 

The easiest way to slow down 

time and make special moments 

last longer is to become more aware 

of tiny details – the taste of your food, 

the texture of a baby’s soft head, the music 

playing on the radio. The more impressions 

your senses and memory absorb, the better. 

Imprinting sensations and savouring 

experiences slow the clock. Conversely, 

continually looking ahead and not engaging 

in sensations will speed life to a blur.

SEIZE IT
Minutes crawling in a boring situation? The 

trick is to stop seeing waiting time as an 

inconvenience, but instead an opportunity 

for some calm and reflection. Waiting in line 

or for the arrival of a delayed train is the 

perfect excuse to get lost in your thoughts. 

Daydreaming is never a waste of time, but 

rather incredibly healthy for 

your brain, helping you to 

problem-solve, be more eicient and creative.

USE IT
People who live in the now – rather than 

constantly worrying about the past or the 

future – are not only happier, but think more 

clearly and are better equipped to cope with 

whatever life throws at them. But living in the 

moment, or being mindful, is something we 

find very hard. To do it, spend a few minutes 

focusing on your senses and your breathing, 

gently pushing any other thoughts or worries 

aside. Mindfulness can also occur when 

we’re not even trying, usually through an 

activity we find satisfying. It’s often called 

“being in your flow” and happens when 

we’re playing sport, cooking, reading or 

perhaps simply watching the view. Think 

what activities put you in that zone and  

make more time for them.

UNDERSTAND IT
Working with your body clock, rather than 

wrestling against it, will not only save you 

valuable time each day, but can also protect 

you from insomnia, cardiovascular illnesses 

and prevent accidents. Morning people, for 

example, find it easier to tackle logical tasks 

first thing and more routine jobs later in the day. 

If you don’t already know it, find your body 

harmony by thinking what time you would 

wake up naturally if you didn’t set an alarm. 

FGY TIP

Take time out with a little 

artwork. More Mindfulness 

Colouring by Emma Farrarons 

(Boxtree, £7.99) is “anti-stress 

therapy for busy people”.

Reclaim it 
Does Christmas seem to come around 

faster every year? That’s because, as we 
age, more in our lives becomes routine 
and we switch to auto-pilot more often, 
which speeds up our experience of time. 
By changing your routine, it forces your 

brain to pay attention, creates new 
memories and makes the years feel 

more elastic. It’s the reason holidays or 
weekends away in new places often 

seem to last a long time.

✢ Commute differently  
Change your route, even in a small way, and 

consciously notice something new about your 

journey every day, like people’s clothes or shop 

window displays.

✢ Change your day  
Carry out your tasks in a different order, or 

make a point of leaving the office or home for  

a quick ten-minute walk.

✢ Try something new  
Whether it’s shopping in a new town or trying 

a new fitness class, do something different 

every weekend and, in just one month, you’ll 

have built up enough new experiences to make 

your weeks linger on.
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LOOKING FOR LOVE  SELF

Make the most of your chances
BE PREPARED TO PUT THE HOURS IN  

It can be like a full-time job, as you will be 

deluged with emails enticing you back to 

each site. You have to invest time (and 

probably money) in finding the man you like.

PAY FOR LESS Free sites can give an 

overwhelming choice which will take ages 

to wade through, so pay for upgrades or 

sites that match you with suitable partners. 

SELL YOURSELF Don’t be modest. Don’t 

be afraid of being flirty and positive. And  

put up really good photos. 

DON’T BE TOO FUSSY Be prepared to 

give a man a chance even if he doesn’t  

tick all the boxes.

DON’T RUSH IT Keep your date apart  

from your family until you’re sure he’s going 

to be around for a while.

BE HONEST Particularly on sites that use 

personality profiling – if you spend your 

spare time on the sofa watching soaps, 

don’t pretend you are action woman.

BE PREPARED FOR REJECTION Just as 

you’ll dismiss men you don’t like the look  

of, they’ll do the same to you. It’s nothing 

personal. Also don’t think that every date is 

going to end with the sound of wedding 

bells; it won’t.

IT CAN GET ADDICTIVE Beware when it 

takes over your life and you get hooked on 

looking at profiles or the thrill of a diferent 

date every week. 

Warning signs. Watch out if he...
LOGS ON DURING THE DAY He’s probably 

unemployed, or at work so the wife doesn’t 

see what he’s up to.

CAN ONLY MEET DURING THE WEEK He’s 

probably in a relationship and lying about 

being out on “business”.

IS ON EVERY DATING SITE He might be  

a player – or desperate. 

GETS TOO FORWARD TOO FAST If he 

asks you about sexual preferences before 

you’ve even met…well, he wants a hook-up, 

not romance.

SUGGESTS A CHEAP DATE It’s OK to go 

Dutch on a first date, but if he expects you 

to pay or will only go for a cuppa, he’s 

probably broke.

AND… IF IT DOESN’T FEEL RIGHT Trust 

your gut instinct – avoid men who want to 

come to your home to collect you; men  

who continually complain about their ex; 

and those who’ve never had a serious 

relationship (something is definitely  

wrong – baggage is normal!).

So... which site? Here are  
just a few to get you going...
MATCH.COM The dating site most recommended 

by singles. You do get a lot of emails and feedback 

so, to refine your search, sister site matcha�nity.com 

has a lengthy questionnaire, which saves time.

✢ Starts at £29.99 per month.

PLENTY OF FISH (pof.com) Has 2.5 million  

singles and is free, so a good place to start – and 

plentymorefish.com specialises in the over forties.

✢ Free. Upgraded membership costs £12.50 for 

three months (less, if you sign up for longer). 

EHARMONY (eharmony.co.uk) Uses in-depth 

personality profiling to match you with partners, 

which raises the odds of finding a match. 

✢ £12.95 for the basic deal (£155.40 for a year).

WOMAN & HOME PLUS ONE (dating.womanand 

home.com) With up to 1,000 matches, this easy- 

to-use site is safe and secure. Our favourite!

✢ Free. Upgraded membership from £10.50 per 

month. Free for the first month and free for three 

months for w&h subscribers (voucher code TIW&H).

Everyone meets online these days  
– but where do you start? Here’s our  
mini guide to avoiding the pitfalls…

DATING DOS
✢ Chat first online. And ask lots of 

questions to get a real feel for the person.

✢ Then chat on the phone. People can 

think about their answers before they 

type, but are likely to be less guarded 

when talking.

✢ Meet in a public place. And keep the 

first date short – cofee or lunch – so 

you can leave if you want.

✢ Take it slowly. Remember, these are 

strangers, so it will take time to get to 

know them properly.

Little white lies  
Be warned – everyone lies! 
Even if it’s not outright (like 
not being married when they 
are) they may claim to be 
taller or more successful. 
Pictures might show them 
with a full head of hair when 
most of it’s now gone! 
Accept that people are not 
always completely honest 
– they’re just trying to show 
themselves in the best light.

Get it right!

ONLINE 
DATING

woman&home FEEL GOOD YOU   137  
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Current ideas to help you 
look after your happiness

SELF 
insider

FINDING SUPPORT
Many people with skin conditions not only sufer physical symptoms, but  

psychological efects like isolation and depression, too. Now The British Association  
of Dermatologists has launched skinsupport.org.uk to give emotional support  
to suferers. Find information, self-help materials, support groups and more.

Bach Rescue 
Plus Lozenges,  

with vitamin B5  
and vitamin B12, also 
contain the “Rescue” 

essences and a 
soothing orange and  

elderflower liquid 
centre to help keep 

you calm. £3.69,  
boots.com

FGY

Try a good quality vitamin 
D supplement, such as Quest 
Vitamins Forte D 4000 (£12.69, 
revital.co.uk). And “include in your 
daily diet fatty fish, mushrooms, beef 
liver, cheese and egg yolks,” adds 
nutritionist Cassandra Barns.
Make time to go for a walk in 
your lunch hour to get some fresh 
air and clear your head. Exercise 
keeps hormone levels constant and 
will help alleviate the emotional 
symptoms of SAD.

Eat right: the body makes serotonin 
(the “feel good” hormone) from 
tryptophan, which occurs in foods 
such as dairy products, bananas,  
fish, dried dates, soya, almonds and 
peanuts. Combine with unrefined 
carbs, like brown rice, wholemeal 
bread or oats, to help the body release 
insulin to help tryptophan uptake to 
the brain. “A good example would be 
to eat eggs with wholemeal toast for 
breakfast,” says nutritionist Dr Marilyn 
Glenville (marilynglenville.com).

DON’T FEEL SAD
Now we’re faced with shorter days and dark and dreary evenings, it’s 
hard not to feel down in the dumps! But you could also be sufering from 
Seasonal Afective Disorder (SAD), which afects around two million 
people in the UK. Symptoms include feelings of depression or low mood, 
reduced energy levels, tiredness, sugar cravings and poor concentration. 

3
OF 

THE 
BEST

SELF-HELP BOOKS

WILD AWAKENING  
by Mary Daniels details 

the author’s journey  
from near suicide to a 
successful career as  
a life coach. £10.99, 

whsmith.co.uk

24 HOUR MINDFULNESS 
is a free eShort by Rohan 

Gunatillake with 16 
exercises for even the 

busiest days. Also 
available as a digital 

audio download, 99p.

THE ART OF POSSIBLE 
by Kate Tojeiro tells you 
how to train your brain  
to develop a “can-do” 

attitude and achieve your 
goals. £12.99, hardback; 
£8.99, Kindle and eBook.

DID YOU KNOW?  
In the last year, 48 per 
cent of employees in 

the UK have gone into 
work when ill and 40 

per cent haven’t taken 
a day of sick in last 12 
months. The epidemic 

of “presenteeism” 
identified in The Health 

in the Workplace 
Report by One4all 

Rewards should inspire 
employers to help 

staf break this harmful 
habit, if they want to 
improve health and 

increase productivity.
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10 BRILLIANT IDEAS  SELF

With thanks to realsimple.com; mayoclinic.org; lifehacker.com

SELF SHORT THOUGHTS...

Fake it till 
you feel it. If you’re 

feeling low, act cheery 
and you’ll feel happier. 
Angry at someone? Do  
a kind deed for them 

and your feelings 
will soften. 

 
Even if you’re 

blessed with oodles of 
natural talent, the ability to 
succeed and feel confident 

doesn’t rely on that alone. Experts 
suggest practising for a task is 
more important – preparation 
will boost your confidence and 

improve the quality of 
your work. 

Do let the sun 
go down on anger. 

Studies show that the 
idea of anger catharsis isn’t 
really founded. Expressing 
anger to minor annoyances 
just amplifies bad feelings; 

not expressing anger 
often allows it to 

dissipate.

Superstition 
isn’t all bad. Science 

suggests tokens of luck 
(the right underwear, set 
rituals) lead to improved 
performance, boosting 

self-confidence and 
reducing anxiety.

People who try 
new things tend to be 

happier than those who 
stick to familiar activities they 

already do well. Enjoy the fun of 
failure and tackle a daunting 
goal now and then; dealing 
with the unexpected gives 

a powerful sense of 
satisfaction.

You say 
you’re open to 

discussion, but your 
arms are crossed; that 

you’re listening, but haven’t 
looked up from your 

phone. Our non-verbal 
cues reveal more 

than we think.

We all think we 
have things wrong with 

us – the key to happiness is 
appreciating yourself despite 
them. Keep your inner critic  

in check. Every time you 
criticise yourself, remind 

yourself of something 
you excel at.

Practise 
gratitude. Each 

day, identify one thing 
that enriches your life. 

When you think an 
ungrateful thought, 
substitute a grateful 

one. 

Bad things 
happen sometimes. 

Happy people realise this, 
take things in their stride and 

move on. Unhappy people 
tend to dwell on minor issues, 

perpetuating feelings of 
sadness, resentment, 

guilt and anger.  
Let it go.

Detachment 
is not indifference. 
It is the acceptance  

of the good and the bad, 
and staying balanced, calm 

and in control of your 
moods and reactions.  

It has much to do  
with inner peace.



to look

Revel in the line-up of lovely short breaks 
we’ve put together, and set aside a few 
days to spoil yourself sometime soon…

A little
something

forward to!
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This famous stretch of Italian coastline 

boasts jaw-dropping scenery around 

every corner, sophisticated town life 

and seaside refinement. And the hotel? 

Well, it’s one of the finest in Italy. 

There are beautiful gardens, Michelin- 

starred dining and a wonderful spa, 

where nothing is too much trouble. 

Treatment suites are elegant and 

there’s even a private double Jacuzzi 

suite. You’ll find a tempting array of 

rituals and massages, such as the 

Relax programme, with a 90-minute 

crushed olive seed body scrub (€180), 

or the two-hour lemon and orange 

garden ritual (€240). 

It might be hard to drag yourself 

away from the hotel, but you mustn’t 

miss a trip over to Capri, only around 

20 minutes by fast boat. Down the 

coast in lovely Amalfi you can stop to 

buy a few sheets of bambagina, the 

town’s luxury hand-made paper. 

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR  What could 

be more relaxing than a stroll through 

the hotel’s five acres of park and 

gardens, with their wonderful-smelling 

citrus groves, plants and flowers.  

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  Classic 

Collection Holidays (0800 008 7299; 

classic-collection.co.uk) ofers three 

nights at the Grand Hotel Excelsior 

Vittoria from £846pp in October, 

including return flights from Gatwick to 

Naples and private transfers. 

ITALY
SIZZLING SORRENTO  
The Excelsior Vittoria

LONDON
SOHO SEDUCTION  
Ham Yard Hotel

This is a London break unlike any you 

may have experienced before. Ham Yard 

Hotel is situated around a central tree- 

filled garden and it’s hard to believe 

you’re just a few minutes’ walk from the 

middle of Soho. Here you’ll find 91 

bedrooms and suites, as well as 

restaurant, bar, outdoor dining and a 

line-up of independent shops on site, too. 

Sip a Ham Yard tonic (Portobello Road 

gin, Campari, St Germain, grapefruit 

bitters and home made tonic water; £12) 

before selecting some of the tasty snacks 

and sharing plates that are the hotel’s 

speciality. Or head for the restaurant and 

enjoy the likes of seared scallops, chilli 

and rocket (£10) followed by on-the-bone 

Charolais sirloin with shallots and Ham 

Yard relish (£27).

Soholistic body scrubs, Liz Earle facial 

therapies (starting at £100 for 30 minutes), 

waxing and massages are all available in  

 

the spa during your stay. Choose one of 

the attractive treatment rooms (there are  

two singles and a double), or use your 

own room if you’d prefer. You’ll also find  

a fully equipped gym, steam room and 

lovely relaxation area, showers and 

changing rooms. 

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR  Boost your 

evening fun by booking a lane at the 

hotel’s vintage Croc Bowling Alley, 

imported from Texas. 

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  Room rates 

start at £372 per night (room only). For 

more information and to book online,  

visit firmdalehotels.com
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CARDIFF
WELSH WONDER 
Park Plaza

YORK
NORTH STAR Middlethorpe Hall 

York is a lovely medieval city, with its 

vast Minster, pretty shopping streets 

and a long wall to explore. Just 

outside the centre (and close to the 

racecourse) is Middlethorpe Hall, with 

its boutique spa, heated indoor pool, 

steam room, sauna, whirlpool bath 

and gymnasium.   

Treatments are by Decleor (a 

55-minute aromatherapy body 

massage costs £59) and Neom 

Organics (a 30-minute back massage 

costs £34). In fact, every treatment 

begins with a unique back diagnostic 

massage; utterly relaxing for you and 

a good insight for your therapist into 

your overall state of health. 

The hotel’s restaurant has been 

awarded two AA Rosettes under chef 

Nicholas Evans. They specialise in 

serving traditional British cuisine with 

modern touches in the stunning 

panelled dining room. From £69 per 

person, the seven-course extravaganza 

takes you from chilled tomato 

consommé to confit of chicken with 

smoked leek and mushroom terrine, 

pan-fried fillet of Whitby turbot, 

Yorkshire Dales lamb, frozen basil 

parfait and toasted vanilla marshmallow.

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR  Middlethorpe 

Hall is owned by the National Trust and 

you can volunteer to assist for a day 

in the hotel gardens when you book.  

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  Bed and 

breakfast costs from £199 per room 

per night, based on two sharing 

(01904 641241; middlethorpe.com).

Just round the corner from Cardif Castle, 

and an easy stroll from the shops, parks, 

museum and concert hall, the Park Plaza is 

an excellent choice for a break that combines 

retail therapy and pampering. The Laguna 

Health Club and Spa ofers a range of Elemis 

treatments (such as the 70-minute Visible 

Brilliance Facial, £72, or the 55-minute 

Modern Facial, £55) and a lovely relaxation 

room, allowing you to come back down to 

earth gently when your treatment is completed.  

Then make time for a few lengths of the 

indoor pool, with steam room and Jacuzzi.

The hotel’s interior is contemporary and 

luxurious. The Laguna Bar is spacious and 

subtly lit, with access to an outdoor terrace 

and plenty of low seats and intimate booths 

to give you privacy if you want it. On the 

other side of a vast “Wine Wall’ is the Laguna 

Kitchen. Don’t miss the primavera risotto with 

halloumi and watercress (£7.45 for a small 

serving, £13.95 as a main) or the herb crushed 

Brecon rack of spring Welsh lamb (£19.95). 

When you’re heading out to explore, build 

in some shopping time. An expedition through 

Cardif’s famous covered arcades is a must 

– Central Market, Castle, Morgan and Royal 

Arcades all boast a plethora of stores that 

make a mooch around really pleasurable.

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR  Take a power walk 

or jog through beautiful Bute Park (bute-park.

com) and have a go on the eight exercise 

stations along its fitness trail. 

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  The Girls Night 

In package costs £155 per person (based on 

two sharing) and includes Champagne on 

arrival, one night’s accommodation with 

breakfast and three 25-minute treatments 

(0292 011 1111; parkplazacardif.com). 
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LUXURY BREAKS  SELF

WILTSHIRE
TO THE MANOR BORN Whatley Manor

Welcome to a classic country manor house, 

with 12 acres of grounds that lead down to  

the gently meandering River Avon. Whatley 

works really well. You’ll get a strong sense of 

history, you’ll love the rural location and 

you’ll appreciate the contemporary touches. 

The hotel’s former stable block is now the 

Aquarias Spa. Here, too, you’ll sense that 

combination of tradition and modernity. Enjoy 

an Ila Chakra two-hour wellbeing ritual (£175) or 

opt for caviar firming (from £110 for 60 minutes). 

There are body massages, plus treatments 

to revitalise your cranial pressure points. 

Whatley Manor is not sprawling, which is 

welcoming. There are intimate drawing 

rooms, plus a hall with a fireplace and a 

huge sofa. The Mazot Brasserie has a 

modern feel, as does the main dining room, 

and yet all the time you are looking through 

mullioned windows with leaded panes.

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR   £185 buys you a 

place on a cookery masterclass with 

executive chef Martin Burge (includes apron, 

recipes, lunch and the food you prepare). 

Check the website for dates.  

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  A one-night stay 

at Whatley Manor Hotel & Spa costs from 

£315 for a standard room, including bed, 

breakfast and full use of the spa (01666 822 

888; whatleymanor.com).

Berlin, a city truly reborn, combines impressive 

buildings and a wealth of low-key, but fascinating 

secrets. The Hotel de Rome is situated right on 

the historic Bebelplatz, close to the shops of 

Friedrichstrasse, the Reichstag, the Brandenburg 

Gate, Checkpoint Charlie and the Jewish Museum. 

When you’re worn out with exploring, the 

Hotel de Rome’s sumptuous Spa de Rome is an 

excellent place to relax. Once a very secure 

vault where jewels and gold were stored, the 

spa today guarantees you will be indulged with 

relaxation and serenity. You’ll find six treatment 

rooms as well as a 20-metre indoor pool, 

state-of-the-art gym, Finnish sauna, steam room 

with aromatherapy and the vault of relaxation.

A team of highly qualified therapists provides 

luxurious face and body treatments, using only 

the finest products. Choose a deep cleansing 

seaweed treatment (90 minutes, €165) or a rose 

renewal body ritual (90 minutes, €185).  

 FEEL GOOD FACTOR  Head for the hotel’s 

Opera Court and treat yourself to a traditional 

English afternoon tea (yes, we know it’s 

Germany, but this is a fabulous treat!) including 

finger sandwiches and homemade scones.

 MAKE YOUR BOOKING  Pay from €348 per 

night (£246 at current exchange rate) for a double 

room, including breakfast (roccofortehotels.com). 

Return London to Berlin flights with British 

Airways (ba.com) cost from £105 in November. 

BERLIN
ABSOLUTELY CAPITAL 

Hotel de Rome
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)RU WKLV DQG RWKHU XQLTXH JLIWV
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MY FEEL GOOD SECRETS

SIMPLE  PLEASURES

       

Actress Nicola Stephenson, 44, lives in London with her 

husband, Paul, and children, Esme, seven, and Iris, five 

guaranteed to make me feel better. I think 

so many of the world’s problems could  

be fixed with better communication. 

MY ONE INDULGENCE… My mum was a 

real “Don’t leave the house without your 

make-up” lady and always said, “Spend the 

money and get your hair done somewhere 

nice” – and I’ve kept it up. At the moment,  

I go to a lovely place called Zoo in Islington. 

On the flip side, I’ll buy a cheap bag from 

Topshop that I’ll use for about four years!

MY GUILTY PLEASURE… is talent shows, 

especially The X Factor and The Voice.  

I used to sing as a kid and 

I really wanted to go into 

musical theatre — now 

my voice is rubbish! I love 

watching others who can 

sing, though, I get really 

quite emotional. 

THE BEST THING ABOUT BEING MY 

AGE… The other day, Paul said, “It’s a time 

for mellow fruitfulness” – and he’s right.  

My kids are at a fun age, I’m enjoying my 

work and I’ve got amazing friends because 

by the time you’re in your forties, you’ve got 

those long-lasting friendships – people  

you can ring at 3am. I think I’ll look back  

on this as being the best time of my life.  

MY BEST PIECE OF ADVICE...

When I used to get worked up 

about something, my dad would 

say, “Nicola, does it really matter?” 

It’s a mantra you can apply to 

almost anything you’re getting 

wound up about in life – 99 per 

cent of the time, the answer is no! 

Nicola joins the cast of Emmerdale 

this month, which airs every 

weekday evening on ITV.

Nicola Stephenson
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❯ Enjoyed this issue? Then don’t miss out on our fabulous subscription offer on page 76

MY DREAM ESCAPE…  

Paul and I spent our honeymoon in 

Koh Samui, Thailand, and now the 

kids are slightly older, I’m desperate 

to take them. I’ve got this vision  

of them running about in the sea 

where we once sat. When we’ve  

got enough money, we’ll be off! 

MY BEAUTY REGIME… When I was 13, my 

mum bought me a skincare set from Marks 

& Spencer, so I was taught to look after my 

skin from an early age. I’ve learnt it’s not 

worth worrying about fancy creams, though. 

The most important thing is serums – 

vitamins A and C in the morning and vitamin 

E at night, followed by Simple moisturiser.  

I never go out without factor 50 sun lotion 

on my face, either – in summer or winter! 

MY DIET… A lot of actresses don’t have a 

healthy relationship with food because of 

the pressure to look a certain way, but my 

attitude is that a bit of what you fancy does 

you good. I eat a lot of 

fresh fruit and vegetables, 

but I’m a real sucker for 

Italian food. Paul makes an 

amazing pasta puttanesca 

– I’ve told him if he  

ever wants to get round 

me, make that! For my 

birthday, he took me to Palermo in Sicily for 

a street-food tasting tour – it was fantastic.  

MY EXERCISE ROUTINE… I started yoga  

12 years ago and it’s the first exercise I did 

that felt right for my body. Now I do it three 

times a week. It’s great for toning and core 

strength. I think of it as a complete beauty 

regime for the mind, body and soul. 

MY WEEKENDS… are fairly low key. Paul 

and I usually take the kids to the park or  

go swimming, and there’s a little café on 

our high street we like to have breakfast at, 

too. They do these big milkshakes for the 

kids and the best “bad” bacon sandwiches 

– if you’ve had too much wine the night 

before, it absolutely sorts you out!

MY FEEL-GOOD SECRET… is communication. 

If I’m anxious about something, talking 

things through with Paul or my friends is 

‘By the time you’re 
in your forties you’ve 

got long-lasting 
friendships – people 
you can ring at 3am’
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